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With Murray City School System

in

County Board Policy Puts Limit On Pupil Exchanges

By LOWELL ATCRLEY
Staff Reporter
A new Calloway County School Board
policy will tighten a current no-limit
average daily attendance contract

exchange arrangement between the
county and city system.
The new policy, which county school
board members passed in a 4-1 vote
Thursday night, will mean an almost

gradual end to a procedure of the
county system simply giving up state
average daily attendance (ADA)funds
when a county student attends the city
system
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DISCUSS PUPIL EXCHANGE — A group of parents
and members of Calloway County Board of
Education listen to
one speaker during Thursday night's county school
board session. The board, in a 4-1 vote adopted
a policy setting
out guidelines for pupils in the county and city
attending the system of their choice. The new
policy will trim the
number of county pupils from 75-100 able to
attend the city system next year. Most of the parents
attending said
they want the procedure to remain. County
board members pictured (foreground, left) include
Billy Joe Kinglets,
Jerry Overby andferrell Miller.
Staff Photo Bv Lowell Atchley

The policy didn't pass without public
protest and some revision Thursday
night when almost 30 parents of
children going to the city system
braved inclement weather to attend the
session and oppose the action.
Also, one board member, Billy Joe
Kingins, found himself voting against
the measure, he said not because he
disagreed with a ceiling being placed on
the exchange but because he wanted to
delay action to meet with Murray
school board members.
Under the arrangement this year,
city and county students can attend the
system of their choice and state funds
appropriated go tb the system the
student attends. County school officials
say 367 pupils in the county system
currently go to the Murray system
under the arrangement while 76 "city"
students attend the county system. The
loss to the county system amounts to
over $1,000 per pupil in state funds,
school officials said.
Under the policy adopted to take
.ffeet in the 1979-80 school year, county
dudents in grades 1-12 listed on the
current contract for non-resident pupils
can continue to attend the city system.
Also, brothers and sisters of students in
grades 1-12 listed under the current
contract can attend the city system.
Further, children whose parents are
full-time employees of the city board of
education can attend the city system.
After learning of an unusual situation
from one parent attending the system,
school board members added a fourth
category, allowing children, including
brothers and sisters, who resided in the
city school district,thlis year but who

move to the county system this year to
situation, rather wanted the procedure
continue to attend the city system.
to remain status quo.
The policy also points out,"Students
One woman whose child will not be
outlined. . will be honored so long as no
exempted under the policy next year
additional students from the Calloway
toki board members Walter Byars
County School District are enrolled in
Ferrell Miller, Jerry Overby, Kingins
the Murray Independent District, and
and Lubie Parrish,"I feel you are
students residing in the Murray
punishing those who live in the city by
Independent School District wishing to
restricting this. We live in the city, go to
enroll in the Calloway County School
city churches, have city friends, but
District will behonored"
still we live in the county district .....in
Calloway County School Superinbeing punished because my child
tendent Jack Rose said the new policy
doesn't qualify and I feel very, very
will have an impact on some 75-100
discriminated against."
pupils next fall.
Gilbert Sears, who lives in Cherry
He said a ceiling on the exchange is
Corner and sends four children to the
needed due to student enrollment
city system. raised the hackles of
fluctuations at Southwest Elementary,
Miller, himself a former educator.
a county school located near the
when he said,"All this centers on
Murray city limits. A number of
quality education . . .in my view I
parents living in southwest Murray who
believe they'll receive a higher quality
are in the city limits live in the county
education in the Murray system."
school district because city school
Miller asked Sears about what basis
district lines and city limit lines aren't • he used in making the stateme
nt. "I
the same.
don't think you have the evidenceto
Board members, except Kingins,
back up that statement," Miller told
resisted pleas from the parents atSears.
tending for county school board
Other parents argued for freedom of
members to meet with city board
choice while some said parents living in
members and discuss the situation.
the city limits should be exempted
County board members countered,
Still others questioned board
saying they had met in what turned out
members about a possible merger
to be a closed meeting late last year
between the two systems. a recomduring a Lions Club get-together and
mendation Kentucky Department of
city school board members opposed the
Education made during the city
idea.
system's last facilities survey.
Board members said they were inOverby, a new member on the board,
censed by a recent letter from the city
said his constituents would not favor a
board which Rose read Thursday night.
merger.
That letter gave no indication the city
See BOARD,
board wanted to talk about the
Page 16, Column6

Council Concerned About Break In At Fire Chief's Office

Action On Firemeres Pay DelayedA mysterious break-in at the office of
Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper has
delayed, at least for two weeks, action
on proposed pay increases and other
benefits for Murray Fire Department
Personnel.
The break-in was revealed to the
members of the city council at their
regular meeting Thursday by Mayor
Melvin B. Henley. Henley told the
council that the incident was
discovered a couple of weeks ago when
Chief Cooper noticed that some insurance rating papers were missing
from his files.
About four days after the papers were
discovered missing, they reappeared,
Henley said.
The council decided to continue investigating the incident in an effort to

Officials Refuse
More Comment
On Eaker Death
Officials today refused to comment
further on the investigation of the
shooting death of Charles G. Eaker, 21,
whose body was discovered about 3:45
a.m. Thursday in his car on Highway
1551 about a mile west of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker attributed Eaker's death
Thursday to a gunshot wound to the
head but as yet has made no ruling on
the death. The case is under investigation by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and the Kentucky
State Police.
Walker said that he would be in
contact with the state police today and
would probably have a statement after
that time. Meanwhile, sheriff's
department officials said that several
people have been questioned.
Eaker, the son of Mr and Mrs. Glen
Eaker. Route 8, Murray, had been
employed by Mid-South Construction
fo

determine who is responsible before
action on the pay increases.
Also at Thursday's meeting, the
council:
— Accepted, with regret, the
resignation of Murray Police Chief
Brent Manning. Manning has served on
the police force a total of 11 years in two
separate stints.
The council will advertise for applications to fill the vacancy. It is expected that present members of the
local force as well as other interested
persons from outside MPD will apply
for the position.
— Approved a resolution requesting
the Calloway County Fiscal Court to
participate in the construction of the
extension of Glendale Road between U.
S. 641S and Ky. 121S. The resolution,
presented by Mayor Melvin B. Henley,
requests the fiscal court to pay half the
estimated cash outlay for materials
($20,892), furnish half the gravel base
required and furnish half the in-kind
provision for equipment and labor.
The resolution points out that many
residents outside the city have indicated support for the project, that
residents of the city pay county
property taxes, and that the residents
of Murray are included in both
population and local tax effort counts
for th purpose of revenue sharing
computations for the county.
"Very little revenue sharing money
has ever been spent by the fiscal court
within the corporate limits of the City of
Murray," the resolution says.

— Approved the leasing of an IBM
Cooper compared with raises given
System 32 computer system to be used
other members of the force and the fact
in the city's Central Billing office.
that firemen were no longer receiving
According to Supt. Tommy Marshall,
equal pay with policemen of equal rank.
the computer will enable the water,
Thursday's committee recomsewer, gas and sanitation departments
mendation, presented by committee
to handle, in-house, all bookkeeping,
chairman Billy Balentine, would inbilling, payroll and other related items
crease the firemen's pay to the same
as well as provide other pertinent inrate as members of the police force, up
formation for departmental use.
longevity pay for firemen, as well as all
The system which leases for $1,250
other city employees.from $5 to $10 per
per month, will be phased into
month after eight years of service and
operation over the next 12 to 15 months.
increase "call-back" pay from $5 to
Marshall indicated he feels the system
$7.50 in 1980 and to $10 in 1981.
will generate enough savings in
But councilman C. C. Lowry objected
manpower to justify the lease price.
to any action on the Tatter last night
— Approved on first reading
saying he is concerned over the breakamendments establishing regulations
in and wants it "investigated carefully
governing privately owned outdoor
before (he) could vote for a raise for
recreational facilities and adjusting
any city employee."
fees for special meetings, plat reviews,
Mayor Henley had indicated that it
etc.
has been suspected that a member of
— Enacted following second reading
the fire department staff may have
an ordinance increasing water rates
been responsible for the break-in,
charged large (industrial) users.
which involved removing the door to
— Authorized the advertisements for
the chief's office. But several
bids on five new patrol cars for the
firefighters present at the meeting
Murray Police Department.
disputed that possibility, saying they
The pay increase for fireman,
are willing to take polygraph (lie
recommended by the public safety
detector) tests to prove their innocence.
committee, is an outgrowth of recent
meetings between the firemen and
The matter is to be turned over the
members of the committee. At a press
the Police Department for a complete
conference on Jan. 26, the firefighters
investigation.
said they had been "dealt with unIn the meantime, the council's budget
fairly" in terms of wage increases.
and finance committee is expected to
The major complaints concerning
review the pay increase proposal,
pay aired at that meeting were the
which was tabled by the council
percentage increases given Chief
Thursday.

House Passes Senate Bill

Welfare Fraud Bill Is Okayed
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky House has approved a Senate
bill establishing stiffer penalties for
welfare fraud, despite objections that it
discriminates against the poor.
The vote Thursday was 73-19. The
measure must go back to the Senate for

concurrence in two House amendrrrents.
Under the bill, welfare fraud involving more than $100 would be a
felony, with a penalty of 1-5 years in
prison. Fraud in amounts less than $100
would become a Class A misdemeanor,
with a fine up to $500, a year in jail. or
both.

Several legislators argued against
the stiffer penalties, saying the bill
creates a dual standard of justice for
the poor and the rich.
Rep. Aubrey Williams, D-Louisville.
said it was like "taking a sledgehammer to kill a fly."
Rep. Bill Weinberg, D-Hindman, said
Kentucky needs welfare reform, but
that people want to put welfare
cheaters to work — not in jail.
See LEGISLATURE,
Page 16, Column 5

Countians Bracing For Frigid Weekend
As Snow Changes To Cold Temperatures Sco

Calloway Countians, along with most
other Kentuckians are bracing today
for another weekend of harsh winter
weather, with the outlook changing
from snow to bitter cold.

The outlook for the weekend calls for
slight warming, but temperatures
aren't forecast to climb above freezing
until Sunday. But that slight warming
trend this weekend also carries the
threat of additional snow.
The National Weather Service
A low pressure system brought at
forecast issued early today called for
least two inches of snow to Calloway
snow flurries to end before noon,
County and up to four inches to other
followed by clearing skies and frigid
parts of Kentucky Thursday night,
temperatures Afternoon highs
prompting school closings and words of
remained well below freezing,' and
caution froth state police to motorists
overnight lows were forecast to plunge
Both Murray city and Calloway
below zero in some areas
coludy school systems are closed
to0117....• . Ifferways here SKI 044'the stiff
sidered hazaedous Conditions became
are snow-covered and driving is con , * even worse due to blow tng snow caused

by gusty winds last night
Police agencies reported the usual
rash of fender-bender accidents as
motorists tookpart in the morning rush
hour.
School officials in at least 50 countiaa
cancelled classes today.
Meantime, Thursday night's stocrn
brought enough accumulation to
prompt an abbreviated high schoOl
basketball game between Owen arid
Trimble counties
After someone looked outside during
1 I$W1*, Ott kat two quiesois wer
trimmed from eight to two re -Ites
each. Trimble County won 29-21

ut Dinner
Is Postponed

The dinner, to be given by the Four
Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America,
originally scheduled for tonight, has
been postponed until Friday, Feb. 16,_
according to H. Ed Chrisman, Murray,
council president.
The location of the dinner, the First
Baptist Church on Broadway in'
Paducah, will remain the same.
The dinner will honor the adult
volunteer scout leaders, scouts who
were awarded their. Eagle honors in
1778 and parents and friends of
scouting

DOT Says It Will Install
Signal At Sycamore,16th
A traffic signal will be installed at the intersection of Sycamo
re and South
16th Streets at the expense of the state Department of Transpo
rtation, according a letter from Transportation Secretary Calvin Grayso
n to Mayor
Melvin B. Henley and County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller.
The letter, dated Feb. 1, corrected a point Grayson had made
in a Jan. 15
letter. In that letter, Grayson said that Murray State Univers
ity had agreedto meet the cost of the installation of the signal. The univers
ity had, in fact,
agreed to fund the installation of pedestrian warning devices
on 16th Street
between Main and Chestnut Streets, not the traffic signal
at 16th and
Sycamore.
Grayson pointed out that the signal will be installed as soon
as possible,
however, the "backlog of signal installations is quite heavy
at the present "
time and weather conditions are unpredictable."
The decision to install the signal came after resolutions urging
the installation were proposed by the Murray Common Council and
the Callowa
County Fiscal Court and sent to the department.
The proximity of the intersection to Murray High School and the
number of
school buses that must cross the intersection daily were cited as
the reasons
the signal was needed. In the past, the department had counted
the number
of vehicles crossing 16th and Sycamore Streets and determined that
a signal
was not warranted.
The resolutions stated the council and fiscal court's belief
that this intersection should be an exception to the transportation depart
ment rules
governing traffic control signals.

Board Told Of Educational
Improvement Plan Process
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The Murray Independent School
Board heard a report Thursday night on
the educational improvement plan
from Mrs. Margaret Franklin,
curriculum director for the city
schools.
Mrs. Franklin, who is also serving as
the coordinator for the educational
improvement plan, told the board that
public hearings, which are required by
1978 legislation, will soon be held. The
purpose of these hearings is to obtain
input from all persons concerning a
plan to assure Student access to
programs and services designed to
improve performance in the basic
skills.
These basic skills include reading,
writing, spelling, language arts, math
computation and study skills, Mrs.
Franklin stated.
The development of the educational
improvement plan has two parts -testing and writing of the plan Students
in the third, fifth, •seventh and 10th
grades will be tested in April. However,
the improvement plan, which must be
completed by May, will utilize last
year's testing information.
Feb. 15 is the date for the hearing at
Murray Middle School, Feb. 20 for
Murray elementary schools, and Feb.
26 for
Murray High School
Registration will begin at 7 pm.
Mrs. Franklin noted that any group
or individual wishing to testify
regarding the development of the
improvement plan will be asked to
register prior to the meeting.
Reports were also given by Mrs.
Franklin on the gifted-talented
pros-ram, saner education prwam
and Public Law 94-142, WhiCli itivoTi* a
free appropriate „public 'education for

handicapped children.
In other board action, Phyllis Tibbs
was hired as a full-time and Betty
Lyons and Keith Inman as part-time
TitItsVIB aides. Mike Dickens was also
hired as a bus driver.
The board adopted a resolution in
memory of Mrs. Idelle Bailey, who died
Jan. 18. Mrs. Bailey had taught at
Murray High School from 1959 until her
death.
Pat Gingles was rehired as architect
for the school system. Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey read a letter from
Gingles stating that there is no asbestos
in any system-owned building. Asbestos
has recently been identified as a carcinogen.
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clear and
bitter cold
Clear and bitter cold tonight
with lows from zero to 5. Partly
sunny Saturday with highs in the
low to mid 20s. Winds light northwesterly.
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Driver Courses
Completed By
State Drivers

Golden Anniversary
Reception Planned

HEALTH
True blood pressure
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

By Abigail Van Buren

A recored 8,565 persons
successfully completed the
state Transportation
Department's driver improvement courses in 1978.
That's an average of 200
more participants each month
than in the previous year,
DEAR ABBY: You wrote, "Ten whacks for me with a according to Eugene Hodges,
stack of Presbyterian Outlooks, from whence came director of the division of
this . .. etc."
driver licensing.
Ten more whacks for that sentence, Abby. From where
Hodges, who considers the
did you get "from whence"?
a success at training
program
"Whence" means from which place, or from where, which
better drivers, said that only
makes the "from" before the "whence" redundant.
LESTER COLE,SAN FRANCISCO 2.6 percent of those completing the course have ever
DEAR LESTER COLE (You merry old soul): You are ab- accrued enough "points"
solutely right! Add another 10 whacks with that hefty again to risk suspension of
volume, "The Careful Writer IA Modern Guide to English their operator's license.
Usage," by Theodore M. Bernstein in which he says:
In Kentucky a driver cited
"Despite the fact that 'from whence' has occasionally been for violations of the state's
used by good writers, it is a pleonasm and is best avoided."
driving regulations may be
So I plead pleonasm.
assessed points against his
driving record in addition to
DEAR ABBY: Al is 47 and divorced. I'm 33 and have
never been married, and our relationship is getting serious. fines and other penalities.
But there is something about Al that turns me off. He's
The driver is subject to six
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dill
forgotten how to court a woman. He's a wonderful lover, but
months suspension of his
he's all action and no talk, and a woman likes to hear her license after 12 points are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dill of Route 2, Dover, Tenn., will
man verbalize his feelings. Never a compliment, never a
accumulated and a year's
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary,on Sunday, Feb.
word of appreciation, never any of those sweet, endearing suspension for a second ac18,from 2 to 5 p.m.
words a woman loves to hear
cumulation of 12 points. For
A reception will be hosted by their children, Mr. and Mrs..
Al has never sent me flowers or given me a gift. He has
ac12-point
Joe B. Dill and Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dill, in the fellowship hall
never taken me to a really nice restaurant. It's always, additional
of the First Baptist Church, Dover, Tenn.
"Let's catch a quick bite at one of those fast food joints." eumulations, he may lose his
No formal invitations are being sent and all friends and
license for two years or more.
Then,"My place or yours?"
relatives are invited to attena. The family requests that
According to Hodges there
I've tried to set an example by giving him gifts, sweet
love talk, and nice dinners at my place with candlelight, is a backlog of cases which
guests not bring gifts.
music and wine, but Al doesn't get the message.
Mr. and Mrs. Dill operate Uncle Joe's Discount Store in the
require counseling and
This one-sided giving is driving me up a wall. How do I get
Land Between the Lakes Shopping Center near Dover.
enrollment in the courses. He
him to treat ME the way I treat HIM?
Mrs. Dill is the former Ruth Vinson, daughter of Mrs.
said that all the classes
FRUSTRATED IN TARENTUM,PA. operate at capacity and a
Monico Knight Vinson and the late Henry Putnam Vinson.
Mr. Dill is the son of the late J. D.(Papa) Dill and Ida Geurin
waiting list exists at most of
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Quit showing him. TELL him. If
locations.
Dill.
clinic
state's
16
the
he doesn't deliver after that, face it —he either can't change
They have six grandchildren and one great grandchild.
The clinics, which emor doesn't want to. Same difference.
phasize common sense rules,
and Food Prices-courtesy
common
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my 7-year-old daughter (I'll
call her "Cindy."I She's in the second grade and has always
defensive driving, try to make
liked school— until about two months ago.
the cited drivers aware of
Every morning she gets up complaining that she doesn't
their driving faults while
feel well and wants to stay home. When I take her
training them to be alert to the
temperature and find it normal, I insist that she dress and
errors of others on the highget ready for school. Then she cries and says she hates
way.
school because she has no friends and nobody likes her.
Division records indicate
A 10 percent increase in food most evident during the first
Abby, it breaks my heart to send a child to school crying,
that most of last year's parprices is likely in 1979, ac- half of this year with
but what can I do? If she's not sick. I can't let her stay home.
By the time Cindy is out of sight, I'm in tears too.
ticipants attended voluntarily
cording to an agricultural moderate increases occurring
Is there something I should do? Or will Cindy outgrow it?
because of the inducement of
during the last half of the
economics forecast.
CINDY'S MOM
removing four points from
Such an increase would be in year.
their records.
"One approach the USDA
line with the 1978 retail food
DEAR MOM: When a child suddenly feels friendless and
says Larry D. uses to forecast food price
increase,
price
disliked at school, there is a reason. Try to find out what it
Jones. associate Extension increases is to separate
is. Spend as much time with Cindy as possible and give her
professor of agricultural components of food exevery opportunity to confide in you. If she doesn't, have •
economics in the University of penditures into three major
consultation with her teacher. If that fails, and Cindy conHOSPITAL PATIENT
of categories: value of farm
College
tinues to hate school, seek professional help. But don't let it
Elroy Warren of Hardin has Kentucky
costs
of
go.
been dismissed from Lourdes - Agriculture. Retail food prices. _ commodities,
for last year are expected to marketing services and
Bosnia],Paducah.
have increased approximately 'other' food expenditures,"
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
explains Jones.
-10 percent over 1977 levels.
ty, go Abby's sew booklet: "Bow To Be Popular,
There are nearly 10,000
For 1978, farm prices
Too Young or Ti. Old." Bond 91 with a long,
Jones says U.S. Department
oolf.addersomod, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
machine and tool patents for
of Agriculture figures indicate contributed about four percent
Lanky Delve,Bovirely Rills,Calif. 90212,
shoemaking equipment.
food price increases will be of the 10 percent increase

'From Whence'
Comes Offense

DEAR DR. LAMB — Why
is there a difference in taking blood pressure when you
are sitting or standing?
What do you consider to be
the true reading?
DEAR READER — The
two main factors controlling
your blood pressure are how
mud' blood is pumped out
by your heart and how small
open or closed your small
arteries are. The artery size
offers resistance to the blood
flow, and if they are small,
the blood pressure goes up.
The size of your arteries is
affected by your posture.
When you stand, the small
arteries in your legs all
contract, so all the blood
won't run down into your
legs_ It's a reflex we've
developed to adapt to the
influence of gravity. Without
it, we earth creatures would
be in trouble.
Some people have a tendency to have lots of blood
pool in their legs when they
are standing. These people
will have a marked drop in
blood pressure if blood pressure is taken while they are
standing.
The standard method of
taking blood pressure is with
the person seated and with
the arm held at the level of
the heart. If the arm is too
high or too low, it will influence the blood pressure
reading. The reading will
also be influenced by
whether the hearing piece is
directly over the artery in
the arm or not, and even by
how the cuff is applied.
Actually, the most accurate blood pressure reading

Increase Of Ten Percent Likely In
Prices For Food During Year
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Marketing costs accounted for
almost half the increase, and
costs in the "other" foods
category (imported foods
made up the other one percent
increase.
For 1979, overall farm
prices are expected to
increase,retail food prices by
1.3 percent to 2.6 percent over
1978 levels. Marketing costs,
which are affected by the
general inflation rate, are
expected to raise food prices
at least another 3.4 percent,
and the impact of -other" food
prices is expected to be
another 1.1 percent to 1.8
percent, says Jones.
"Summing these numbers
would indicate that food prices
will increase between 5.8
percent and 10 percent," he
says, adding that during the
past five years, prices have
tended to increase by a rate
approaching the upper end of
the range.
The 10 percent increase
posted in 1978 represents the
third time in the last six years
that the change in food prices
has increased by 10 percent_ar
more. Prior to 1973, food
prices increased by more than
10 percent only one other time
— in 1951, according to Jones.
"The new price trend
established since 1972 is
expected to continue during
the next several years," he
adds.

is probably taken with the
patient lying down, because
the entire artery and vein
system is about level with
the heart and so is the arm.
This way you avoid a lot of
the influences of gravity.
To give you more information about what affects your

Randy Hills
In Hawaii
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Hill
returned home Wednesday
night after spending four days
in Honolulu, Hawaii.
The couple left Friday, Feb.
2, by airplane from St. Louis,
Mo., stopping in San Francisco, Calif., before arriving in
Honolulu where they stayed at
the Sheraton Waltilti hotel.
Mr. Hill and his wife made
the trip through the courtesy
of Farmland Industries. He is
employed at the Calloway
County Soil Improvement
Association and attended
meetings of the Farmland
firm while in the Islands.
Mrs. Hill, the former Debbie
Brooks, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rafe Brooks, is employed as cashier at Carroll
Volkswagen-Audi Inc. Mr. Hill
is the son of Linard Hill and
Mrs.Donna Wheatley.

MURRAY PATIENT
Mrs. Mary Majors of Route
1, Box 129, Murray, is a
patient at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

blood pressure,!am sending
you The Health Letter number 1-8. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
24-year-old son recently
passed away from left introcerebral hemorrhage. He
was in perfect health, having just had a thorough physical examination in the past
year.,Although he was an
engineer, he exercised faithfully several times a day,
watched his diet carefully
and did not smoke. Is this
deadly affliction hereditary
or does it mainly strike
young people? I'd appreciate any inforrhation you can
give me about this problem.
DEAR READER — I
know your son's death must
have been a shock to you.
Such a hemorrhage is usually caused by a birth defect
in one of the arteries. This
defect usually doesn't affect
the brain function and
there's no way you can see it
physically, so no one ever
knows it's there until the
sudden hemorrhage occurs.
Rarely an enlargedartery in
the brain may cause headaches and symptoms.
Since this is a birth defect,
diet, physical fitness and not
smoking doesn't have much
to do with it. The sudden
hemorrhage can occur at
any age, but it does often
occur in young people. If the
individual is lucky, the hemorrhage is reasonably well
controlled, and immediate
medical assistance is available, the outcome may be
happier. But often the sudden, severe hemorrhage inside the brain with no prior
warning makes it impossible
to do anything about it.

Order Your
Sweetheart A

"Valentine Cake"
will deliver on Wednesday,
Feb. 14th. Place orders in advance. Delivery in city limits
only.
We

Call us for details today

Sammons'
Bakery
Chestnut St

753-5434

64sei)octsaa,-

DAR Luncheon
Will Be March 10
This Season's Hit!
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Adult
Entertainment
18 or over only

f

Coming Feb. 16th
pecial 1 Week Engagement!

For everyone who ever wanted
a chance to start over.
Pr;

— SOON —
"Born Again"j
"Halloween"
...the true story of Charles Colson
"Magic"
DEAN IONES • ANNE FRANCI(,
"Lord of The
CaJLj.atTh33l$4.For Group Discounts
Rings"

-r

The luncheon by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
'Revolution scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 10, at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank has been postponed.
This was the event to honor
Terry K. Smith and Ricky
Cunningham, seniors at
Murray High and Calloway
High Schools respectively,
who have been named as
Citizens of the Year from their
schools.
Mrs. John .1. Livesay,
regent of the DAR Chapter,
said the luncheon has been
rescheduled for Saturday.
March 10, at 12 noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Rho Chapter .41)K
Cancel,ls Luncheon
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa has cancelled its
luncheon scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 10, at 12 noon
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Bess Kerlick, president,
said the luncheon was cancelled due to the extreme
.1 weather clinditions.
418e

the green door
Dixieland Center

Chestnut Street

VALENTINE GIFTS
— For Her
v Heart Shaped Soap
A.-• Cologne
v. Gift Boxed Soap
v. Cosmetic Bags
v. Musical Jewelry Boxes
A.-. Small Brass Animals

— For Him
v.24" long hand carved shoe horns
K.-Fitteda unfitted travel cases
v. Beach Towels
v.Imported soaps and cologne
v Imported shaving cream
Flask sets

DIRTY KIDS
HEADQUARTERS
rv,Perfume Pencils
A...Bubble Bath War Paints
v Finger Paints
v Putty Soap
v.• Super Soap Varmits
A.°
.Lip Lickers
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
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-Friday, February 9
Magic Silver Show, sponsored by the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Murray State
University, will be held on the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center through
March 7. For information call
Richard G. Jackson,762-3784.
Exhibitions of 3-dimensional
designs by Carl W. Coakley,
Frankfort, photography by
Steven Neal Tully, Benton,
and prints by Deborah Carr,
Belleville, Ill., will be shown
at the Clara M.Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, through
March 21.
Campus Lights will be
shown at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, at
8:15 p.m. Tickets are $3 per
person.
Tractor Pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho, will be
held at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m. For information call 753-2943.
An exhibition of billiard and
trick shot pool shooting by
Jack White, nationally-known
trick shot artist, will be at
Hart Hall Game Room,
Murray State, 12 noon in
Student Center game room,
and at 6 p.m. in the Hart Hall
game room.
Saturday, February 10
Campus Lights will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are
$3 per person.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa is schefl;,,o to meet at
House
ce.*."‘ii
the
Smorgasoord at 12 noon.

Unique Gifts
For Your Unique
Valentine

Pier 1 impo_n_q

-

COMMUNITY
CAT AE NDAR

Saturday,February 18
of the
Postponement
drawing workshop for art
students at Murray High
School by Dale Leys,assistant
professor of art at Murray
State University, has been
announced. A new date will be
announced later.

Sunday,February 11
Youth groups of the First
Christian Church will meet at
5:30 p.m. for supper with
group meetings at 6 p.m.
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.

•
Tuesday,February 13.
Circles of the First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet- as follows: Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
Maryleona Frost with Mrs.
Jim Byrn, and Alice Waters
with Mrs. Irma La Follette,
all at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Doran at church at 2 D.M.

Tractor Pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho, will be at
7:30 p.m. at the West Kenand
Livestock
tucky
Exhibition Center. For information call 753-2943.

NEW YORK (AP) - Once stronger the "link- between tie tee, ring or pendant is sure
upon a very long time ago, a you. And - fashion extra - a to spark amorous thoughts in
beloved was ensnared with a heavy ultra-masoaline look in the mind of the lucky recipient.
love potion or magic spell.
As for hearts, on Valentine's
gold chain is quite in style.
Modern romantics have deRings, the symbol of eternity, Day the special man in your
vised less subtle, but more ef- offer endless possibilities to the
fective techniques, the Jewelry inventive Cupid courter, the
Industry Council reports. To- council points out. A character
day's bolder damsel can cap- ring showing his hobby or proture her beloved this Valen- fession indicates that you aptine's Day by encircling him
prove.
with gold.
A puzzle ring with two halves
Certainly\
no better that together make a ring is a
*ay ta
mlich he highly romantic statement,
wish a hand- while a symbol ring such as the
means to you
some eft of gold jewelry, the
Molby Strip, the twisted circle
council notes, but ok.t Valen- that can never be split in two,
tine's Day the savvy sweet- says that you're hoping for a
heart nught choose to say love that lasts.
something more by giving him
"His and hers" jewelry, taijewelry with a message.
lored unisex bracelets, chains
A gold bar pendant - karat or rings are a a means of ex.
gold because nothing less would
pressing coupledom. Give hirr.
do - says you think he's worth "his" and he may reciprocate
his weight in gold. In bracelets, with "hers."
A bit of diamond sparkle on a
the heavier the chain, the

Tuesday,February 13
Campus Lights matinee will
Star Chapter No.
Murray
Auditorium,
be held at Lovett
Murray State University, at 3 433 Order of the Eastern Star
p.m. Tickets will be $3 per will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall. An initiation is
person.
planned.
Monday,February 12
Murray Al-Anon will meet
Russell's Chapel United
Groups of First Christian
at 8 p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
will
Church
Women
Methodist
CWF will meet as
Church
College Farm Road. This is a
at
1:30
meet
the
p.m.
at
with Mrs. B. D. Hall
I
follows:
support group for families and
church.
with program by the
a.m.
10
at
friends of alcoholics. For
Roos; IV with
David
Dr.
Rev.
information call 437-4229.
Murray Unit of the National Mrs. Helen Campbell at 7:30
Hairdressers will meet at 7 p.m. with program by Mrs.
p.m. at the Ezell Beauty Terry Hart.
dance
and
Valentine party
for teen-agers, sponsored by School. Patricia Mullins will
Calloway County YFAettes
Knights of Columbus, will be give a demonstration on
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
at Gleason Hall, North 12th electrolysis.
Murray Vocational SchooL
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre board
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Potluck luncheon to honor meeting will be at 7 p.m. at the
are scheduled to meet
Women
Citizens of the Year, Ricky Public Library.
with Juanita Lee at 10 a.m.
Cunningham and Terry K.
Smith, will '00eld by the
Parents Anonymous will
Ellis Center will be open
Oury meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Captain/DO!:endell
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.-for
from
"the
.DAR
/It
the
of
*Chapter
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
North Branch of the Peoples 15th and Main Streets. For activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with program
Bank at 12 noon.
information call 759-1792 or
by Greenhouse group at 10:30
753-9261.
a.m., lunch at noon, and
music
for
Auditions
quilting, visiting, etc., at 1
scholarships for high school
Need Line Board of
seniors, sponsored by Phi Mu Directors will meet at 12 noon p.m.
Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota, at the Triangle Restaurant.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
to meet at the
scheduled
the Fine Arts Center, Murray
Singles Unlimited will meet
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.
State.
hall
social
the
at 7:30 p.m. at
of the First United Methodist
Providence
New
Reunion for all former Church with Carolyn Reagan
athletes who played football, to give an introduction of yoga Homemakers Club will meet
with Karen Housden at 1 p.m.
baseball, or basketball under to the group.
the late Carlisle Cutchin will
Tuesday,February 13
be at 5:30 p.m. in the Racer
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Groups of First Baptist
Room, Stewart Stadium, 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Church Women will meet as
Murray State. All in at- North 7th and Olive Streets.
follows: I with Mrs. Calvin
tendance will be guests of the
Morris at 9 a.m.; II with Mrs.
university at the MurrayMattie Bell Hays„ Circle of
Morehead basketball genie First United Methodist Barman Parker at 10 a.m.; III
Mrs. Edgar Pride at 2
immediately following in the
Church Women will meet at with
p.m.
Fieldhouse. Reservations are the church at 7 p.m.
requested and call 762-3737.
Christian Education
Sigma Department, Murray
of First Christian
Committee
Sunday,February 11
a
have
Woman's Club, will
in the church
meet
will
Church
First
of
Group
Youth
potluck dinner with guests at6
library at 7 p.m.
Presbyterigh Church will
p.m. at the club house.
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Dorothy Moore Circle of the
Sensibly ) Club will
Pounds
First Presbyterian Church
the Health Center,
at
meet
Women will meet with
7th and Olive Streets, at
North
7:15
at
Terhune
Margaret
7 p.m.
p.m.

It's Here!

Atlanta Channel17 24 Hours A Day
ANOTHER CABLE TV EXCLUSIVE.
JUST FOR YOU!

Sports

Visitation Committee of the
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Golan Hays at 7 p.m.
Royal
Regional
Ambassador Congress will
meet at the First Baptist
Church from 5 to 8 p.m. All
men and boys of the area are
urged to attend. A hot dog
supper at 50 cents each will be
served.
GAs, grades 1 to 4, will meet
at 2:45 p.m. and GAs,grades 5
and 6, will meet at 3:15 p.m. at
the First Baptist Church.
Life and Learning course for
silversmithing will start at
Murray State University.

Cable TV has added an exciting new Channel—
WTCG from Atlanta Now you can follow your
favorite teams and players witrrWTCG's greater
sports coverage
Choose professional sports—NBA and NHL anon
plus NCAA regional competition including SEC
ACC and Metro 7 conferences Plus over 100
Atlanta Braves games
And WTCG has more programs the whole family can
enjoy, around the clock including
•-• Super selection of movies—almost any time
of the day
• rhe most popular family shows ever seen—
entertainment for everyone

WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL 4!
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another cablevision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service. And that's not all folks, check
cablevislon, Channel 11, for unannounced
Madison Square Garden evening sports
programs.
Call

Murray State women will
play Eastern Kentucky at 5:15
p.m. and MS Men will play
Eastern Men at 7:30 p.m. in
basketball games at the
Fieldhouse.
Dr. Martin Luther King's
"Legacy Of A Dream" will be
shown in the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. This will continue
through Feb. 16.
Phi Delta Kappa international professional
fraternity for men and women
in education will have an
initiation of new members at
3:30 p.m. in Room S204,
Applied Science Building,
Murray State.

k

ewelry Speaks Mind And Captures Heartl;

Quota Club of Murray is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Restaurant at 12
noon.
Lecture by Lucas Samaras,
painter and photographer
from New York City, will be in
Room 423, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, at
7:30 p.m. This is free and open
to the public.

Art Workshop
Is PosToned
The drawing workshop for
art students at Murray High
School scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 10, from 9 a.m. to
neon ha's been postponed;
according to Betty Scott, art
instructor at the school.
Leys, assistant
Dale
professor of art at Murray
State University, will present
the workshop which will be
rescheduled at a later date.

life could hardly do better - tbj
has your heart already. But.
the council suggests, he
offer you his heart - in
form of a gold pendant

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY FEBRUARY 10, 1979
area.
What kind of day will
CAPRICORN
tomorrow be? To find out what
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)id
the -stars say, read the
Count you; blessings
forecast given for your birth
financially -hut bold on to the
Sign.
cash. Not the best time to
deplete your savings in order
ARIES
to replenish your wardrobe.
r
19)e
( Mar. 21 to Apr.
AQUARIUS
Don't pry into the affairs of
a loved one. The information ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A loved one may be nursing
you receive will prove
hurt feelings in private and
unreliable. Time passes
this affects your relationship.
quickly with a cheerful apBe supportive if you get the
proach.
chance,
TAURUS
PISCES
Apr. 20 to May 20) t"-Sfi
Visitors from afar may (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's not enough to feel good
make you feel uncomfortable
about your potential. You'll
at home. Be considerate
have to translate those
despite awkward moments,
positive feeings into action.
and do your best to be a good
Don't expect immediate
host.
results.
GEMINI .
( May 21 to June 201
YOU BORN TODAY are
A close one may have difboth scientific and artistic. A
ficulty figuring you out. Don't
born executive and a true
just stand there and watch
individualist, you need a
them suffer. Why not let them
vocation where you can put
in on your seicret?
your intellect to good use. You
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)181(;) like to deal with people arid
usually find a way to express
Your own financial picture
your message for humanity
looks bright, but others are
through the creative arts.
somewhat erratic in business.
law,
writing,
Acting,
Sidestep dubious beauty aids
medicine, and psychology are
or health remedies.
some of the fields which apLEO
peal to you, yet your inventive
(July 23 to Aug. 22)112fg
nature is also at home in
You have every right to
science and engineering. As a
think positively about a
romantic situation, but don't sideline, you need a group
activity to keep you happy
Birthdate of; Boris Pasterlet your imagination go
nak, Soy. writer; Leontyne
overboard or you'll feel let
Price, diva; and Jimmy
down.
Durante.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr lii
An early morning health
upset may cause a change of
plans, but behind the ,scenes
negotiations or domestic plans
should bring pleasure,
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
Variety is the spice of life,
but your tendency to spread
yourself thin today leaves you
with nothing to write home
about.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 FIVer'
Guard against unrealistic
expectations or a financial
venture. Your businesslike
approach with a superior
brings moderate results.
SAOMARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Aer
Not all the pieces of the
puzzle fit today. What you'd°
in one area to improve your
interests, may upset the
delicate balance in another

v...--.=64

nor-

TOUCH OF GOLD—Gold casts a bewitching spell, advises the Jewelry Industry Council. which suggests for
Valentine's Day a gold bar or heart pendant, heavy,
link bracelet, handsome ring or his and het"
bracelet—all in karat gold.
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Order Early - Prompt Delivery
Keep the h/oom on the romance.
Extra fancy Roses
Creative Bouquets
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WPORTRAITS IN
,M LIVING COLOR

$1.95

DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

One Day Film Processing
•Portraits.Weddings.Frames

Artcraft
Photography
118 So. 12th

753-0035

2 - 8 X 10
5 ,2= 5 X 7
15WWALLETS
porv.,?...11 be delivered with
in three weeks

NO MIT 3 BIG DAYS ALL AGES

Murray
Cablevision Co.
Bel-Air Shoppi,ig Center
Murray,KY 42071
753-5005

4

Central Shopping Center

*at.
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
Army PFC Girvis R. Dowdy, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Girvis R. Dowdy,
Murray, is serving with the 4th Infantry
Division near Pieiku, Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Essie.
Phillips Parker, 80, Mrs. Ben ( Mae)
Scherffius, 88, and Michael Smith, 9.
Kim Smith, freshman physics and
math major at Murray State University, is pictured receiving a check for
final payment of his $500 Alumni
Association Scholarship from Max
Hurt, association president. Smith is
the son of Mrs. Quava Smith and the
late Eugene Smith.
The newly organized Murray Circle K
Club received its charter in a special
meeting held at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
The Murray State University Racers
beat the Austin Peay Governors 86 to 56
in a basketball game here last night.
Claude Virden was high point man for
Murray with 23 points while Howard
Wright hit for 25 for Austin Peay.

EDITORIAL

Boy Scouts:
Now More Than Ever
The Boy Scouts of America
are observing the 69th anniversary of the founding of the
organization during the month
of February. With over 6.5
million members, it is now the
largest youth organization in
the free world.
The purpose of scouting is unchanged-to build character,
create awareness of chizenship
responsibilities and promote
mental and physical fitness.
Under a new improved
Scouting Program, adopted after three years of study; the approach to reaching these goals
has been changed to meet the
conditions of today.
There is no finer program for
boys and we salute the adults
who make the Boy Scout
program possible. Without the
voluntary assistance of men
who guide the boys in the Scout
program, there would be no
Scout program. We as well as
• many, many others, are called
on for donations to keep the
program going, but the geatest
: contribution is made by those
who give something much more
- valuable than money-their
time.
. Thus, when the volunteer
'Scout drive workers come to
:see you, remember they are
just asking you for a check or a
donation. That is little to ask of
us who do not give our time.
The Scouts themselves now,
more than ever, have more
responsibility for guiding troop
programs. Recognition for
progress comes more rapidly
and more often. There is more
"flexibility in choosing scouting
,programs to fit the areas where
.Scouts actually live rather than
;:the wilderness conditions of
:tsome distant forest they may
,never see.
The purpose of Boy Scouts of
America has been briefly and
well stated in an issue of
Scouting magazine which
says:"It is the purpose of the
_BSA to provide for boys an efJective program designed to

build desirable qualities ot
character, to train in the
responsibilities of participating
citizenship, and to develop in
them personal fitness, thus to
help in the development of
American citizens who:
—Are physically, mentally
and emotionally fit.
—Have a high degree of selfreliance as evidenced in such
qualities as initiative, courage
and resourcefulness.
—Have personal and stable
values firmly based on
religious concepts.
—Have the desire and the
skills to help others.
—Understand the principles
of the American social,
economic and governamental
system.
—Are knowledgeable about
and take pride in their
American heritage and understand Americia's role in the
world.
—Have a keen respect for the
basic rights for all the people.
—Are prepared to fullfill the
varied responsibilities of participating in and giving leadership to American society and in
the forums of the world."
Young people of today must
become men and women of
faith and integrity to be able to
live successfully and take part
in today's complex world.
The Boy Scouts of America,
with its improved scouting
program, gives a helping hand.
The Scouts deserve our thanks,
our good wishes and our supPort.

Bible Thought
And he said unto them, Take
heed, and beware of covetousness:
for a man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of the things which he
possesseth. Luke 12:15.
The most valuable possession in
the whole world is having Jesus
Christ as your personal saviour.

The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

-

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
++++44-9-41-4-4-4.4444.4

HANGING
The last official hanging to occur in Calloway County was
the execution of Pud Diggs during the war years or soon thereafter.
No record has been left to give the exact date, but the assumption
- is that it occurred during the war as he was charged with being a
guerrilla, and specifically with the murder of George Miller. This
; reporter is endebted to the late John McElrath Meloan for the
'• following information:
"Diggs was arrested and •tried and sentenced to the gallows.
•
Pending his appeal he was incarcerated in the Murray jail, chained
to the floor of the jail as the jail could have been easily broken.
At that time John Churchill, father of Horace Churchill, was jailer
—man wholly without fear, as brave as Julius Caesar. He was a .
.2. tall, dignified, commanding figure.
"It was freely predicted that Diggs would be released by his
friends, and but for the fact that Diggs knew John Churchill this
.
.1/
. might have been attempted. But they said, 'Diggs shall never be
hanged.' On the day of the execution—which took place on the
lot where Mr. Linn Boyd Wear now lives—thousands and thousands
•
; of people came to witness the festivities. It was a gala occasion,
2. for everybody—but Diggs. Just as Churchill with his prisoner and
"4 several guards came within the shadow, a young man by the name
1, of Ed Ryan, brother of Nat Ryan Sr., who was standing on the
hill where the water .tank is now (near the present county jail)
located, in the spirit of fun and deviltry fired his pistol.
-A cry went up, the guerrillas have come to turn Diggs
:
•` loose, and a great panic ensued, and people scattered in every
: direction. One boy fell out of a tree and landed acrioss Aunt

Bettie Coleman's neck. Everyone guarding Diggs ran eikept John
`.: Churchill, who was armed with only a single barrelled shotgun.
.•i (This gun is now owned by a citizen of Paris,. Tenn.) When the
cause of the excitement was learned the crowd again assembled
,
: and poor Diggs, who stood unmoved through it all, was success.•
b; fully dropped to his doom." (The pistol used by Diggs in the stay.,
: mg of Miller is presently owned by Mrs 'Burnett Waterfield of
Murray.)
To Be Continued
V

20 Years Ago
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Sunday School
Lesson

By H.C.Chiles

Based on coo righted outlines produced by the Committee
on
the Uniform Series and used bs permission

Christ At Work
Through Us
Since Christ ascended back to the
Father He has been working through
those whom He has saved and brought
into the family of God. What a glorious
privilege it is to be used by Him in the
accomplishment of His gracious and
glorious purpose!
Matthew 16:13-21
At Caesarea Philippi Christ asked His
disciples whom others said that He was.
They replied, that some thought He was
John the Baptist, reminding them of

IlEARTtiN
f./
..:111111.1.1.11
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me why
my railroad annuity was slashed when I
became eligible for Social Security? I
was widowed at age 56, so went to work
and paid Social Security. So, of course.
it is on my own earnings.
At 62, I started drawing from the
railroad pension, but when I was age 65.
Social Security called me and insisted I
sign up. I did and the railroad agency
cut me. I am still a widow so can't
understand this move.
Further. if a Railroad widow
remarries after the first of the year.
can she still draw or must she forfeit all
unequivocally? — Z.H.
The Railroad Retirement Act
requires that a portion of a person's
railroad retirement or survivor annuity
be reduced by the amount of any Social
Security benefit he or she also receives
This reduction follows principles of
Social Security law, under which a
person may receive, in effect, only the
highest of any benefits to which he or
she is entitled.
In regard to your question about the
effect of remarriage on a railroad
widow's annuity, the Railroad
Retirement Act does not provide for the
payment of survivor annuities to the
remarried widows of railroaders.
Therefore, your entitlement to a
railroad retirement widow's annuity
will, by law, terminate if you remarry.
An amendment to the Railroad
Retirement Act would be required for
annuities to become payable by the
Board to remarried widows. Amendments to the act are generally based on
joint recommendations made to
Congress by railroad management and
labor on the basis of negotiated
agreements between the two parties.
Whether a provision to pay annuities to
remarried widows will ever be agreed
upon and recommended to Congress by
management and labor, or when this
would happen,cannot be determined at
this time.
-HEARTLINE: I have written three
letters to my state insurance commission and so far have not been abIe to
find out anything about a particular
insurance company, except it is
licensed by the state. Big deal. It's
licensed! So what' That doesn't tell me
anything. I thought an insurance
commission was like the better
Business Bureau, but for insurance
only. — S.W.
No,that isn't a very good definition of
an insurance commission Heartline
has not worked with every insurance
corrunissi on , but we've worked with
many, and none with which we have
worked will recommend a specific
policy or insurance company. A state
insillance commission has a big job

licensing, regulating and keeping an
eye on the insurance industry in a state.
Most, insurance commission refuse to
act as a consumer information bureau.
however.
Even if an insurance commission has
compiled a large number of complaints
against a particular company or agent,
the insurance commission probably
will not tell you, the consumer, about it.
The insurance commission might be
investigating such a company or agent,
but they will usually l_t_tep mum about it
until they are ready to take action.
Even though we can not give you a
list of companies to choose from or
recommend a particular company, we
can tell you some "do's" and "don't"
when buying health insurance and in
particular. Medicare supplernent
policies. For a free copy of Heartline's
Tips on Buying Health Insurance, send
25 cents to Heartline's Tips, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I sent a Medicare
claim in to my medicare carrier and I
do not agree with what Medicare
considers reasonable. Is there anything
I can do about it or am I just out of
luck? — D.B.
ANSWER: Yes, you can request a
formal review. If you are still not
satisfied with the decision after the
review, you may have a hearing before
a hearing officer, but only if the amount
in dispute is $100.00 or more. You can
request a formal review through your
Social Security office or through your
Mediatra carrier.

Funny,Funny
World
Providence, R. I. — Four children,
ages 7 to 13, played their own version of
demolition derby Monday, racking up
at least $100,000 of damage to 30 brand
new imported cars, police said.
They said the boys, ages 7, 8 and 13,
and a 12-year-old girl, managed to drive
30 new, cars into one another at the
Aliens Avenue shipyard before a
caught them.
guard
security
(Providence Journal)
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their obligation to God; others thought
that He was Elijah, calling upon them
to live righteously; others were of the
opinion that He was Jeremiah, advocating a genuine revival; and still
others declared that He was one of the
prophets. None of them thought of Him
as the long-expected Messiah.
To the disciples Christ said, "Whom
say ye that I am?" Peter replied,
"Thou art the Christ, the Son of the
living God." Christ told Peter that he
had not reached that conclusion
through human wisdom, but that it had
been revealed to him by the Father.
The truth of the deity of Christ is ever a
divine revelation.
When Christ informed the disciples of
His approaching sufferings, death,
burial, and resurrection, they were
shocked and astounded. With his usual
impetuosity Peter expressed the hope
that such would never take place. In his
attempt to dissuade Christ from going
to the cross Peter was influenced by
Satan. In response to his remonstrance
Christ administered a sharp rebuke to
Peter, letting him know that opposition
to God's plan for Him originated with
Satan.

John 14:12-14
Christ here assured those who had a
deep and abiding faith in Him as their
personal, loving, and omnipotent
Saviour and Lord would be enabled to
do many of the same kind of works
which He had done during His sojourn
here in the flesh. For their encouragement Christ assured them that,
because of His going to be with the
Father, they would be able to do
greater works. His works had been
limited largely to Palestine, but theirs
would be far more extensive. During
Christ's earthly ministry only a small
number came to know Him as their
personal Saviour, but on the day of
Pentecost three thousand did. Since
then, different individuals have influenced thousands to become
Christians, so His promise has been
fulfilled. Such powerful works must be
performed through prayer. The prayer
which Christ assures us will be answered must come from the lips of a
person who is united with Christ by a
living fath that shows itself in obedient
love. It must be made in faith and in His
name.
Matthew 28:18-20
The eleven apostles made their way
to Galilee, where they met the Lord
Jesus and worshiped Him. There and
then three things took place:
I. Christ's power was announced.
Verse 18.
Christ announced that to Him had
been given all authority over all
creation. No greater claim was ever
made than that of unconditional and
unlimited authority. Nothing can be
done to Christians by men or demons
without the permission of their Lord.
II. Christ's program was advanced.
Verse 19.
Christ commanded His followers to
go into all the world making disciples
for Him, baptizing him, and teaching
them His glorious truths. Christ's
program of evangelizing the unsaved
and edifying the saved, which is our
'task for life, is universal in its scope,
individual in its appeal, practical in its
purpose, and personal in its obligation.
Christ's followers are not expected to
bring the whole world to Christ, but
they are commanded to take the gospel
to the whole world.
III. Christ's presence was assured.
Verse 20.
If we expect to enjoy Christ's blessed
presence, it is incumbent upon us to
advance His program. 'His presence
with us guarantees constant companionship, fullness of joy, sufficiency
in trial, and comfort in sorrow. All of
we need very much throughout
e

Joe E. Buchanan,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Buchanan, New Concord,
recently was promoted to private first
class while serving with the 35th
Artillery's Battery B in Wertheim,
Germany.
Deaths reported include Edwin R.
Shoemaker,59, Henry Finney, 55, and
Ray Harriman.
The first meeting of the 4-H Tractor
Maintenance Project was held Feb. 7 at
the building formerly occupied by
Conner Implement Company.
The local banks—Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank,and Dees Bank of Hazel—
will be closed on Feb. 12 in observance
of Abraham Lincoln's birthday.
In high school basketball games
South Marshall beat Almo, Lone Oak
beat Murray High,z New Concord
beat Hazel. High
scorers were
Schroeder with 22 for South Marshall,
Furgerson with 25 for Almo, Powers
with 13 for Lone Oak, Lee with 4 for
Murray, Rowland with 22 for New
Concord, and Waters with 29 for Hazel.

30 Years Ago
Murray's newest industry,
Murray Bait Company, will be open for
business on March 15, according to
Everett Wheeler of the Ozark Fisheries
of Stoutland, Mo., the home base of the
firm. The business will be on North
Sixth Street.
An average of $31.68 was reported for
the sale of Type 23 dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Market.
Cpl. Robert L. Waters of Murray,
stationed at Camp Breckenridge, was
graduated
from
the
camp's
preparatory class for Officers Candidate School at Kansas City with
highest honors out of a class of 63
students.
Bill Cain, Gene Hendon, William
McElrath, Bill Parks, Joan Love, and
Judy Lee, students at Murray High
School with their director, Mrs. Lee
Williams, presented a musical program
at the meeting of the Muray Lions Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
R. L. Seaford will be in charge of a
special gospel singing to be held Feb. 12
at the Almo High School.

Commonwealth Consumer
By MARIA BRA DEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislation creating a division of
consumer intervention in the Attorney
General's Office has apparently died,
the victim of pressure from utilities and
legislative reluctance to establish a
new state agency.
As drafted, the bill would have
created a new divison to intervene on
behalf of all consumers in any state or
federal rate proceedings.
The measure introduced by Sen.
David Karem, D-Louisville, was aimed
at giving consumers more clout in rate
proceedings before the Kentucky
Public Service Commission and federal
agencies. Consumers are usually
outgunned in rateproceedings by
utilities who employ high-powered
attorneys.
Attorney General Robert Stephens
recently focused attention on the need
for an expanded professional staff to
represent consumers at rate hearings
by establishing a separate intervention
\ division in the consumer protection
'office. But the new division has neither
the 6Gf or the funds to expand its
interventio
ities.
The proposed legislation would have
strengthened the divison by pumping in
money for additional staff, and giving
consumer attorneys subpoena power to
investigate any entity that provides
goods or services to Kentuckians.
In case a utility or other entity
refused to produce material requested
by the division, such as correspondence
or records, the attorney geueral's office
could apply to circuit court for enforcement of the subpoena.
The new division would retain
engineers, economists, acCountants
and actuaries who would serve as
expert witnesses before regulatory
agencies on. behalf of Kentucky consurners
But under the legislative scalpel, the
division was stripped of its subpoena
power, and the ax finally fell when the
Senate Rules Committee decided
against sending it to the floor. It was
referred beak to committee for a quiet
death
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...Attend Church

HOME FEDERAL
12th di Main - Muri a),Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

MIMS ORM
Illershiplentee

op..,.,
Men.-Snt.

Acres of
Free Parking

145..

Shop For The
Entire Family

753-8777

Boyd's Auto Repair

•Complete Tune -op & Repair Service

753.1751

Radiator Si Auto Gloss Service
North 12th Street
NODES:
Sea Than
4:N am.-1 I pm
Fri. & Set.
4:00 em.-11651sigirt

Attend Church
Regularly
Breolifest Served
MOO a.m.-111:311 are.

Carroll Tire Service
UNIREIYAL 1

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
11
/
2 Block E. of S. 12th

1105 Pogue

Phone 753-14/9

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Mittel
5th & Chestnut

753-4132

The J. N. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

NA7Afig

Murray Auto Auction

II:Maas
11:34.m.

HIST BAPTIST
Menem Worship
eviesing Worship

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR.

Ph. 474-2245

1(attliciai Trial Chats
"It's Finger Litkin" Good"
Try Chir Der/eines B441 arid Nem Seilikricheis
Call in Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

Murray Cablevision

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CNUltal
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Worship
Evening
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
700p.m.

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Christian
Ran ammo

,

Wanibipliervices

BORN AGANta
18.ewe lb,el Uwe.Calor
+vx o LneAS!

M.

Group Discounts Available

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

PEOPLES BANK

0(
1

M URRAY

KY.

4444.. HNC

Central
Shopping
Center

UNel/PS

1045

6:40 p.m.

MURRAY OIRISTIAN FELLOWSNIP
Worship
1001a.rn
11:30am
Bibk School
Evening Service
11:60pin
C1111.01 OE .IBLIS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAT SAINTS
Woodman of World Bidg
Sunday School
10.45• m.
Evening
Service
4 sa p m
ST. LEO UMW(

anntoi
Sunday Mass 11• m., 11 a rn.. 4.30p m
Saturday Mara 6 30p m

So. 12th St.

Installed.
eAuto Glass In
--•

753-4563

Ban Boas - Owner

Air Condi/40rin9 Ininting Ceennorciel
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

102 Chestnut

Upon the Moulin,.IONS ralfillla Men tell responsibility when
America needed goldenois. Ihereabir Mtn trademark on each
face. Of course, ther were humble, prolouno men and their words
the golden= which hold ouralarevecratic system of
True Godliness,Om statesmanship and
sovernment
reel AMINIONIMM is written over their badges. They were firm,
steady Mean 08th. greatest country on earth . . . America. These
stalwarts Provided leadership all Amsricans honor and claim
heirship to. These three symbols of faith, vision, and
forbearanc, made our country great . . . they are Washington.
Lincoln, and Lae. Then Americans, be proud. Attend
church mid worship God. Thank Him for these Countenances
and for every blessing we have in Free America.

12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

Lynn Grove Rd.

753-5742

Captain D's
seafood
111 N. 12th

Church of Christ
NEW ItOVIDEIKE
Morning Worship
11,03 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
UWIVIUSITY
Morning Worship
10.30 a.m
Evening Worship
I 00 p m
WREN PLAIN
10 a.m
10 45 a m. 6 p.m
7 30 p m

Bible Study
Worship Service
Wed Worship

WEST AlltattAY
1016 a in
Morning Worship
P.renvig Worship
ONION fillOVE
te:M a in
Morning Worship
4 te)p m
Evening Worship
MIMI A POPLAR
10 411 a m
Worship Service
00 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
Everung Worship
PLEASANT VALUE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SECOND SUM
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
INIMEIMMINP
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10- 50am
COO p.m
11 -10 a.m
1100 p.m
111:45ans
11:1111p.m.
111:11e cot.
11:11111a.m.

SAUL MOROI
Of MOST
10 00
Bible Study
10 50
A M Worship
600
P M. Worship
7-00
Mid-Week
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10.30am.
6 00 pin.
Evening Worship
MEM
Of OW
10 00 a.m.
Sunday ached
10 50 am.
likrelag Wee**
7:0111 p.m (Sunday &
Draft
Wedmedefe)
ALMO
HI 00 CM.
Bible Study
11 00 a m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship

cuvoca

AUMANATIA CIERISTIAN mummy
JOIN. 13M M.
Services
7 36 p.m.
Monday & Thursday
Stuart Small, Pastor

Methodist

Nazarene
• MORAY CONIC*
Sunday School
Morning Worship
NY PS Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

9 45 a.m.
10- 45 a.m
5,15 p.m.
IV 00p.m.
Intl° pm
LOOM GROVE CNUNCIll
Morning Worship
11:00a.rn.
Sunday School
10010•.m.
Evening Worship
5:311p.m.
N.Y P S Worship
5,011p.m.
Wednesday Evening
4:34pm

RAUL UNITED METHODIST
10.00 s.ni.
Worship
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Wontup
11 00 a.m.,
Sunday School
10-00a m
PALMITIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 am.
Worship

WontsiMelos
illinin VIATT1:0*am.,
to:mans
Sunday Seboal

MUTT COMMIRLUM
Sunday School
10 Cna.m
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
NOON PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
OAR GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Woralup Sennceis
Ilam,7pm
MOUNT PUASANT
Morrang Worship
11 00a.m
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
MIST MINIMUM
Mir& Schoo1
I 11 am.
Worship Service
10 45 a m

Sunday School
Morning WoreMp

Pentecostal
ALMO 11111101fTS
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11110a.m.

UNITED, NEW moue

Sunday Scholl
Worship Services

11

-"111.111•411.
a m.,6:111116.M.

CALVARY nem
Sunday School
111:111a.m.
Worship lerincee II
am.,7• MIL*.
'MST ASSUME
Of GOD
10.00a m
Sunday School
11 00am
Iorship
Morigni vitaing
7 03 p m
Sunday
7 03 p.m
This. Nite
111111111, Ill IRVAN AVE.
IC 00 a m
Sunday School
7 OS pan
Evening Worship
DEWARD!0111PU
It 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
7 In p m
Evening Worship
fIRST 1111111111
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.& 7'00 pm
7 00 p m
Tturs
Tuts

motrumenct WIRED
10.00 a.m
11,01111a.m

1011111311 UNITED
10:01/a m
Sunday School
Mori-wig Worship
11,011am
Evening Worship
7:011pari
COLDWATER WITTED
Worship Service 11:01 am. 1st & Mid
s
Sunday , 10:00 am. 3rd 64th. Sunday
10.00a.m lstabidSunday,11:111
am 3rd & lith Sunday
TEMPLE 1111.1 WITH)
Morning Worship
10, Main.
Sunday School
11 .1110..m.
MIST 1111HIORIfT
I 45 & 111:50ain
Worship
IMISSEILS 01APIL UNWED
Sunday School
16:10am.
Morning Worship
11:1111a.m.
LYNN GROVE
9 45 a.m.
Worship Service
10 45 a rn.
Clurch School
GOWEN MET140067
10 00 a.m
Church School
11 .00a.m
Worship Service
6 10 p.m.
Evening Services Worship
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Miller Funeral Home
Hazel,Ky.

492-8758

Beale Hardware
-Serving Tee Tice IMO"

Moo grass - Nordware
Case & Seek Knives
753-1541

214 Ml.SI.
15%

Pk:
fra
c

DISCOUNT

M•44442,y, 9osc.
"The Prescription Specialists"

753-8302

Winchester

Bel-Air Shopping Center

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn.
Wheat & Soybeans
Seem Oh, Mgr. E. W. Oortlead. Sogir
Pb... 753 0230

44.
1
*
116saveM Z•
of Murray

Sunday Buffets - lit.2
641 South

Phone 753-1713

Specializing in Coltish Dinners
We Coter To Parties
Hazel, Ky.

Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main St.

753-2975
p
Comliments
of

Calloway Monument Works
Everlasting Iiimionals
1707 W.Main

753-1962

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks /Ready Mil Concrete

East Main Street
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

JOBBERS OF SHILL OIL PRODUCTS
Min no
753 1123

Sion." C.14.44 G....6
mod (AM".
(Iwo

Hendon's Service Station
CLOSED ON SUNDAY S

"Serving Murray for 25 Years"
106 Pine St

PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

or 247-4350

Rutledge Funeral Home

753-1111
Murray, Ky.

7r,

Glen II Seers, Gen. Manager

753-4351

Rt. 4

492-9715

Compliments of

Serving Beeves, Cellemn, Mankel. Car&sk Coonino •
heavy Ce.. Teem

Paschall Truck Lines

753-All6

Gallimore's Restaurant

West Ky. Rural Telephone
401 Olive - 753-5312

753-5397

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

Murray Electric System

Servic•s

The Businessman Choir e
For Vine' Printing'

102 N. 4th

MT. NERRON
Worship Service 10 00 a.m. let Sunday &
11 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday School
11 00 a.m. 1st Sunday - 16.00 a.m 2nd,
3rd,44th Sunday
MT,
(AR
M
Worship Service 10-00 a m 2nd Sunday,
11.00 • m 41,11 Sunday, Sunday School
10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd, & 4th Sunday 11 00
a.m 2nd Sunday
WAYMEN CNAPIR
&MI ammo
10 45 a.m
Morning Services

Storey's
Food Giant

403 Maple

1

PRINTING

Ward-Elkins

God Is Love

104 N. 5th ST.

MURRAY,

DEXTER-MAROON UNITED
10 00 a
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
Worship

STOREY'S CNAPEL UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday Srhool
Morning Worship
II 11 am

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

FREE
DELIVER

SOWN PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
I 45. in
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening
7 00 o rn

Firms

p

MEDICARE %""

COLE'S CAJAPOIMIN.
Worship Service
Wee am.

INTIM UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
in fr 3rd Sunday Night
6 00 o m
BROOK'S CNAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00. m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
2nd & 4th Sunday Night
7 00 p m

This Page Maile Possible
By These

753-9383

Compliments of

1111MMOPS CUM WINN,
11:111a.m.
Wenhip Service
Sunday School
10:30a.m.

Presbyterian

Phone 753-8181

•Pizza•PastieSandwiethes

71111N. 4th St. Murray

cm ll CO.
TAYLORED

Rao. fresolocaft.
Co Ilea 110)1
Sr&
Clarloesreil

IMMANUEL LIFTIIBUIN
Sunday School
10 15 a m
Church Service
11 30 a m
wain DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 16 lila m
Sabbath School
Sat 15 a m
Worship Service

Pizza Hut

THE SAGER GLOVE
CORPORATION

753-7781

e wi..Newepooper

COMPLIMENTS
"
All

753-3404

MANUFACTURERS OF
SIAFEff GLOWS
,
AND APPAREL
r .111

These Countenances

Go To Church Sunduy

Randy Thornton Service Co.

753-6450

Railroad Ave.

CIMISTOMI soma
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and Ills St., Murrsy. Ky.
Sundays 11 .00 a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday Op m
JENOVAN'S WITIIMSRS
Watchtower
111:311•.m
Bible inn ire
11.36iim

Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.

• ••

Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company

Compliments of

And Equipment

66

WRICIllt SERVICE

500 S.4th

Mierrey's Most Complete Deportment Store

D&W Auto Supply

PliIIIIPS

Building Supplies Inc.

ST MINS EPISCOPAL
9 45 a m
Worship Hour
II 05 m
Church School

753-7175

Tem beime•mecim-.-

_
.4mik

Rickman I
Norsworthy

INEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morrung Worship
10.50a.m
Evening Worship
6.06p.m.
NEW MT. CARISIl MISSIOIIART
Morning Worship
11 601.111.
Evening worship
7.00p.m.
R.101S BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 Ilkam.
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m.
OIERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
1111cm.
Evening Worship
7.0111p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Evening Worship
IV 15 p.m.
SALEM SAPETST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:1$ p.m
SUGAR CRIB
Morning Worship
11:116a.m,
Evening Worship
7:15 piss.
OWENS CRAPE,.
Morning Worship
11:1111am.
Evening Worship 5 30p m.& 11,10 p.m

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6. 30 p.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Sunday Nite
6.30 p m
NEW 1410111011K1
Sunday School
16 a in
Preactung Serrice
11 a m
Nightly Service
Sp.m

-

5 Pleas
753-3571

tres-E

EIRILSIT IAPT1ST
Morning Worship
11:00am
Evening Worship
7,30pm.

ST. 301W1 BAPTIST MORO
Morning Worship
10'45 cm.'
9 36 a m
Sunday School

_7

=

-

11:111a.m
ER p.m

SPRING CREIX
BAPTIST CHURCII
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Everung Worship
7-06p m.

*Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental

Fri. Feb. 16-Thur. Feb. 22

17,

&RAC! BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 a.m.
Morning worship
10:45 a.m.
SIC,11:110p.m.
Singing. Evening Won
10000 RIVER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

153-8300

lihmiT"""-Chnwlw -

WT PORE
WhIrwlottakti
nhip
11:1111141.1111.
Motley
4:110pas
Drialsg
7:114.ia
WRING SPIN*
Morrung Worship
11 INA If
Evening Worship
7 00P.M
NORTIMMIN
11.
&la.
Morning Worship
7:111111p.m.
Evening Worship

II 00•.m
7 00p m
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
10-00a.m
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LEONETTI MOSKIIILARY BAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
It 00 a m k6.00p m
Preaching
7 00 p m
Wednesday night

753-9002

For everyone who ever wanted
actuante to start mes.

Thursday Night

Miry. 641, Maio, Ky.

MAIlleas
7.11 p.m

socusr gigues
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

America's Favorite
Drive-In

Ky. Lake State Pork

Carl Howard

wawa

ifisamies einslINNIT
Menges Ward*
resmingWerehip

753-7111

106 Celahreter Rd.

MOUNT NOREB FREEWILL BAPTISE
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
11 00•.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lit Sunday
2.06p.m.
3rd Sunday
10.30 a.m
MILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.0111a.m.
W•riewp Service
1110s.m.
Evening Service
11.00pm.
COLD WATER
Morning Services
11 -00a m
Evening Services
6 00 p.m
MTN BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 nin
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m

753-2411

641 North Hwy.

"We Service Them MI - Large sir Smell"

NAM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:1111a.m.
evening Wontiip
7111p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
11:1111a.m.
Morning Worship
6:311p.m.
Evening Worship

O•reld WO-Owner
•Connie. Arstenietic Trims/mission Sinks
NM S. Itk

Veer Complete Tire Service Carter
Mos keel

Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books
Comer of Square
ord., p,,„,
753-7222
let Air Cense/

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

,ohmant3

DA€

AN INVESTMENT

Pete and Anthony Rutlege
753-3452 or 753-4565

erk

Street

Phone

753 1921

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753 5102

205 N 4th St

fi
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A Tribute
To
Our Boy Scouts

A Demonstration
In Observance
Of Boy Scout Week
Members of Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 erected a typical camp
site, complete with a lookout tower and Indian teepee at the Murray
City Park last weekend,in observance of Boy Scout Week.
Members of the troop, along with leader, 0. B. Boone, Jr., are
shown here taking down the lookout tower at the conclusion of the
two-day demonstration.
Ataff Photos By Gene McCutc-heon

•.*

Our Scouts!
A better tomorrow is
being brought to us
by the Boy Scouts and
their leaders . . . Our
thanks and appreciation for all their efforts.

When Lord Robert Baden-Powell,
the Englishman, conveived the idea
of the Boy Scouts and later our own
American, Dan Beard,furthered and
promoted the idea here, neither,
we suspect, ever dreamed what
world wide fountains of Youth he
was putting in action! Today the
Boy Scouts are the flower of young
manhood in every quarter of the
globe. Their deeds are legion. Their
clean, manly.characters shine forth
from their scrubbed faces'and the
trim uniforms they wear. How very
proud we fathers and mothers of
Boy Scouts should be! Their merit
badges are a symbol of sincerity,
eagerness to serve and pride in
their organization. God bless them
all. Theyll be leaders tomorrow!

***
'Murray
Electric
System
753-5312

•

osentia Cogipozistozr
A Scout Is...
Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Reverent, Clean, Cheerful, Thrifty,
Brave and Obedient
This week, the Boy Scouts celebrate their 69th Anniversary. You can bet they're proud of their
record...and justifiably so. Since its founding, this organization has helped American boys become
men, through its program of building character and providing wholesome activities for growing
youngsters.
We salute an outstanding group of boys!

West Ky. Rural Eledric Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

15i-5012
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mANNIVERSIIRY0

SCOUTMGS

FEBRUARY 4th —10th
k

rt&NI

Boy Scouts Merit Our
Pride and Respect

17

71"‘
1LAl
7
1..1"."

Murray Supply
Co., Inc.
Wholesale Electric
Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center

111ftp- 11111111111111111101111111111.

208E. Main

753-3361

Your Scouting Supply
Head Quarters

Court Square
...That's what Scouting is all
about. It helps a boy build
character, forms strong
ideals and become a concerned, and caring adult.
Boy scouting means
growth.. Support it!

Let's Hear It
For Our Scouts

Old-Pontiac-Cadillac
-Satisfied Customers Are Our
train Concern"

141111 West Maim-1634315

The Boy Scouts have got
something tosmileabout
and deserve our recognition. Boosting brotherhood helps us all...and
more than that it builds
character. We are proud.

Aiming High

Bank
of
Murray

We salute the Scouts of America...dedicated to a
better way.... making a better world through
team spirit and civic action...
sharing interests and fun!

FDIC

A Scout learns to develop his skills,
to become aware of his capacities
. . . and to try his best at anything
he attempts.

PARKER FORD
701 Main 753-5273

Leaders',
Salute The Scouts& Their

- — ------ - -

Olt+

101-Air
%sepia,Coster

1 KING of VALUES

-a

L

,

"We

Open 9-1 Mee.-Sert.
14 See.
Phew 7534777

f...., Captain D's
place.

(

A great little seafood

111 N. 12th, Murray

753-6067

-to

753-1222

KOPPERUD
REALTY in

516 Main

1

•

CE 1111L—
_J
oes
Congratulations On 69 Years Of
Building America's Leaders

AMC191

Jeep Irl

Cain AMC-Jeep Inc.

711 Main

"Ivoryftios Ilk Tow& Toros To Ube'

753-93&3

V-

641 North

0'

753-644$
1

0

Murray Appliance Co.
Howard Coy 1 John Simmons, owners

212 E. Main St.

Storey's

Bel-Air
Center

food Mad

753-1586

BIG JOHN'S

Phone
753-8322

......begrais
Lindsey's Jewelers

0

Bel-Air
Center

Quality Work Since 1931

753-4832

802 Chestnut

0....

Phone
753-8391

OTASCO

I. p
Nserwkows

114 S. 5N.

Murray Piant

°Noviswim,Castor

Chestnut St.

An IIITERCO Co.
Olympic Plaza
Hours: 9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.
753-9779
1-5 Sunday

753-1640

-4

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.

Family Shoe Store
510 Ma

ii

503

753-3062
Walnutcez-n.

thray. KY
ii

•

7he
Step

Bel-Air Shopping
Center

cZackler

153-6034

A

Town IL Country
Yamaha

THE LARGEST & MOST COMPLETE
CHILDREN'S STORE IN MURRAY

Donuts Made Fresh Daily

P. N. Hirsch 8. Co. Department Store

Serving West Kentucky In
Quality Shoes at Popular Prices

We're Proud
Of Our Scout's

Security Federal
Savings and Loan Association

Good Scouts Ride A Yamaha

753-1795 .

753-0511

1

a

E"t7SES

ODixieCream

900 Coldwater Rd.

Ti Gr/S34245

We Salute The"Scouts"

-

Ow--

illy

Complete lien's i Women's Nair Styling

OPfN 7 DAYS A WEER

di

Dot Doi

Freed Cotham Co.

Man's World

"Now Of away,fossomy & SolocOmo"

_

k Slit'

-

753-1078

Hwy. 14 E.

1300 Johnson
Murray
759-1234

.8...
LEN

I

1

Book Rack

Vanderbilt Chemical corp.
We Sa/ute Our Scouts
Penny Rd.
753-4926

eao diertew
mem,. Ky.

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda

Thousands of Used Paperbacks
%yeas Ilbouplop Cosner
NepidosAllo, Ky

733-41111

Poem.,se..

Clinic Pharmacy
The Prescription Specialist
Free Delivery

KY
447 UM

N•i
(lc AL( u

yll

/--•

.

•

Holton & Melugin
Insurance Agency

Curtis & Mays Photography
Ted Wilson Mgr.
753-1250

753-2997

q

Photography of Distinction

TAPPAll
lust Mein

•Pir re •Speghotti
Murray's Family Restaurant
1206 Illestiewt

AUTHORIZE 0

"Conveniences by The Kitctientur

7534302

753-8850

Podocii

eir-

k

800 Chestnut

Trenholm's Restaurant

*
k j

304 ?Agin

Murray, Ky 0

753 7360

206 main

Th3-3415

I
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Beverly Hills Owners Agree To $3 Million Settlement
Schilling family individually,
or those assets which would
have been available for.
Lawsuits against the collection had a Judgment
Schillings, their 4-R Corp. that been rendered by a jury,"
operated the supper club and attorney Stanley Chesley said
more than 1,000 other in a prepared statement.
defendants total more than $3 facilitate litigation. Chesley
billion dollars. The Schillings'
settlement would allow them
to keep an estimated half
million dollars in property and
other assets.
We feel that the settlement
In return, the plaintiffs by the Schilling interest is to
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
would agree to protect the the advantage of all the Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall plans
defendants from further suits plaintiffs
because
it to resume a full schedule of
by releasing all claims or represents substantially all of activities after her eight-day
cross-claims. The Schillings the assets of both the 4-R Corp. stay in a Louisville hospital,
also would release any claims and the major assets of the according to her office.
Mrs. Stovall attended
Thursday's Senate session and
also has scheduled two
meetings in western Kentucky, including a speech to a
United Auto Workers meeting
at Bowling Green, said her
press secretary,Jean Severs.
The press aide said Mrs.
giEWPORT, Ky...(AP' -- Schilling and Raymond Scott
—Fifteen days after that Stovall had been told by her
Here are the key points in a Schilling.
date, the defendants would be physician to moderate her
proposed settlement of one
—They agree "without required to pay an appointed activities in the next 10 days,
phase of the Beverly Hills admitting liability" to a $3 trustee $1.8 million.
But I guess that means
Supper Club litigation filed million settlement of all
—The remaining $1.2 maybe one speech a day inThurtday in Campbell County claims arising out of the May million would be due nine stead of 10."
Circuit Court -and in U.S. 28, 1977, fire at the supper club months later, either in the
Mrs. Stovall
entered
District Court at Covington:
that killed 165 people. - form of cash or a warranty Louisville Methodist Hospital
—The plaintiffs ask that a deed for the approximately 48- Jan.9 with a bleeding ulcer.
,—The defendants are 4-R
Corp., as owners of the supper joint hearing before both acre site of the former supper
She said Wednesday when
club, and individually as courts Feb. 23 determine club.
she was released that she feels
Richard J. Schilling, Richard whether the proposed set—Each defendant and his like "a million dollars."
3, Schilling Jr.. Ronald tlement be approved.
wife, if married, must file a
sworn detailed financial
statement. The financial
statements of 4-R shall be
certified by its accountant.
—Upon payment of the
initial $1.8 million, all claims
against the Schillings shall be
6 Tatar peoACROSS
By HERBERT SPARROW
Answer
to
Thursday's
Puzzle
dismissed with prejudice, and
ples
Vogue
Associated Press Writer
7
Plural
endshall
be
satisfied
when
the
Later
4
ing
9' Resort
second payment is made.
17 Harem room 8 Came back
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
—Plaintiffs agree to protect
head
Top
of
—
9
MAR
13 Din
As Kentucky lawmakers move
the,
defendants
from
further
Equality
10
14 Bounder
suits by releasing all claims or to wind up the special session
11 Paid notices
15 Locklaw
0111
cross-claims. The Schillings, of the General Assembly this
17 Former Rus- 16 Dry
18 Wild plum
sian'rUlers
in turn would release any weekend, they are still faced
A
El
rioti
20 Twofold
19 Russian ,
claims or cross-claims against with all of the major issues'
B
R
ET
Buffalo
21
iriver
any other defeq-ciants so before them.
ON
IM AT
. 22 Got op
2CtBlunt
The House and Senate will
A G ED
R0
releasing them.
71 TtaTtan-port._i__24 Wrong
try to reach agreement on
25 Greek letter
23 Dinonaur
AN AI 1G
FOR
bills to remove the 5 percent
27. Turkish de- 26 Frock
28 Appraise
T ION
N T
cree
state sales tax on home utility
P IL
O RLE
29:Lion feature 33 Russian city AN TA
bills, place a lid on property
34 To the side.
30 Title: Abbr.
taxes, help small mine
41 Vapid
36 Kind of
48 Lettuce
31 Thesun
self
operators meet new federal
cheese
45 Imitated
49
The
Watered
silk
37
46 Bleat
38 Unusual
50 Canine
strip mine standards, reduce
34-- J Cobb
47 Vase
40 Plume
53 Exclamation
35,Bone
traffic fines, put greater
36-Jug handles
control on state government
9
10
11
37-Hauls
4
5
6
7 •
1
2
3
building projects and raise the
39 Unnecesinterest rates on
allowable
12
13
sary '
14II
small loans.
42 Indonesians

By TERRY KINNEY
Associated Press Writer
NtWPORT, Ky. (API —
The owners of the Beverly
Hills Supper Club, which was
destroyed in a May 28, 1977
fire that killed 165 people,
have agreed to an out-of-court
tttlement of $3 million.
In a motion filed Thursday
in Campbell County Circuit
Court and in U.S. District
Court at Covington, Richard J.
Schilling and his three sons
agreed to the terms "without
admitting liability" for the
fire at the Southgate nights)ot.
Plaintiffs in the class action
stut asked that a joint hearing

before both courts be held
Feb. 23 to approve the
proposed settlement.
Fifteen days after that date,
the defendants would be
required to pay an appointed
trustee $1.8 million. The
remaining $1.2 million would
be due nine months later,
either in cash or in the form of
a warranty deed for the approximately 48-acre site of the
former supper club.

or cross-claims against any
other defendants.

Stovall To Resume
Full Scheduled Of
Campaign Activities

Key Points Of Settlement

rn mm rirr
nnitir
cirri
rm mien rum
nr
now!
gonna neinnni

16

15

43 Frenchman
4411iblical
weed
46 Asian country
48'Frolickeid
51,Exist
52 Wooden pin
54 Past
55 Insect
56 Alleviated
57 Diary
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HERE'S
HEALTH

1715

111

19
aIII
21

22

27
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39

DOWN
1 Small child
2 Poem
•3 Innate
4 Girl's name
5 Unfair blows
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Dist!• by United Future Syndicate. Inc.

-

Fish St Fixids
'Long

'`Joir

Sill

• 2 of our crispy
fish fillets
• 2 crunchy
hushpuppies
• Fresh cole slaw
• Golden f ryes
• 16 oz. soft drink

/

By ON. BRYAN THICKER
The use of manipulation
for healing, as practiced in
chiropractic, is not new. In
manipulative
fact,
procedures may be one of
the oldest of all the ways
that mantas used to cure
illness and provide relief
from pain.
documents
Chinese
dating back to 2700 B.C.
mention manipulation for
healing. Manipulation was
used extensively by the
early civilizations, including the Greeks, Egyptians, Syrians, Tibetans,
Aztecs and .Incas, to name
a few.
Many people today have
learned that chiropractic
maniuplation can help
health problems that defy
other types of treatment. It
will,pay you to investigate.
Office: 903 Sycamore
Phone: 753-9909

They also will try to agree
on an amended budget to pay
for the tax cuts and new
programs approved by the
special session.
Several other side issues
also are still on the ca4endars
of both houses as legislative
leaders vow they will complete the 5-week-old session.
The removal of the sales tax
from utility bills appears te, be
the closest issue to being
resolved. The bill has passed
both houses and only awaits
the House's concurrence with
four basically technical
Senate amendments.
A bill taking the Kentucky
Horse Park out of the state
parks system and placing it
under control of a private
board also was expected to be
sent to the governor today if
the House agreed to two
Senate amendments expanding membership on the
board.
A rare fungus used in the
Soviet Union in cancer
research has been found
growing in England's SherForest,
wood
Nottinghamshire.

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
SERVICES
Sunday:
Bible Classes
Worship.•WT"'VT........
Worship
Wednesday: Bible Classes...

•
S-•-•-

.99

We give you

lots of reasons $1
to love us.

v-rff"

I

Iniji
_

.
1 011_41!

,f

iii
i.'

10:00 a.m.
45 a.m.
6.00 p.m.
7.00 p.m.

:
L.,10

121

For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206

r

MEETTN1

PLACE

OR. PLAIN CH. ROAD

711 So. 12th Street - Murray;
r

..
CITIZENS Of THE MONTH - Calloway County High School Citizens of the Month for
the month of January are Kenneth McCuiston and Conda Stubblefield. McCuiston, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mason McCuiston, is active in basketball, baseball, SAE and Pep Club.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Stubblefield, Miss Stubblefield is a cheerleader
and a member of the Beta Club,Pep Club,SAE and newspaper staff.

But votes on the other major
issues were to be centered in
the Senate today. The upper
chamber was scheduled to
vote on House-passed bills
limiting
revenue
from
property taxes to no more
than 4 percent above the
previous year's collections
and providing a technical
assistance program to small
mine operators.
While a Senate committee
has gone along with the
House's 4 percent ceiling on
property taxes, an attempt
was expected on the floor to
raise it to 5 percent.
And even if that failed,
several House members-have
expressed dissatisfaction with
a Senate committee amendment that would count both
real and personal property in
computing allowable revenue.
A similar amendment was
defeated by the House.
The Senate also was to vote

All Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens
When It Comes To
Discounts!

on the budget-bill that passed
the House Wednesday after a
one-day delay caused by a
controversial amendment,that
still remains on the bill.
The
measure,
which
combines cuts in state agency
appropriations and building
projects with existing and
anticipated surpluses, would
go to the governor if passed
unchanged by the Senate.
While both houses have
passed bills lowering the
minimum traffic fine by $5,
the House bill is expected to be
the final vehicle for passage.
The two bodies are still apart
on how much to reduce court
costs.
The Senate will also vote on
a House-passed bill that would
allow state chartered banks to
charge a higher interest rates
on loans of $15,000 or under. It
will also consider an amendment to make the bill go into
effect immediately.

We NI PCS Nes
Cress, lee& Mot
earl
VA
Hid

We keep prescription records for
allersies, tett Ie.

prestriptions

1_ maw mere

No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny

The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money

Try Our Discount Cash Prices

641 So.
411•••••/

Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T Discount
Ph
armacy

4
7534175

WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION
...•••••••••
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You Wouldn't. Because The Murray Ledger & Times is
maintenance free. It doesn't require antennas. Picture
tubes. Push button controls. Or horizontal adjustments.
But while being uncomplicated The Murray Ledger &
Times is pretty darn sophisticated. It delivers more news,
weather and sports than any TV set on the market. An if
that's not enough you can read stock market reports, movie
reviews, editorials, fashion tips, cooking hints, health care
advice and just about any other subject that tickles your
fancy.
Your TV may have solid state. But we've got it beat. With
solid statement.
Call us at 753-1916 to start your subscription

South of Murray on
d Murray-Paris Road.

1979 Lo.g John Solver's, InC. An nets reserved

jOhncSikerX
SEAFOOD SHOPPES

GIBNEY ELECTED
CHICAGO (AP) — Frank
Gibney, vice president of new
products and development of
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Inc., has been elected vice
chairman of the firm's board
of editors.
Gibney will continue as vice
president of the company.

Lawmakers Faced With Major
Issues As Special Session Ends

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

g

said action "including the
maralatuig of early trial dates
and an orderly discovery
process ... greatly contributed
towards settlement with this
defendant."
The trials of five present or
former Kentucky state ofcharged
with
ficials
negligence, and the trial with
Union Light, Heat and Power
Co. as defendant are
scheduled later this month.
No date has been determined for trials involving
approximately 900 insurance
companies and dozens of
manufacturers
and
distributors named in various
suits.
Within a month of the fire,
lawsuits totaling $113 million
had been filed against the
Schillings, the utility and
others. A year later, the list
included more than 1,000
defendants and 250 plaintiffs.
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin divided the case into
subcategories
to
eight

Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO(1340 )
• Sestobing the Siriptires: Sunday 1230 P.N.
W1313.I-TV. Ch.7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"

Mtierray
Ledger
& Times

•

T.P. Delaney Jr.,
Circulation Mgr.

i
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In First Round Of OVC Tournament

Western Ky. Whips MSU Women
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RICHMOND, Ky. —
When
Murray
State
defeated Western Kentucky 75-68 Jan. 20 in the
Sports Arena, first-year
Hilltopper coach Eileen
Canty pointed to two areas
that her team was going to
have to improve.
Our rebounding is
weak, particularly on the
defensive boards," Canty
said, "And we continue to
low -percentage
take
shots."
They defeated the Racer
women in both categories
last night, helping a 7)decision over Murray in
opening-round action of the
Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament in Alumni
Coliseum on the Eastern
Kentucky
University
campus.
In the tourney's other
first-round games, Eastern
Kentucky defeated Middle
Tennessee 85-84, and
Morehead stopped Austin
Peay 67-54.
The Hilltoppers improved their OVC and
overall records to 3-4 and
10-10, respectively, and will
face Tennessee Tech in the
,semifinals at 6:15 (EST)
today. Tech earned a firstround bye after ending
regular-season conference
play with a 7-0 mark,
Morehead takes on Eastern
at 8:30 in the other
semifinal.
The Racers fell to 3-4 and
9-13 in suffering their fifth
straight
loss.
After
. defeating Western earlier,
Murray has dropped six of
its last seven games.
"We're a tired team,"
said Racer coach Jean
Smith. "Both
Cindy
(Barrix) and Laura (Lynn.)
were sick, and they didn't
play anywhere close to
their capabilities."
Barrix did, though, toes

in 14 points to trail only
center Jackie Mounts (16)
in scoring. Mounts, a 6-1
senior, also grabbed a
game-high 11 rebounds.
Barrix, normally an
accurate outside shooter,
sank just 7-of-16 shots, and
Lynn, the team's leading
scorer with a 16.5 average,
was successful on only 4-of12 tries.
Western sank 33-of-66
attempts from the field for
50
percent
and
outrebounded Murray 3933. Donna Sutton pulled
down 10 rebounds to lead
the 'Toppers in that
department.
5-10 sophomore Alicia
Poison paced Western in
scoring with 20 points,
connecting on 8-of-12 shots
and all four of her freethrow tries.
Karen Friarson and
Laurie Heltsley added 14
points each on combined
12-of-I9 shooting. Sutton
complemented
her
rebounding performance
with 10 points.
The Racers led 39-33 at
the half, but Western
quickly evened the game at

41-all with 17 minutes left.
Murray managed to knot
the score once more at 6363 on Jeanette Rowan's
with
3:50
basket
remaining,
but
the
Hilltoppers outscored the
Racers 14-4 the rest of the
way.
-Western played much
more intensely this time,"
said Smith. "They weren't
getting many layups,
either. It was just good
outside shooting that beat

Swimmer Tracy.
Caulkins Named
Sullivan Winner

Smith felt that the
squad's schedule of three
games in five days,
combined with the tiring
traveling, had its effect on
the team.
"We never seemed to
play with any enthusiasm
or aggressiveness," she
said. "We Weren't able to
practice at all before the
game because of the
weather, and I think it
showed."
Murray hosts Eastern
Kentucky Monday and
Middle
Tennessee
Saturday. Both games are
slated for 5:15 p.m.

AtUltIAT 67
f1 fgo ft fta ra6 pf is
6 12 4 4 11 2 16
7 16 0 0 2 S 14
5 13 0 0 11 1 10
4 10 1
2 3 1 9
4 9 0 0 4 2
4 12 0 0 2 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 2
0 3 0 0. 0 1 0
• '1 0 0 2 0 0
* -$4 13 67
13-31--WESTERN KENTUCKY 73
3 9
4 9 1 3
Sheri Price
7 1 0 111.. 0 1 14
Karen friersoe
1 12 4 4 1 1 20
Akio Poison
5 11 4 4 6 2 14
Laurin Noltsley
3 11 0 0 1 0 6
11•11 Mat=
5 10 0 0 10 1 10
DOOM Sete.
1 1 0 0 0 0 2
Viviatt Him
• 4 0 0 5 3 0
Lands Irwin
33 66 9 11 39 11 75
Totals
Nolftilm: 39-33 Money; shoptimg peresaieges: *arm, fg, 39.7, ft. U.3;
Wasters, SCA,111.11; taraorars: Alarray, 10; Wasters, 14.

Socki• Newts
Cindy Barri'
leangftt Rowe.
**efts Wyche
Awl* Kasai
Lorre Iron
Barbara Norodom
Kim Morris
Liss LaMar
Totals

When Murray's Jackie Mounts (left) and Western Kentucky's Alicia Poison collided for the first
time this season in the Sports Arena, Mounts scored 23 points to lead the Racers to o victory.
Last night, though, Poison poured in 20 points to propel the Hilhoppers over Murray 75-67 in the
first round of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in Richmond.
Photo by Tony Wilson

Ohio State Regains Big 10 Top Spot
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Maybe Ohio State's football
team should recruit Kelvin
Rainsey. He knows how to
score against Michigan.
However, Ransey plies his
wares for Ohio State's
basketball team rather than
the footballers, who haven't
scored a touchdown in three
years against Michigan. And
the 6-foot-1 junior did
Michigan in Thursday night
by scoring his team's last six
/
2 minutes
points in the final 31
as the 13th-ranked Buckeyes
made off with a 63-60 triumph
and regained undisputed
possession of first place in the
Big Ten.
Ransey's heroics included
both ends of a one-and-one
free throw situation with 20
seconds left among his 18
points.
"The man at the line isn't a
bad one to have there,- said
Coach Eldon Miller.
But he didn't know how
nervous Ransey was with Ohio

State clinging to a one-point Illinois Coach Lou Henson.
lead.
"Carroll is great — an NBA
"I started shaking when I player."
went to the bench for the
The other members of The
timeout," Ransey said. "I told Top Twenty survived. Fifthmyself, 'No, no, not now.' ranked Louisville defeated
Then I got hold of myself. I •Metro Conference rival
concentrated on the rlin. I put Tulane 77-66 while No. 8
more dip, more wrist in my Louisiana State shaded
shot."
Mississippi State 52-48 and No.
Ohio State sits atop the Big 16
Alabama
trimmedTen thanks to 10th-ranked - Mississippi
83-73
in
State's 60-57 Southeastern
Michigan
Conference
triumph over No. 15 Iowa as action.
Earvin Johnson and Greg
Bobby Turner scored 18
Keiser teamed up for 25 points points and Louisville sank 20
and 26 rebounds. Iowa's of 25 free throws down the
Ronnie Lester, the league's stretch to post its 13th conscoring leader, was held to a secutive victory. Darrell
season-low 5 points and fouled Griffith added 14 points,
out with 11 1A2 minutes left.
While Iowa bowed to a
ranked Michigan State team,
No. 20 Illinois succumbed to
unranked Purdue 71-65 as 7foot-1 Joe Barry Carroll
poured in 24 points and led the
Boilermakers from an early
12-4 deficit to their sixth
consecutive victory.
By ED SCHUYLER
"They killed us inside," said
AP Sports Writer
HAVANA — Bill Brown sat
at a table on the 25th floor of a
downtown Havana hotel,
confronted with a half-dozen
bananas on a plate and the
prospect of fighting the great
Teofilo Stevenson Sunday.
The
bananas
were
delicious; the chance of
fighting Stevenson, Cuba's
.nryWBiock
two-time
Olympic
heavyweight champion, v,cis
almost too good to he true.
In 1973, Brown's world and
his prospects were much
We ask the right questions. We dig for every
smaller. He was arrested for
honest deduction and credit. We take the
attempted armed robbery in
time needed because we want to be sure
his hometown of New Orleans
and sent to prison, where he
you pay the smallest legitimate tax. That's
stayed for three years.
another reason why H&R Block should do
"It's a miracle I'm here,"
short
use,
you
form
whichever
4,your taxes..
said the 24-year-old Brown,
who only started fighyg in
or long.
1976 and already has built a
fairly solid foundation of international experience.
"Going to prison is no
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
guaranteee you'll ever come
out."
In a recent tour by the
Soviet Union boxing team of
the United States, Brown won
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri.,9-5 Sat.
once and lost two decisions..
Tfien the Amateur Athletic
No Appointment Necessary (Appts. AvLable)
Union sent word for him to
help represent tk United

Phillips, a freshman, had 25
Rounding out Big Ten play,
points.
Norwhipped
Indiana
"We shot well, we handled thwestern 82-57 as guards
the ball well.and we boarded Randy Wittman and Butch
well,' said 'Bama Coach C.M. Carter combined for 31 points
Newton. "I have to be pleased while Kevin McHale scored 32
with the way we played."
points as Minnesota held off
In a stunning upset, Rhode Wisconsin 74-72.
Island, New England's No. 1
In the Missouri Valley
team, was knocked off by Conference, Creighton's John
Boston University 75-69 as Johnson took scoring honors
Tom Channel poured in a with 23 points but Tulsa's
career-high 35 points. Channel . Lester Johnson scored 10 of
scored 24' points in the,second his 14 points in the second half
half, including a jump shot to lead the Golden Hurricane
that put BU on top for good over the Blue Jays 71-65. Slab
with 2:41 remaining. Rhody's Jones had 26 points and 11
Sly Williams had 26 points but rebounds as New Mexico State
only seven after the in- buried Wichita State 93-75.
termission.

"I had a fiberglass cast on
the ankle and couldn't use my
legs," she said. -As I look
back, it may have helped
because I was able to improve
my upper body strength."
She is the fifth woman to win
the Sullivan award in its 49year history. The last was
swimmer Debbie Meyer in
1968. Meyer, at 161
/
2, was the
youngest to receive the honor
until Thursday.
The other nine nominees
this year were:
—Rodgers, who won 18
straight races, including the
AAU's national I0,000-meter
road race.
—Thomas, the NCAA allkryprid gymnastics champion
in 1977. In 1978 he became the,
first U.S. gymnast to win a
gold medal in major in.
ternational competition in 44
years with a first in the world
championships.
— Moses, 23, Atlanta. He
was the 1976 Olympic 400meter hurdles gold medalist
and posted nine of the world's
top 10 times in that event in
1978.
—Phil Boggs, 29, a former
U.S. Air Force officer now
studying law at the University
of Michigan, who won a third
straight world diving title in
1978. He also was a Sullivan
nominee for the third time.
—Bruce Davidson, 29,
Unionville,
Tenn.,
an
equestrian who won the world
three-day event title;
—Eric Heiden, 20, Madison,
Wis., winner of three world
speed skating titles and a
Sullivan nominee for the
second year in a row. He was
the only nominee to miss the
banquet because he was in
Norway preparing for the.
Skating
World
Speed
Championships.
—Lee James, 25, Manchester, Pa., AAU 198-pound
weightlifting champion and
American record holder.
—Leroy Kemp,22, Chardon,
Ohio, a University of
Wisconsin wrestler who was
America's only gold medalist
in wrestling at last year's
world championships.
—Charles Tickner, 25,
Colo.,
world
Littleton,
champion figure skater.

All Area Basketball
Action Is Postponed
All four area prep basketball games scheduled for
tonight have been postponed.
There have been no announcements as to makeup
dates.
The Calloway County boys

and girls teams were to have
played Sedalia at home in a
doubleheader. The Murray
High boys were scheduled
against Hickman County,
while the Tiger girls were to
face Marshall County.

Bill Brown Contemplates
Facing Cuba's Stevenson

"Well take
all the time
needed to do
the job right:'

H&R BLOCK

903 Arcadk. street

Scooter McCray had 12 and
Larry Williams grabbed 11
rebounds as Louisville improved its record to 21-3.
ISU remained atop the
SEC, one-half game ahead of
Alabama. Al Green's 15 points
paced the Tigers over
Mississippi State while Rickey
Brown had 16 for the losers,
who played without leading
scorer Ray White and lost
another starter, Greg Grim,
with a sprained ankle early in
the contest. Alabama's Reggie King and
Eddie Phillips put on a twoman show against Ole Miss.
King scored 30 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds while

By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS
Swimmer Tracy Caulkins, a
16-year-old looking forward to
having braces removed from
her teeth, became the
youngest winner of the
Sullivan Award Thursday as
the nation's top amateur
athlete.
The youngest of three
children of Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Caulkins, Nashville,
Tenn., received the U.S.
Amateur Athletic Association
award for 1978 at the first
annual Sullivan Award dinner
with eight of the other nine
finalists also attending.
The award, given in honor of
the AAU's founder, James E.
Sullivan, previously was
announced at a news conference in the winner's
hometown.
John Naber, 1977 winner,
announced Caulkins' name,
and she sat almost stunned,
holding her head for a few
moments.
Fighting tears, the 5-foot-8,
111-pound Caulkins called her
selection, "The biggest thrill
of my life. I'm a little overwhelmed.".
Caulkins, a 'B' student in
her sophomore year at Harpeth-Hall Academy in Nashville, received 2,236 points
from the 2,460 voters, including AAU officials and
members of the news media.
Points were awarded on the
basis of 5-3-1 for a first, second
or third place vote.
Marathon runner Bill
Rodgers, Melrose, Mass., was
second with 1,747 and gymnast
Kurt Thomas, Terre Haute,
Ind., was third with 1,262
points. Point totals of the other
seven finalists, which included
hurdler Edwin Moses, last
year's runnerup, were not
announced.
Caulkins broke or tied 27
world and American swimming records in 1978. She was
one of 13 American swimmers
suspended by the AAU two
months ago for violations at a
meet last April in Austin,
Texas. The suspensions run
through March 31.
The success came after she
broke her right ankle in a fall
from a porch swing in September 1977.

753-9204

States here against what
probably is the strongest
boxing team in the world right
now.
"I feel good, I feel excellent," Brown said, obviously buoyed as many of the
American boxers seem to be
by the Cubans' intense interest in sports. Havana is
dotted litterally with gymnasiums and athletic fields

and there have been a lot of
spectators at the U.S. team's
workout.
Adding to the interest here
in the second boxing confrontation between the two
countries in Havana is the fact
that the programs will be
televised live in the United
States by ABC. It will run
from 3:15 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
EST.

What's Up
Today
All games cancelled
Saturday
Murray High girls (7-5) vs Paducah Tilghman; 1:30
p.m., home.
Murray State men 13-18) vs Morehead.7:30 Pun.,SP9d9
•erArena.
41,
Monday
Racer Club Meeting final meeting for basketball1;
noon luncheon, Holiday Inn.
talloway County girls (12-2). vs Mayfield. Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Murray High girls vs Reath,home.
Tuesday
Murray High boys (4-'7i vs Mayfield, home.
Calloway County(5-10 at Wing°.

Or buy aVolkswagen.
.4....•••••,

0••• 11..e.est

tow o• Anto,t• IA• Caltipo
„IA

41.4,4.4 •h.,wood
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Pistons' Vitale Swallows
Bitter Pill Following Nets'
Final-Second Triumph

New Carew
Batting Star, Now A California
Angel,Seems Content At Last
Angels Owner Gene Autry. "I
hope this will be the best year
you've ever had; we won't ask
any more than that of you.'
Carew's "best year" would
be something. In 1977, for
instance, he flirted with a .400
batting average before
finishing the campaign at .388.
"I think one of the teams
that helped stop me from
hitting .400 that year was the
Angels," he said. "I'm glad I
won't have to face Frank
Tanana and Nolan Ryan
anymore."

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Rod
Carew was grinning like a kid
who'd found everything he
wanted under the Christmas
tree, and he had a right to be.
The seven-time American
League batting champion had
landed where he wanted,
Anaheim; he'd just signed a
five-year contract calling for a
reported $4 million; and he
finally was in a spot he'd
coveted, with a bonafide
pennant contender.
During a press conference
following his formal contract
signing Thursday, Carew
dawnplayed his lucrative
compensation and said he just
wanted to help the Angels win
a pennant.
"I've _told. Jim Fregosi
I Angel manager) that despite
all the money I'm being paid,
I'm going to be out there
giving 110 percent all the
time," Carew said. "Maybe I
can help the Angels win the
other five games this year that
they finished out of first last
season."
The 33-year-old Carew, with
the Minnesota Twins all of his
12 major league seasons, will
play first base for California,
adding a .334 career batting
average to the free agentstudded Angel lineup.
"I'm glad you're here at this
press conference rather than
in Yankee Stadium with
George Steinbrenner," said

Carew's
"move"
to
Anaheim was a somewhat
circuitous one, as the Twins
tied to trade him before he
became a free agent at the end
of the 1979 season.
Minnesota reached tentative agreement with the San
Francisco Giants on a trade,
but Carew turned down the
deal, saying he wanted to stay
in the American League.
Carew then agreed to terms
With California, but Twine
Owner Cal Griffith was
unhappy with the players the
Angels were offering, so that
bogged down and the New
York Yankees expressed an
interest in Carew.
But Yankee Owner George
Steinbrenner and Carew
didn't exactly have a meeting
of the minds, and those
negotiations fell through
before they started, and
California was back in the
driver's seat.

Holman Races
To 49-Pin Lead
ST. LOUIS — Marshall
Holman linked 20 straight
strikes in consecutive games
of 300, 268 and 266 midway
through the fourth round to
charge into the lead of the
$100,000 Professional Bowlers
Association tournament by 49
pins.
Fred Conner moved from
13th place to second by posting
a 7-1 record in match play
Thursday while rolling 1,914
for the eight games. Only
Holman, with 1,926, felled
more pins.
Nelson Burton Jr. of St.
Louis dropped to third place,
one pin behind Conner.

MOTORIST
TORTURED
ON HIGHWAY
Drinig a shiggish car

11010$
misses or drags om We 1110mg
Oar Wan. Erratic ingisi
opk altati caused ly anion
conndssatt.
stickise_asitadid
coot Is ash ases In asidp Wes
hit mafaitiais thmits h a special
Jamie*.
Tlatf-UP. This imaasd 101$11101
works in II Altai-ss pm*rim to
nip yid Won ad Pen, Irtiiie it
Asia sag hash! *mitt Sc I.
%bar twine. GET WYNWS
WINE TM -UP

By the Associated Press
PONTIAC,
Mich.
—
"Heartbreak City. That's all I
can say. It hurts, boy. It
hurts."
The words came choking out
of Dick Vitale like so many
mouthfuls of bitter medicine.
The Detroit Pistons' coach
slammed an equipment bag to
the floor. He had to hit
something. If there was a
water cooler nearby it surely
would have been dented.
His team had just blown a
three-point lead in the last 19
seconds to drop a 106-105
National
Basketball
Association decision Thursday
night to the New Jersey Nets.
In the only other game,
Moses Malone pumped in 32
points and grabbed 19
rebounds to lead host Houston
to a 134-129 victory over
Milwaukee.
At the Pontiac Silverdome,
John Williamson — with
Andre Wakefield and John
Long hanging all over him —
sank an 18-foot jumper with

The Twins, who had coveted
Angel third baseman Carney
Lansford, finally settled for
pitcher Paul Hartzell, outfielder Ken Landreaux and
minor leaguers Brad'Havens
and Dave Engle.

Kenney Hammonds has been Murray State's steadiest performer site starting his first gams as
a Ramer against Louisiana Tech Jan. 10. The freshman from Cincinnati has averaged 20.9 points a
game since and owns a 20.4 scoring average in seven Ohio Valley Csaference games. The Racers
host Morehead Saturday to a 7:30 p.m. game in the Sports Arena.
Photo by Tony WiLson

Bang 'Em Up NHL Hockey Team
Wins First Of 3-Game Match up
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — Chalk up one for
muscle. Put finesse on the Nick burner.
For the moment,leave it to the ladies in
the weekend crocheting society.
The slam bang, rock 'em sock 'em
National Hockey League All-stars have
drawn first blood in their latest hockey
showdown with the Soviet Union,
winning the first of the three-match
Challenge Cup series 4-2 at Madison
Square Garden.
Coach Scotty Bowman mesmerized
the visitors with changing lines, Bobby
Clarke and Co. roughed them up with
slashing aggressiveness at the start
and hung on for -a- victory Itia fiercely
played game.
If the trend continues in the
remaining two battles Saturday and
Sunday, they may change the face of
international ice hockey for decades to
come.
This is not just another friendly game
between two long-time rivals. It is an
eyeball-to-eyeball slugout between the

greatest ice hockey players of two
divergent worlds — East vs. West.
Communist vs. capitalist, speed and
finesse against bullying power.
The game means more to the
Russians although the prestige of the
NHL is on the line. The NHL, which has
not been overly dominant in confrontations with the U.S.S.R in the past,
cannot afford to be pushed around by a
bunch of so-called amateurs from
behind the Iron Curtain, although this is
slightly a joke.
This red-clad team with the CCCP
initials on their jereys are strictly pros
in content — the best skaters and puckpushers that can be assembled from a
country of 259 million population.
For them, it is an ideological
challenge. In the U.S.S.R, sports stands
alongside science as a tool for
promoting the system. On almost every
wall, in every public place, posters with
the red hammer and sickle insignia
blare out the Lenin doctrine of "Mind
and body,science and physical fitness"
The international athlete is placed on
the same pedestal with the scientist.

The highest honor is the Merited
Master of Sports, almost equivalent to
our Medal ,A Honor.
The hockey series is a continuation of
a giant tug o' war to capture people's
minds. The Russians were first to put a
Sputnik into space, but Uncle Sam
made the first footsteps on the moon.
The two powers have compiled enough
atomic weaponry to destroy each other.
They struggle fiercely for Olympic
supremacy, believing gold medals
determine the depth of a nation's
physical and moral fiber. The
Americans run faster, jump higher,
throw farther and normally excel in
events of technical skill. The Russians
are big in the power departments siren
as weightlifting and wrestling.
In hockey — as Thursday night's
match attested — the roles are
reversed. The Russians are Ole
superior skaters — fast, disciplined,
silky smooth and smart. The NHL
stars, mostly Canadians who dominate
the game of darting puck and flailing
sticks on ice, are the bullies —
aggressors, intimidators.

three seconds left to push the
Nets past the Pistons.
The game was televised
back to New Jersey, Vitale's
home state, and he figures his
family and friends all saw the
disaster for Detroit.
"I'm 0-for-6 against the Nets
and Knicks," the rookie NBA
coach muttered, his head
hanging as he stared at the
floor of the coaches' locker
room.
"I lose too hard. I take
losses too hard," he said. "It's
unbelievable," he continued,
chastising himself. "I'm a
loser. The kids played a super
game. Blame it on me.
"This is so crushing. This is
the topper."
A basket by long with 19
seconds remaining put Detroit
ahead 105-102. New Jersey
called time out, then Bernard
King took the inbounds pass
from Ed Jordan under the
basket to score in one second.
All Detroit had to do was
stall out the final 18 seconds.
But Phil Jackson tied up Terry

Tyler on the inbounds pass,
forcing a center jump — which
Jackson won, setting up the
Nets' winning shot.
It was reminiscent of the
Pistons' debut last September
in the Silverdome, when New
Jersey intercepted an inbounds pass and won at the
buzzer, 107-105.
Williamson, who had 35 in
that one, led with 28 when the
Nets beat the Pistons 106-99 at
home last month, then was the
leading scorer Thursday with
29.
Ironically, Williamson had
missed his last four shots until
the game-winner.
"I was designated to take
the shot," he said. "I didn't
have time to think I had just
blown four in a row. I know as
long as I'm around the foul
line,that's my play."
Coach Kevin Loughery of
New Jersey said: "We made a
lot of big shots down the
stretch. Both teams did. We
were lucky that we ended up
with the last opportunity."

THIS IS A
"HOW TO"
AD
How to increase your savings.
1. At the end of the day, set aside every dime
or quarter in your pocket or purse to be
added to savings.
out one or more luxuries and put the
money into savings instead.

2. Cut

3. When you get overtime pay,save it.
- 4.

Put your income tax refund check, or other
special income into savings. Or if you
can't dolhat, save half of it.

5.

Once in a while go on a "crash" savings
program for a week or month.

6. Plan

ahead for larger expenses so they
won't put you "in the hole."

S.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Briefs

PARKER FORD,Inc.

7634273

Murray, Ky.
URGE VOLUME-LOW PROFIT
"Service Wit Ow Buis's:"

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

diamond dots
you can see
at a distance

4

0

FOR YOUR

VALENTINE

Delicate diamond dots
Natures gift of genuine
diamonds in 14 Korot gold
ear jewel

$9
Who* or Yellow Gold

MICHELSON S
WW494,4
'-8.I Air Shopping
• _ Murray, Ky

7.

Evert-Casals Duo Is Stunned
SEATTLE — The unseeded
doubles team of Sue Barker of
England and Ann Kiyomura
beat the top-seeded team of
Chris Evert and Rosie Canals
6-3, 6-3 in a $125,000 women's
professional tennis tournament.
In singles, fourth-seeded
Kerry Reid of Australia
eliminated Julie Harrington 64, 6-7, 6-2 to advance into the
quarter-finals.
Also advancing were unseeded Jeanne Duvall, who
upset
second -seeded
Kiyomura 0-6, 6-4, 7-6; sixthseeded Ruzici, who defeated
Rana Strachonova 6-4, 6-2;
Kathy Jordan, who upset
seventh-seeded Redondo 6-0,
6-3, and Renee Richards, who
defeated Sherry Acker 6-3, 7-5.
Betty Stove, also unseeded,
reached the quarter-finals
with a 3-6,6-4, 6-4 upset victory
over eighth-seeded Barker.

are Bjorn Borg, second; John
McEnroe, third; Harold
Solomon, fourth; Brian
Gottfried,
fifth;
Raul
Ramirez, sixth; Arthur Ashe,
seventh, and defending
champion Roscoe Tanner,
eighth.
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Coach
Hubert Vogelsinger will take
his San Diego Sockers to
Mexico for several exhibition
matches before opening the
North American Soccer
League season, a team
spokesman said.
The Sockers will tackle an
all-star team Feb. 16 in
Mexicali, then host Moscow
Dynamo at San Diego Stadium
before meeting Universidad
Nuevo Leon in Monterrey,
Mexico, on Feb. 27, the
spokesr4n said Thursday

ATLANTA (AP)
Fifteen
players on the Atlanta Braves'
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
40-man roster have yet to sign
-- Jimmy Connors has been 1979 contracts with the
named the top seed in a National League club, ac$250,000 inerr's tennis tour, cording to team officials. nament to be played at
The latest players to sign
Mission Hills Country Club one-year contracts were instarting next Monday and fielder Rod Gilbreath and
running through Feb. 18,
pitcher Rick Camp, General
The other seeded ',Byers Manager Bill Lucas an-

nounced Wednesday. Terms of
the contracts were not
disclosed.
Gilbreath, a utility man,
batted .245 with three home
runs and 31 runs batted in last
season. Right-handed reliever
Camp, hampered much of the
season with a sore elbow, had
a 2-4 record with a 3.77 earned
run average.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -Gunderson,
S.
Robert
general
and
president
manager of the Bay Meadows
Race Course near San
Francisco, is in line to become
president of the Thoroughbred
Racing Associations on
Friday.
Gunderson's elevation is
subject to a floor vote at the
TRA's 37th annual convention.
Baird C. Brittingham is
completing a two-year term as
president.
At the IRA's Eclipse
Awards banquet Friday night,
those honored will include
Darrell McHargue, named the
outstanding jockey of 1978.
Ron ?arcade, the rider of
1973 Triple Crown winner
Secret/that, will receive the
Tort PuiSlicists 'of America's
Big Sport of Turfdom Award
at a luncheon Friday.

Decide to add a fixed amount to savings
every payday, before you spend. In other
words, pay yourself first.

8. Remember-Home Federal, because

we pay
the HIGHEST interest rates with the
LOWEST minimum deposits allowed by
federal law on savings plans that are
insure8 up to $40,000 by the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.

"The place where thousand4 ore saving

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND WAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.
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NHL All-Stars Kayo Russians 4-2 In Series Opener
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - The National Hockey
League's allstars overcame the obstacle of just three days' preparation,
then they overcame the opening night
jitters ... and then, with uprising ease,
they overcame the Soviet National
team in the opener of the Challenge
Cup.
"There's a mystique about the
Russians that they can do all these
things," said Philadelphia Flyers
center Bobby Clarke. "But I don't think
there's anything they can do that we
can't, as far as things like passing and
stick-handling are concernea.
Clarke proved that Thursday night,
setting up Guy Lafleur's goal after just
16 seconds of play in the NHL's 4-2
triumph. Steyt Shutt worked the puck
free at the Sbviet blue line and found

ders, a 6-foot-3, 220-pound left wing who
scored the all-stars' fourth goal and
threw his weight around at every of>.
portunity. "The cohesion is there if
everyone wants to win."
And they had Lafleur, who played
with the fire of a man possessed_
-We have to show them (the
Russians) we're better," said Lafleur,
who set up Mike Bossy's power play
tally in the three-goal NHL first Period
that left the Soviets totally
disorganized. "The Russians have
nothing to lose in this series. We have to
stay No. 1."
By hounding the Soviets, keeping
them from forming their weaving,
precision passing attack, the NHL took
a big step in that direction.
''I'm sure they weren't expecting us
to hit too much," said Gullies. "People
thought we might spend most of the
night chasing them around."

Clarke, who drew a Soviet defenseman
to him before finding Lafleur shockingly alone -- sprinting down
right wing for a sharply angled 10-foot
shot.
The crowd of 17,438, which paid as
much as $25 to see this event, was as
astonished as the Soviets ... and,
perhaps, Clarke.
"On the first shift, the idea is to put
pressure on them, keep the puck in
their end, but not necessarily to score,"
said Clarke, captain of the NHL stars.
"You don't expect your first shot to go
in, but that's how it worked out
tonight."
It worked because the NHL, which
first practiced as a team on Monday,
used determination to compensate for
the lack of familiarity.
"The guys on this team are all in on
this thing for the same reason," said
Clark Gillies of the New York Islan-

Trio Of 65s Heads Spectacular
Scoring In Hawaiian's 1st Round
By BOB GREEN
ditioned, 7,234-yard Waialae
AP Golf Writer
,
Country Club course.
HONOLULU, Hawaii Miller one-putted the perAndy Bean had just fired a 6- fect greens 11 times. Haas under-par 66 - spectacular in
who now has led or shared the
most cases - and casually first round lead in three of five
shrugged it off.
events on the Tour this year"Just trying to keep my two didn't make a bogey, missed
cents-worth in," he said.
only one green and chipped in
In the incredible scoring for birdie that time. And
that was produced in Thur- Wadkins hit two drivers to the
sday's first round of the green on the 566-yard 18th and
$300,000 Hawaiian Open,that's holed a 20-foot putt for a
all he did. Got his two cents finishing eagle.
worth in.
A bulky group of 11 shared
It wasn't good enough to the next position at 66. Tied
with Bean were Charles
lead.
That spot went to a trio of Coody, J.C. Snead, Fuzzy
65s posted by Lanny Wadkins, Zoeller, Gil Morgan, Wally
-Jay Haas and rookie Lindy ,Armstrong, Larry Nelson,
Miller. While their scores Kermit 7-arley, Mark Lye,
were the same,they arrived at Wayne Levi and Bob Gilder.
the lead by different routes - Hale Irwin and rookie Tom
_over the beautifully con-

Chain, who was playing his
first round in his first tour
event, headed another large
group at 67.
In all, 91 of the 144 men in
the field broke par 72, believed
to be the lowest overall
scoring in a decade of tour
competition.
Another 16 were at par on
the long flat layout.
Playing conditions were
perfect. The temperature was.
in the 80s and - unusual for
Hawaii - there wasn't a
breath of a breeze to disturb
the palms and banyan trees.
And, as usual, the greens
were ideal.
Miller took full advantage.
Birdie putts of 15 and 30 feet
got him started and he made
his round with a string of

seven holes in the middle of
the rourid. He one-putted six
times is that stretch. The only
one he missed was from 18
inches.
Haas had a near-flawless
effort. His only lapse came on
the second hole, the only green
he missed. And he promptly
chipped it in for birdie. He got
it very close on two par-5
holes, scored three times from
the 8-10 foot range and holed
another putt of about 18 feet.
Wadkins was only 1 shot
under par at the turn, but
made his move with a brilliant
30 on the back nine. He birdied
three in a row at one stretch,
then capped it off with the
spectacular eagle on the final
hole that lifted him into a
share of the lead.
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By ERWIRREWITT.'
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND - Tom Flores
has stepped up to a coaching
job that, as John Madden
learned over 10 football
seasons,'can put a lot of
pressure on a man.
"It's a tough, demanding
job. But it's what I want, what
I love," said Flores, named as
the new head coach of the
Oakland Raiders after serving
seven years as an assistant to
Madden.
"Will I get an ulcer like John
did? I don't know. There's a
lot of pressure, and it mounts
every year," he said Thursday
after being introduced at a
news conference by Al Davis,
who will be applying much of
that pressure. - _
Madden retired Jan. 4 with
one of the best coaching
records in National Football
League history, 103-32-7 in
regular season games. The
Raiders' 9-7 record last season
was their worst under Madden
and they missed the playoffs
for only the second time in 10
years.
In his retirement announcement, Madden cited an
ulcer problem and said he was
burned out as a coach at age
42.

. Flores will be 42 on March
21, but he said Thursday, "I
have a different character
than John."
Madden seemed- pleased to
hear that Davis, managing
general partner of the team,
had picked Flores as his
successor and he predicted,
"Tom will be a lot more calm
than I was."
Flores showed Thursday
that he has something in
common with Madden - a
good sense of humor.
When asked to comment
about recent speculation that
the Raiders might be interested in moving to Los
Angeles, the new coach said
he wasn't worried because,
"Al promised me if we move
to Los Angeles, he'll buy me a
home in Beverly Hills."
Davis chose an organization
man in Flores, who was a
quarterback on the first
Raiders team in 1960, just as
he did in promoting Madden to
the job 10 years ago.
Davis said he considered
others, including job-hunting
former NFL head coaches, but
decided
that
"Tom's
qualifications were as good as
any, and certainly his belief in
our organization was very
important, along with the
belief of our organization in
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BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

Jeff Lamp Still Leader
By the Associated Press
GREENSBORO, N.C. With only three weeks
remaining in regular season
play, Virginia's Jeff Lamp is
showing no sign of letting up in
his quest for the Atlantic Coast
Conference scoring honors

Walter W.Jones, M.D.
is proud to announce the
relocation of his office
to the

with a 23.9 points per game
average.
Lamp, a former Kentucky
Mr.
Basketball
from
Louisville's Ballard High
School, leads Duke's Mike
Gminski, who has a 20.4 points
per game average, in
statistics released by_the ACC
Commissioner's office
Thursday. The statistics
reflect games played through
Feb. 3.
Greg Manning of Maryland
is the most accurate ACC
player frosn the free-throw
line. He's hitting .902 percent .
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him."
Flores said he understood
that Davis narrowed the lisant
candidates down to just Flores
and Bud Carson, now an
assistant with the Los Angeles
Rams, before making his
choice.

It was the reverse. It was the NHL
stars who made the perfect plays_ It
was the NHL which had the Soviets
laboring to catch up.
"The NHL players played their usual
way and unfortunately, we couldn't
prevent them from playing that way,"
observed Valentin Sytch, deputy
chairman of the USSR Sports Committee. "Unfortunately our boys today
played below their potential.
"The tactical plans we had were not
realized," added Sytch.
They weren't realized despite the
pressure, the few days of practice, and
despite the Soviet reputation which
preceded it here.
Six minutes after Lafleur scored, he
fed Buffalo's Gil Perreault, who faked
past Zinetula Bilyaletdinov and Vasil'
Pervukhin before feeding Bossy for a
five-foot tap-in.

College Basketball
EAST
Boston U 75, Rhode Island 69
Bucknet 59, Delaware 54
Cheyney St. IS, E. Stroudsburg 79
Cavite 54, Clarksoo 70
Connecticut 93. Fordham 80
Rutgers 87, Drexel 61
St Francis. N.Y 92, Manhattan 90
West Chester 74, Lehigh 67

sotnii
Alabama 63, Mississippi 73
Frostburg St. 77, George Mason 72
Georgetown, Ky 92, Clinch Valley ell
Louisiana St. 52, Mississippi St. 48
Louisville 77. Tulane 86
Mars Hill 72, USG-Spartanburg 70
New Orleans 75, S.Florida 73, 4 OT
N.C.-Charlotte 75, NC.-Wilmington 57
NE Louisiana 116, Ga. Southern 74
S Alabama 71, Alabama-Birmingham 69
Virginia Union 92, Virginia St 91
'/MI 76. Georgia St. 72
W Carolina 62. Presbyterian ,56
Witham & Mary WI, Davidson 62, 2 OT
MIDWEST
Briar Cliff 77, Westmar 65
DePaul 77, Loyola. Ill. 73
Indians IC. Northwestern 57
Michigan St 60, Iowa 57
Ohio St. 63, Michigan 60
Purdue 71, Illinois 65
Tulsa 71, Creighton, 65
- -W. Littnou 71, Yotsigstown St. 77

soumwssr
Arkansas Coil. 78, Arkansas Tech 71
Hendrix Coll. 77, Cent. Arkansas 73
Mexico St. 93, Wichita St 75
NM Highlands W, Western St. 77
N. Texas St. 154, Texas-Arlington 89
& Arkansas 71. Henderson St. 69
Southern Methodist 96, Texas Christian
FAR WEST
Adams St. 83, S. Colorado 72
Fresno St 74, Long Beach St 66
Idaho St. 98, Boise St. 87
Jackson St. 49, Wis.-Milwaukee 46
Oregon 70, Arizona St. 63
Oregon St 93. Artsona 79
Pacific 71, lk Santa Barbara 65
San Diego St. 90, Colorado St. 83
San Jose St. 75, Fullerton St_ 72
S Oregon 124, BYU-Hawaii 96
UC Irvine 56, Utah St. 54
Washington 71, California 56
EXHIBITIONS
Athletes in Action 91, E. Tennessee St 81
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"We played well," said goalie Ken
Dryden of Montreal. "That was partly
an expectation and partly a large
hope."
The hopes couldn't have been this
high. Islanders defenseman Denis

NBA Standings
Easters toatereace
Attest* Divisive
W j.
Pet. GB
37 15
712 Washington
30 19
612
51-1
Philadelphia
New Jersey
25 26
490 Ilto
446 14
New York
25 31
385 17
20 32
Boston
Credal Division
562 -San Antoruo
32 23
.558
Houston
29 23
3
23 26
.527
Atlanta
21 32
.394 10
Cleveland
Detroit
19 35
.345 13
,
.333 131
New Orleans
19 36
Western Ceatereace
Midwest Metairie
615 Kansas City
32 20
41-x
.527
Denver
29 26
.396 11.i
Indiana
21 32
.393 12
Milwaukee
22 34
.377 124s
Chicago
20 33
Pacific Divides
34 18
.654 Seattle
630
1
34 20
Los Angeles
21
604
211
Phoenix
32
500
8
Portland
.
25 25
61-1
491
San Diego
27 26
25 30
455 10,1
Golden State
Thursday's Games
New Jersey 106, Detroit 105
Houston 134, Milwaukee 129
Friday's Games
Indiana at Boston
San Diego at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Chicago
Houston at New 0114111110
Seattle at Milwaukee
Atlanta at Phoenix
Denver at Golden State
Cleveland at Los Angeles
San Antonio at Portland
Sabirdiy's Games
New Orleans at Detroit
Boston at New York
Seattle at HOUllain

By the Associated Press
Dale Brown, coach of
eighth-ranked
Louisiana
State, is trying to develop a
split personality in histeam.
"We're trying to have two
different personalities - one
at home and one on the road,"
Brown said Thursday. "We're
trying to control our emotions
on the road."
The calm, cool LSU
basketball squad withstood
repeated rallies by Mississippi
State and held on to win 52-48
at Starkville, Miss., to keep its
hold on first place in the
Southeastern Conference.
In the only other SEC
contest, No. 16 Alabama
remained a half-game off the
pace by beating Mississippi
83-73.
Louisiana State gets to
practice its controlled road
game Saturday at Florida in

So Coach Scotty Bowman used just
four defensemen, going for sizeh
mobility and puck handling skill by
pairing Montreal's Serge Savard witji
Colorado's Barry Beck and Montreal's
Larry Robinson with Toronto's Rorie
Salming.
Like almost every other move
Bowman made, the strategy paid off.
The forwards helped the defense, the
defense helped Dryden, and the NHL
won the first segment of this three-act
drama.
"It wasn't as tough as I thought it
would be," Gullies said, echoing the
thoughts of many who watched the NHL
stars shine Thursday night.

part of a full slate of conference matchups. Alabama
visits Kentucky, last year's
national champs fallen on
hard times, for a regionally
televised game.
Mississippi State visits No.
17 Vanderbilt, Georgia is at
Tennessee and Mississippi is
at Auburn in the other matches.
Top scorers for LSU were
Ethan Martin and DeWayne
Scales with 10 apiece. Center
Ricky Brown had a game-high
16 points for Mississippi State,
which played without guard
Ray White, its top scorer.
"If I could take a player
from the SEC and draft him
I'd take Ray White," said
Brown.
absence from
Mississippi State's lineup hurt
them."
In describing what was
apparently a satisfactory

NOTICE
Due to bad health, Vaughn Plumbing
has been closed for several weeks. We
want to apologize for any inconvenience
caused to our customers.
Vaughn Plumbing will reopen Monday,
February 12th under new management offering the same qualified service as
always.
We want to take this time to thank all
our friends and customers for their
patronage over the past years. We appreciate each of you.
Claude Vaughn

VAUGHN PLUMBING
4124(444•0446,444044,14466..4141.4r-4•444
'.60
.
04
4

501 North 4th Street
753-6168

Transactions

Hockey
Nattocal Hockey League
Campbell Cimberesee
Patrick Divisible
W I T Pt, GF GA
N.Y. IskasIers 33 9 10 76 *6 143
N.Y.Haespee29 18 5 63 216 182
29 22 4 62 217 190
Ada*
13 Hi 11 57 170 163
Philadelphia
Smythe Division
19 24 9 47 155 106
Chicago
Vancouver
18 29 7 43 161 204
13 35 7 33 163 237
St. Louis
Colorado
12 33 8 32 150 216
Wales teateresce
Adams Division
Boston
32 13 9 73 221 166
Buffalo
21 19 11 53 169 164
Toronto
21 22 10 52 169 170
Minnesota
21 24 7 49 168 175
Norris Division
ir 133
37 9 7 91 w
Montreal
194
23 24 7 53
Los Angeles
Pittsburgh
21 23 8 50 180 185
Washington
17 TA 8 42 179 231
11 29 14 36 169 209
Detroit
Thursday's Game
NHL All-Stars 4, Soviet Nationals 2
Friday's Games
No games scheduled
Saturday's Game
Soviet Nationals vs. NHL AU-Stars at
New York
Suaday's Game
Soviet Nationals vs. NHL AU-Stars at
New Yost,
muld Harkey Asoisciatios
W L T Pta GF GA
25 19 6 56 201 183
Winnipeg
24 15 7 55 191 160
New England
25 19 4 54 183 160
Quebec
25 21 0 50 165 158
Edmonton
Cincinnati
20 75 5 45 177 187
19 26 4 C 173 196
Birmingham
Tbersday'e Games
Na games scheduled

BASEBALL.
Americas League
CALD'ORNIA ANGELS-- Signed Rod
Carew, first baseman, to a five-year
contract
SEATTLE MARINERS-- Placed Jirri
Todd, pitcher, on waivers for the purpord
el giving him his wiconditional release.
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES--Signed Rod
Gilbreath, infielder, and Rick Camp.
pitcher, to one-year contracts.
HOCKEY
National Hockey Leagwe
DETROIT RED WINGS- -Settled the
contract of Dennis Hextall, center, so he
may negotiate with other NHL clubs
Stoned Bill Hogaboarn, center
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Asseciatios
PORTLAND TRA II. B LAZEFLS-Placed
Dave Twardzik, guard, on the injured
reserve list. Signed Willie Smith, guard. te
a 10-day contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-- Named Dale
Putnam offensive line coach.

UL Boxcore
LOU/SV1LLE 77
McCray 4 4-7 12, Branch 3 0-0 6. Turner,6
6-8 18, Griffith 7 0-1 14, Williams 4 5-7 19.
Eaves 1 9-10 11, Smith 01-2 1, Brown 1 049,
Burkman 0 0-0 0. Cleveland 0 0-00. tota1s
26 25-35 77
TULANE W
Holston 5 6-8 16, M.Fletcher 3 1-1 7.
2-24.
Jones
3 1-3 7 Blunt 11 1-2*.
Dover 1
Duke 1 1-2 3. James 30.06, Hants 00-4*,
Lono 0 0.00. Hurd 0 0-0 0 Totals --2712-18
86
Halftime - Louisville 34, Tulane 30
Fouled out-Griffith Total foulsLouisville 18, Tulane 26 Techrucals-Smith. A-2.57$.

SwilUeanaiecies
New York at
Nam at Illigaidore
Sea Mew at New Jersey
Washington at Philadelptua
Cleveland at MOWS
San Antonio at Golden State
Los Angeles at Kansas City
Atlanta at Portland

Brown's Two-Team LSU
Squad Stops Miss. State

753-11116: byname 5:30 p.m.

"Fellow American Academy of Ophthlimology"

The Soviet's Victor Golikov completed the scoring from a scramble in
front of the net at 3:02 of the third
period. Though the NHL stars tired in
that session, the outcome was never in
doubt.

Potvin was injured, New York Rangers
defenseman Ron Greschner arrived on
Tuesday and didn't play, and Montreal
defenseman Guy Lapointe didn't arrive
in time to compete.

Sports At A Glance

by 330 p.m. en

Setertleys ere urged te ad

Boris Mikhailov rapped in a rebound
on a power play at 11:25, and Montreal's Bob Gainey capped a rush with a
rising 20-foot shot at 15:48 for a 3-1 NHL
lead.
Then Girlies bashed a Soviet off the
puck behind the net and skated in front
to backhand Bossy's pass past goalie
Vladislav Tretiak at 8:14 of the second
period.

performance by his troops,
Alabama Coach C.M. Newton
said, "We shot well. We
handled it well. And we
boarded well."
Reginald King scored 30
points and grabbed 10
rebounds for Alabama, aided
by freshman Eddie Phillips' 25
points. John Stroud led the
Mississippi Rebels with 26
points and seven rebounds.

Alpha Gamma Rho
Annual Indoor
Sanction tractor Pull
Feb. 10th 7 p.m.
West Ky. Livestock
Expo Center
•

( Across From Calloway Hik • 64,'

Advance Tickets
At Gate
Children 6-12
Under 6

‘
tk •t‘

• .$350
4.00
100
Free

For Further Information Call
753-9117 or 753-2943
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Channel 11 Highlights

Schedule For The Week Of Feb. 10 - Feb. 16

PHDURAM SOBIEDULE al.LANNEL 11
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
February 12-16
WNGE 2
6:10- Gospel ler
6:X1- Merle
7:11-Swaim
831- Owl 0 Sepiafriends
1000- Feemface
10:30- Pink Panther
of
1 I :01- Bet t Is
Pieneeo
11:311- Ilendissa0
12:30- Ilesketholl
2:30- Pro Ilewiers
440- World of Sets.
S:MI- Newswed
6:05- Begs Suany
700-Delta Neese
7:30-[otter
1:00- love Beat
9:00- Fastasy Isleall
10.00- Nowsvrietch
10:30- Movie
12:45- News
100- Newswetch
130- Movie
3:00- Movie

WTVF-5

WSM-4

WSIL-3

530-Agri. NSA
740- Nome
GIS-Farm Digest
MINI-is,. lieney
6:110- Bay Oty
9:3I-Ti
7:111- Yogi's
I I:01- Space Amami7:31- harbstic 4
soy
LIS-605das
I I:311- fist Abort
930-Deify Deck
12:1111-Ciffweed lads
111:411-Fred a lorsey
12,30_Fm city 5
Ilk 311-Jets's',
1:1115- Spotlight
11:11111- %ford
Douglas
I:II- Mike
11:311-Fabelese NOGeV
ales
341- Wrestles
12:10-110 Fudge
441-lbws
12:311-Car 54
4:31-Se lb Na,
I :1111-Wayne Dobbs
1.
5:11-lbws
1:311-11seketbell
5,30_ 004 5500 mom
3:30- Alis Smith
600- Nee is.
4:31-Porter Weisner
7:00_ 0600swims
LSI-Pep Gees dm Co.
0:00_ 03„40
5:30- liesbrille lame.
11:N-News
CM-Scene at 6
111130- %LT. lesketholl
630
: -1St's Nashville
12:10- bookies
740-Chips
1:111Mimi,
11:11111-11.J.
235-News
9:00-Rockford
3:50-Sill Off
10411-Scow et Ill

7411-Saw*
1:31-*el. if lapel
Meads
10,00-0001Ww•
11k3111-Plak Paaber
I145-Speidall
11:30-1ai1ela0
12:30-ibehellall
LXI-Pro Bowlers
4:110- Metall of Spa.
5:30- BIN Desks
6:110- lawrionco Web
741- Dotto Nom*
7:31- Lotter
COO- love Beat
9:110-Fenteey lobed
1048- bows
10:15-11mm
1030- Misled Awards
11:111- Rock Concert
12:30-News

1030-Si... Night live
I 2:110- Movie

WPSD-6
GIS- Wearier WO
63S-Y..Seep
7:110- aerie
7:31-Fmasetic 4
CM-Goa&
9311- Daffy Dedt
lam_ hod e km,
10:30- Jetsam
11:10- Ilisfeal
11:31/- Meatela
12:01-U.S.
Fein
Report
I 2:31- Fessammt
1:011-11amie Lev 4
bostor
I:31-leskottall Ala.
vs By.
3:30- Hawaiian Copes
Golf
5:30-News
640-lbws
6:30-Accost
7:00- B.J. a The Beer
II:30- Rockford
10:00-News
10:30- N•ii
N••
limeys
11:00- Bankers
11:30-Set. Nitt_Uve

10:08-Stilriall
6:31-News
JO-Niels
II:M -Bap &may
9:31- Tarum
I I MI-Spam Acad.
11:311-Fat Abort
12:11- Ark 11
12:311- VI aliautes
III-.

TIME

11:23
11:
30

5:00
5:
6:
6:30

1'
31- Viln.Mal
2:00- Timis
3:30-Sets. Spectecular
5:00- WWI
5:31- News

1:00

13:00

6:1118-11
"
lim
7:00- White Shadow
0:00-10wHe
10:10-News
10:30-Dolly
11:00- Gauguin
12:1107Illasheillie
12:30-WIth This Ring
12:45-Nevis

1

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WSM-4
'
620- Fetes Digest

WSIL-3

0
6:00- Block Winona
6:30- lichlwr
7:00- Name of Wet.
7:30- Amain Grace
1:00- Utile Bascals
8 30-3 Stooges
9:30- Res Ilwaiserd
10:30- Weedmeat Bap.
11:30- Imam IL Am.
12:00-F.... the 11211
12:30- limbed,P.M.
1:00- Daiwa Forgo
1:30- Nashville es ltd.
200- Marty Rabies
2:30- lawrame Ws&
3:30- Wail kingdom
4:00- Award Movie

7:00- Archie'
7:30-Day of Disc.
7:111-Gel *MI
140- Amu Rehab
7:30-Deana
- ---8:30-Ora Roberts
1:00-At NOM
900-Gospel No.
'
1:30-Day of Disc.
10:00- Di. Young
940- Gospel drew
10:30- Anhwei', Aim9:30-Dim. is Feitk
ski
10100- liorsid of Trek
11:110- Isms 8. Ans.
10:30-Com. Mon*
11:30-kids Ars
11:01-Pubic Affairs
1:00-Gieerstars
11:30- Moot Ms Press
2:15- Bathe,
12:110-11eskethea
3:30- WwW 0Sets.
2:1111-Spertriverld
'
5:00-News
3:30-Newel= Open
S:30-Wild lawless
Goff
.
6:00-OSUMI'family
l
5:30-bw5
7:00 -Elvis
IN1111- Meaty
10:00- News
7:00-lag Event
10:15-Teatime
11:42-Weekend
12:00-Sr Off

4:01- Nerdy Bays
7:00-ibis
1140-liewswetck
10:311-Gahm
11:45-World of Spts.
1:15-110.1
1:30-Val WI

KFVS-12
5:55- Name Dimes$ib
6:25- Christopher
6:55-Ibis is life
7:23-Nereid of Truth
7:55-News
0:00-Sea. Mendes
9:30-1st Baptist
10:30- Face the baba
31:05- Mr. Mario
11:30-Clue Club
1 2:00-Choi. of Sexes
1 2:45- NIA Beskeimil
3:00- Tennis
5:00-News
5:311-News
6:00- Gone With The
Wind
9:00 - 60 Mininos
10:00-Mews
10:15-News
10:30-Grassioke
11:310-lemp U.S.
12:00-News

6:45- Weather lafe
7:00- Montage
7:30-Gospel SitfAtto
0:31_ prmo Duty.
9:15- Ilesailtea Bros.
It:30- Cbristeplors
10:00- MOWS lives
1030- Nereid onirth
fT
1100- Acceat
11:30- Moot the Press
12:00- Basketball
2:00- Sets. World
3:30- Nawaian Open
Golf
530- News
0,00_ weft Dism,
7:00-Big Event
10:00- News
1030
: - Ron Greene
11:10- Golden Ate

12:00-No rt Step
12:30-Dwayne FiMod
1:00-News

10:00-Scene et 10
10:30- Movie
12XI-With this Ring

t'

WPSD-6

WI/IF-5
COO -Sarin Sem.
6:30-Carl Tiptoe
7:00- Gebel Now
1:00-Imam Swegeort
1:30-James Robison
1/00-Oral Roberti
9:30- Tim Rivers
10:30- It Is Written
11:00- Yew Cberch
11311-BM Deuce
/hoes
4
1211°-a/N*
12:15- nil lieskiebell
12:45-NBA Seslartball
3:00-lama
5:00-Neva
5:30- e/TVF Reports
6:00-60 Marines
7:011-Movie
I.:IN-News
10:30-Gansimoks
11:30- Face the lertion

_
WSM-4
WPSD-6
WTI/F-5
KFVS-12
5:45- Weather
5:15-Co. bier.
620- Weather
Sem.
5:30-Sunrise
5:53 - Meriting De•.
5:30- Carl Tipton
9:11111-750 Club
6:30 - News
6:00- Breakfast Show
6:00- Ralph Emery
6:00-News
Today
7:0010:30-FasomlyFeed
7:00-News
7:00-Today
7:00-C110- kfloalf"
9:00- Phil Donahue
11:00- Capt. Kangaroo
7:25 -SCOMI Imlay
11:1111-SUNS Pyre.
05
10:00- 00111wf 0"'"
0:00-1/11wWwis
9:00-All in the FOWL
7:30-Imam Show
11:311-Ityass Nape
8:30- Joker's Wild
9:30_ Price i3 10903
10:25- Pastor Speaks
825- keens Today
12:00-Al My Children
9:00-AN in the Fern
"
1 °I 7sr• 10:30- love of life
10:30- W11
1:30
Today
View
9:30- Price is Right
1:00- One life to live
tune
9:30-Cresswits
10:55- News
9:00-PM Domino
1 0:30 - Los.
54 11:00- Jeopardy
2:00- Gee.*natal
HEW-Nappy Days
11:00- Young 8. Rest.
10:00-Nigh
Rollers
life/ Mid-by News
3:00- lige of light
1 1:30-P".""4 Pkw
10-31-ply Fined
11:30-Search For To.
10:30-Wheel if For
3,30_ Noe nmerem
1 1:00 — Y110014 & Rest.
12:00- News
11:00-like0Iliglet
12:00- Fern Pict
tune
11:30-Smirch for TOIL
12:03 Nsvs
12:30-- Days of sir
Th.
11:30- Ryas's Note
11:111-Jeoperey
12:00- Tell the Treat
lives
12:00- Al My 00d.
12:30-World Turns
4:1111- F-Mke Box
11:30-NOON
12:30- World Turns
1:30- Doctors
1:00-One life
131- F-Swil Trails
1:30- Gelding Light
12:30-Days of ow
1:30- Guiding light
2:00- Another World
2:00-Gen. Nos pityl
541/- M-Directiens
2:30- M•A•S•11
lives
•
A
•
S•
N
2:30
IA
3:00-Three Stooges
3:00-"°17`"" S41"
6"
3:00-Match Genie
1:30-Doctors
3:00-Mitch Genie
es
afriends3
:30Telthe Truth
2:00
-Another
WreW
Three
Sons
lime Rascals
3:35-Weedy
My
4:00
3:30
Wood.
3:30-{may Desch
3:00- Tom a Jerry
pecker
4:00- Partridge fPT
441-114111.111NIS
4:30Andy Griffith
3:311-%pores=
4:00- Monsters
5:01-News
4:30-Brody Bondi
500- Cross Wits
446
-Mimic
Women
4:
/0Addams
Feeney
5:30-Dating Genie
News
5:00 -News
530- News
5:00-Bewitched
5:00- Carol it Friends
5:30 _ hews
6:0- Mewswertch
600- News
5:30-News
5:30- Mews
6:30-Make Me laugh
6:00-News
Ma 6:03- Scrum 06
6:00- News

.

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
- --WSIL-3

•
, 7:411-1deille
libelErIbm 1lb Mist
Iris Ma

MO-Caches Pete
_
6:15-News
6,30- News

WSM-4
•

.
7:00-Setrags._ -_____...-La-Wee MalOa- 1•40- Nowt
111:3111-Pe15ee DWI
I1:37-A.Ski Scene
12:M-News

216021
-Wilaliaili
.
111411-151111021ery
1141-Ades 12
12411- liewswetc6
12:31-Sims Off

7411-- Hake Neese
11:00- Movie
1145-Saw at Tea
10:30- lowleht
12:00-Tommorrom

WV/F-5
6:30- lieW11"44
7:00-Gee. With The
Mid pt. 2
114111-11eskethell
MN-lbws
11:35-Li.. Great
----ilis-Movie
2:31- Mciitillen
3:30-News

WPSD-6
6:10-Pop Gees the Cs.

KFVS-12
6:30- Ptak Affairs

7:00- Lit/111"os*
5:00-Movie
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight
17:00- Tomorrow

7:00-Gene With
Wood
9:00-lee Graft
10:00-11 Reports
10:30- Movie
12:30-News

n).

_ __.

_
w
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
I

WINE 2

WSIL-3

7:00- Nappy Days
7:30- limns 8. Sbirley
II 411-rs Comproy
1:30- Teri
9:01- Stank, a Mitch
10:00- beamed
10:30- Mama\
11:30-Adam 12
12:10- Newswatch
12:30-Sign Off

5:30-Gist.. Pete
6:15-News
6:30- News
740-limp? Days
7:30-lareeras & Shirley
II:110- Ts Cesepany
CM-Tad
941-Sear*y a Notch
1000-New.
15:VI-Movie
12:30- News

W SM-4
7101- Circles
8:00- Movie
1040- beim ot 10
10130- Tonight
12:00- Tomorrow

WPS0-6
6:30- Demos Fere*
7:00- urcirs
8:00-Big Event

WTVF-5
6:30- Newlyweds
7:00-Movie
511111-Pepin Chase
15-05-News
10:30- Mary T. Were
11:50- Movie
12:15- lomecok
2:00-News
2:30-Sign Off

KFVS-12
6:30- MUM *et
Tue.7:0
-Movie
9:00- Power these
10:00- 12 Reports
10:30- Movie
12:30 -News

10:00-News
10:30-Tonight
12:00- Tweerrew

_
mi
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY

WNGE 2
1:00 - Aftersdieol Sp.
7:110-5 15 Ismaph
1:01- Chortle's Asepsis
940- Vern
10:1111- Nowevretch
10311- Police Women
11:311- Mani 12
12:00- Nowswetch
12:30- Vigo off
wimr-

WSIL-3
5,30_ cavils pos
6:15-News
0:30-News
7:10-1 Is bow.
1:11111-ClewIles Anpois
9:011- Vismes
15,10-New,
10:31-Palm Weasels
12:10-News

WSM-4
7:00-%pertain
1:01- Novel:
Preen
Here to Etereity, Pi. 1
10:00 -Scam et 111
1030 - Towight
12:00 Tomerarei

-

WTVF-5
630
:
Newlyweds
7:00 legs Ronny
7 30 p.„.y..ii .
v i...

WPSD-6
KFVS-12
6:30-Nashville Masc.
6:30- Wapiti
7:00 - Begs Ilsoury
7:00-Sepertrain
8:00- Novel, From Nero 7:30 - P•Pw”'t 11•10,
Nobs dry
To Etersay, pt 1
100 -M•A•S•N
10:011-News
1:30- One Doy
10:30-I•4111
"
11:-:
9:00-Carel & Deily
00 Towierrew
10:00-12 Reports
10:30- Movie
12:30-News
..,
e..„.

tines Day
8 00- el'A•S•N
11 30 OS. o5
9-00 Dolly 8. Crin of
10:00 News
10 30 Mary T Moore
_ 11 00 Movie

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE 2
740- Mork a Mob
7:3e- Angle
1:00- lerwey Miller
8:35-Sera
940- Family
10:00- Neorswiech
15130- Stwsky a ilatch
17:30- *intentch
140-Sire Off
lamas,

WSIL-3
Sin-Caches Pets
MI5-Nein
ileN1- News
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7:31- Angie
I
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.
,1
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,
I
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1200 - News

I

WSM-4
740-- Liffi• Cleasew
840- Wiinien in White,
pt. 2
1046-Scene on 10
15:311- Tonight
1240- Tomorrow

WTVF-5
6.:30- Newlyweds
7:1111- Wartime
1:00 Grooms, Atirilt
10:00 -- Mews
10:30- Miwy T. Mews
11:00-Meeks
I I AS- Climbs
1:1S - News
1.45- Sign Off

WPSD-6
6.30 Marty Rehbers
7.00 tittle Wo MINI
1-00 - Ouscr

KFVS-12

900-W.., m whi).,
0 2
10.00 Mews
10-30 - Tonight
12:00 Tonforresej
.
-.

6-30- World ef An
700- Walton
z.00 _ Cwvemiwr Awards
1000 17 IleP•rit
10:30 Movie
12:00 News

-

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE 2
7:00 Nokia' IN
730 What's N
N .
1•SO Me vie
1000 Nowswateh
10:30- lerette
Will Movie
130 Newinstofdi
200 Movie
4:30 Mery Griffin

ernoon
Devotlava
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WSM-4
WSIL-3
WTVF-5
, WPSD-6
KFVS-12
5:30 Cartes Psis
0-35-Newlyweds
dab
Farah Flied
7:00 DIff'roe Strokes
630 - klatch Gems
6:13 News
740- Wender W oman
7.00 Mtrent Strokes
7 30 Ores. a Sisters
7:00 _ wood,. ageonsi
6:30- Mews
1:111- Dukes
7:30 Bre, l Sisters
8:00 - Ternalime
740- Makin ii
100- Dykes of Nal
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1:03- Tornabeet
5:30 Mello, Larry
7:310- Mewl Nap
teed
10165-61111$
Ada- Ns& tarry
11:411-Sarmgetabes•
SAM-Illirele
941-Dam
1111*WIWI
T.
II""
9:00- sq...mtse..
WOO-Wm010
WM-News
10-00 12 leperti
11:01- Illevb
10:05-News
10111- Tonighttte10-30
1030 Bure
bowie
12:15-Street killing
1.1.311- Too*
1241- Illidnight Sp.
11:37 Moves
1:30 Mews
200- Movie
17:10Midnight
Se
1121- Neu
3:30-News
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By PETER J. BOYER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— You
may notice a sharp, sudden
increase in the quality of
programs coming out of your
television in February. Do not
adjust the dials on your TV.
There is nothing wrong with
your set.
It's just "sweeps month."
This is a television ratings
period that has the happy
effect of causing better
programming than TV offers
when it's not in a sweeps
period, which is most of the
time.
This is what happens in a
sweeps period: The two major
ratings services, the A.C.
Nielsen Co. and Arbitron,
measure viewers of local
stations in the nation's major
markets. The local stations set

their advertising rates on
these ratings, and the rates
stay thefts" until the next
sweeps period.
There are three sweeps
periods every year.
Network programs are
rated every day, but a network wants its affiliated local
stations to do well because it
owns some of them and
because it wants the stations it
doesn't own to remain affiliated.
So, to help the local stations,
the networks pull out their
best programs during this
1Weeps period, plus some new
midseason series. The month
of February offers some of the
best commercial television in
memory.
On Saturday and Sunday,
Feb.3-4, NBC offers the last
five hours of "Centennial,"

••

WSIL-3
7,00_030,401 km

UK 2

MEENESDAY
Feb. 14
-on
arnoon
Devotlanai
ladies NY.
PIXIE
111113-11
Paranoia 39

...WKMS Schedule..

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WINE 2
5:30- Not Fir W01111416
Oil4
6:00- Little Rascals
6:73-Gabs Acres
6:55-News
7:M -Good Mora. Am.
9:0l-520100 Pyramid

TIESDAY
Feb. 13

THURSDAY
Feb. 15
-on
ernoon
Devot
lazdern
Almanac
XX=
FENS 11
Fiocus on

FRIDAY
Feb. 16
-On
ernoon
Devotional
at Tow
Adventism
FOCUS
laBiS II
Sportscope

Sign-o

Ergn-orr

'Sweeps' To Increase Quality
Of February TV Programs

-..—
WNGE 2

taliDAY
Feb. 12
S
rnoon
Cevottonal
A Better

8 p.m. Big Bands. The
Friday, Feb. 9
spotlight year is 1940.
9 p.m. Guest of Godfrey. An
all-Saint-Saens program
Wednesday, Feb. 14
9 a.m. Options. Ed Walker
Saturday, Feb. 10
celebrates Valentine's Day
7 a.m. Music from the Front
with old-fashioned love
Porch. Jake Postma
songs.
features the Country
7 p.m. NBC Short Story. "I
Gentlemen at 8- a.m.
Want to Know lisrhy" and
Noon. Special. "A Call in the
"I'm a Fool" by Sherwood
Night," an existential
Anderson.
comedy concerning a
young man and an older
woman who meet in a Thursday, Feb. 15
9 a.m. Options. An hour with
plague-ridden city.
folk singer Odetta.
7 p.m. Racer Warm-up
followed by Murray State 12:45 p.m. Spotlight on
Education. Dr. Steve
Racer Basketball with
Shectman talks with Dr.
Morehead.
Sarah Hussung about preSunday, Feb. 11
cooperative
school
3 p.m. Toscanini. Von Weber's
education.
Oberon Overture, Humperdinck's Prelude to 6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Karl Haas presents
Hansel and Gretel and
performances
by
Schubert's Symphony no.
renowned
cellist
5.
Jacqueline Du Pre.
6 p.m. Music of the Black
Church. A tribute to
Friday, Feb. 16
Mahalia Jackson.
9 a.m. Jazz Revisited. Jazz
recorded on the label
Monday, Feb. 12
sponsored by the Com9:30 Options in Education.
modore Music Shops in
iSart 4 of 6, on drugs and
New York City.
alcohol on the campus.
in
6 p.m. Adventures in Good 9:30 a.m. Options
Education. Part 5 (of 6) on
Musk. A program, on the
kids and drugs.
music during Lincoln's
_
America.
7 p.m. Racer Warn-up
followed
by _ Racer
Basketball with &NAM
Kentucky.
The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and
Tuesday, Feb. 13
city schools for the week of
9 a.m. Options. A hypothetical
Feb. 12 to 16 have been
interview with Black
released by Joanna Adams,
leader Frederick Douglas.
foods supervisor for Calloway
7:30 p.m. Spider's Web. First
County, and Glinda Jeffrey,
of ten segments of "Wolves
foods supervisor for Murray
of Willoughby Chase," a
City. The menus are subject to
mystery adventure for the
occasional change due to
whole family by Joan
availability of food and the
Aiken.
weather conditions.
PEANUT BUTTER
Menus are as follows:
MACON, Ga. (AP) -cALLOWAY COUNTY
Peanut butter is getting
Du) to the schools being
popular in the Middle East.
closed because of the weather
In the second year of a
and the availability of food,
Georgia Farm Bureau exthe menus were not listed for
porting program, $120,000worth of peanut butter has
NO PALACE NURSERY
been shipped to the area.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
That may not seem much (AP) — The Swedish court has
but, as program director Bob rejected a proposal that a
Marlowe says, "You have to public day nursery be opened
remember that the man I sold in the Royal Palace for neighthe first 15 cases to didn't even borhood children.
know what the stuff was."
A spokesman explained that
Today it is distributed and the building was a monument
sold in five Arab countries protected by a special law. It
through food stores, and it is could not be rebuilt to serve as
part of school lunch programs an up-to-date day nursery, nor
jiatria and Jordan.
were there any vacant rooms.

the fine television rendering of
James Michener's saga of the
American West. Against
Sunday's "Centennial," CBS
checks in with the television
premier of "Rocky," the
popular, Oscar-winning story
of a pug boxer's grab at the
fop.
Then comes Black Sunday,
counwhen
11,
Feb.
terprogramming and sweeps
month collide. NBC airs "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest," CBS plans the first half
of "Gone with the Wind" and
ABC offers its made-for-TV
life of a rock king, "Elvis."
Viewers choose and lose.
On Monday, Feb. 12, NBC
puts the third episode of the
fine, -Backstairs at the White
House" against the conclusion
of CBS'"Gone with the Wind."
On Valentine's Day, Feb. 14,
NBC lets loose the first twohour episode of its "From
Here to Eternity," a steamy
made-for-TV version of the
James Jones classic novel.
This is the first story in the
network's "Novels for
Television" sequence.
Sunday the 18th, unfortunately, presents another
night of choice-making. ABC
delivers the first episode of its
seven-night "Roots: The Next
Generations," the follow-up
miniseries to Alex Haley's
epochal "Roots." Against
"Roots," NBC is offering the
television debut of the feature
film,"American Graffiti" and
CBS airs "Marathon Man"
with Dustin Hoffman.
Through the week, NBC
offers as sacrifice to "Roots
II" episodes of "Backstairs at
the White House" and "From
Here to Eternity" as well as
the movie "The Eagle Has
Landed." CBS wisely sticks to
regular programming here.
Then on Sunday,Feb. 25, the
final major confrontation of
sweeps month is set. ABC
gives us the last night of
"Roots II," and NBC counters
with the full-length version of
"The Sound of Music," one of
the most popular movies of all
time.
In all, a swell month for
staying home nights.

(

Many of the specials from
long
three-month
the
Shakespeare Festival of
National Public Radio (NPR)
to begin in February will be
broadcast in WKMS-FM, the
fine arts radio service at
Murray State University.
Planned to coincide with
"The Shakespeare Plays" on
public television, the NPR
broadcasts will include a
variety of programs of diverse
lengths focused on the life, the
work, and the legend of
William Shakespeare in an
American context.
Programming from the
Shakespeare Festival will be
heard on WKMS at 91.3 on the
FM dial at 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, beginning Feb. 7.
The Wednesday broadcasts
"William
include
will
Shakespeare — A Portrait in
Sound" Feb. 7 and 21 and
March 7 and 21 and
"Prologues to Shakespeare"
Feb. 14 and 28, March 14 and
28, and April 11 and 25.
In "William Shakespeare —
A Portrait in Sound," a twohour, four-part dramatization
of the Bard's life and times,
NPR brings to life the 16th
century Renaissance world
that nurtured the greatest
body of literature in the
English language. Stars inelude David Warner As
Shakespeare, Arthur Hill as
narrator,and Julie Harris and
Joan Hackett.
Listeners will hear sounds
that will take them from the
country atmosphere of young
Shakespeare's life in Stratford
to the quickened pace of
London life and on to the court
of Queen Elizabeth. The final
chapter recounts the death of
queen Elizabeth, the beginning of the reign of King
James I, the devastating
Plague, and ,..the return to
Stratford by Shakespeare
after almost 20 years.
Original compositions by
conductor Norman Luboff
give the productions a
realistic flavor.
"Prologues
to
Shakespeare" consists of six
half-hour programs produced
by NPR member station
WQED in Pittsburgh. Noted
Shakespearean expert Dr.
Ralph Allen of the University
of Tennessee is the host for
each prologue.
The programs will analyze
the themes, characters,
language, imagery, and
stagecraft of each of the plays
to be broadcast by public
television. They will include
discussions
leading
by
academicians
such
as
Maynard Mack of Yale
University, eminent
Shakespearean scholar, and
noted Shakespearean performers such as Sir John
Gielgud, Anthony Quayle, ana
Eva La Gallienne.

SCHOOL
LuncH rnEnu

Calloway County High School
and for East, North, and
Southwes•L
Elementary
Schools. Mrs. Adams said she
hoped to be back on schedule
soon when the schools are able
to be in session regularly.
MURRAY CITY
MURRAY HIGH-Mondaybeef stew and cornbread or
barbecued
sandwich;
Tuesday-pizza or ham sandwich; Wednesday-chicken
or ravioli; Thursday-pizza or
taco; Friday--roast beef
sandwich or sloppy joe.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, chili
bar, salad bar, and a variety
of fruits, vegetables, and
salads are featured each day.
MURRAY MIDDLE--

Monday-hot dog or pizza;
Tuesday-spaghetti or hamburger; Wednesday-chicken
or pizza; Thursday-taco or
hamburger;
Friday-vegetable soup or pizza.
Dessert and a variety of fruits
and vegetables are served
each day.
CARTER and ROBERTSON--Monday--corn
dog,
creamed potatoes, peaches,
cookie; Tuesday-macaroni
and cheese, green beans, fruit
salad, cake; Wednesdaychicken, cranberry sauce,
green peas, sweet potatoes,
rolls and jelly; Thursdayhamburger, frech fries, fruit
gelatin, cookie; Friday-pizza,
corn,slaw,cookie.

Special
on
Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.

m

New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WEI,COME WAGO*Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will. too.

MfOit

Inge King 492-8148
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Rog. $7.118 Tapas and Albums Only $1.39

New Molly
Hatchet?

New Kendals

New Godz

Peaches 8 Herb

Ws Nava Blank B-Track and
Cassano Tapas

ea /
1
2 tow sal.
The Lot
.

s I Solocflon.of Tops! and Albums in Oils area.

of SoUnd
222 So 72th

753-5865

-
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I. LEGAL NOTICE

"No Parking
Fire Lanes"
KRS 227.300 and city of Murray ordinance 670
provide for the establishment of fire lanes "It shall
be unlawful for any person to part motor
vehicles
on, or otherwise obstruct, any fire lane."
Violators
will be cited effective February 5,1975.
2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753 3128.
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
•Portroits

153-82911

1

FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for contributions
and
donations
when needed for tax purposes. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.

Swimming
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It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starts Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
S. LOST 8. FOUND
FOUND: ONE set of 4 keys
on a "Cancer" (zodiac)
keycha in. Inquire at the
Murray Ledger and Times.
LOST, SOLID white setter
bird dog. Reward, $100. Dan
Shipley, 753.2878
LOST: 2 PIGS, 3 months Old,
white, 30 pounds each. Lost
in Almo Heights area. 7536554 after 4 pm.
LOST: AMATEUR
radio
walkie talkie. Tempo-FMH,
model number K P.202, serial
number DE-5160. Blue case,
black rubber antenna. Turn
into M.S.U. security or call
753-7356. Reward offered.
$100 REWARD! LOST: one
black
solid
Labrador
Retriever, Lakeway Shore
and Croppy Hollow area. Has
been missing since Monday.
Call 753-1362, days, 436-5380
nights.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.
153-3230 or 753-8368.

Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

ons by
Luboff
ions a
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2. NOT ICE-

MURRAY
REMODELING
Nome Improvements

& Restorations

753-5187
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
.power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over .WCBL•FM
_102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP.AM, Sundays at 12:30

Missing since Monday Jan. 22, vicinity
Fairview
Acres,
male dog - stands
knee-high, wt. approx. 60 lbs. long
haired, reddish
blonde
color,
wearing
beige
collar. Very friendly. Childs pet.
Reword. If you have
seen
or know
whereabouts of this
dog, please call
753-7116 or 7537531.

S. HELP WANTED

Moeda.Opesinp ter
INSEN11111111
(Cheimalan. Isetrvosenunen,
Leselems,aid Rodman
109111Nlimo.
Petitions Is [setae., LW
City, Lan Oak. Moyflekl.

Murray and WIddlffe
Minimum require:
Bachelors degree in Ens.
Technology, Engr.
Mechem.* er[mgr. Sciencedegree
rft In
Geology, IndastrIsl
or Design Technology; or
Aasociate degree in Engr.
Tech., Industrial Drafting,
Design Tech., or Industrial
Tech. plea two years of engr
or engr. tech. esperience; or
high school graduate (or the
equivalentI with five years of
engr. or engr tech expenance.
Minimum Requirements for

or Bachelors

OWNER-OPERATOR
Ringle Express Inc.
needs operators with
Cab over Tandem
tractors. Steady work,
Company paid help,
Welfare and pension
benefits. Call collect
309-762-7700.

Instrument lain, Leyelman
Rodman and alielMell
High School or equivalent.
Salary range dependent on

HOMEWORKERS! EARN
big SU stuffing envelopes.
Free details. Write SayCo,
824 ZN Augusta, Elgin, IL.
60120.
MORNING HELP waned, 6
am to 10 am. Apply in perton.
Dixie Cream Donut Shop,
1006 Chestnut.
SOMEONE TO care for
elderly lady, days or live-in.
753.1841 or 753 3911

Immediate Openings
SEASONAL
ENGINEERING
NELPERS
1457/mo.
Vacancies
at
Murray,
Wickliffe,
Kuttawa,
Mayfield,
Lone Oak, Reidland
and Lake City. Will
terminate approximately October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at
the Bureau of Highways' District Office
at Reidland.
An
equal
opportunity
employer
MYR

JOB SHOP
MACHINIST
New shop moving to
Mayfield top pay, paid
holidays, paid insurance
and
vacations, also
retirement plan. Apply at Unemployment
Office, Mayfield,Ky

&NW MONSIEUR

We Buy, Seri Or bode
Used Furniture or Appliances

Hodge L Stip, Inc.

V

AT5! I SWALLOWED
PH1146E BOOK

GUESS YOU
COULD CALL
TI-4AT MAKING A

FAST BUCK

,979

maple bedroom suite, both
39. PETS-SUPPLIES.
A STONE'S throw from the
lake...7 lots with 700 feet road
frontage, Ready for you to
that cabin you've
build
chair, lamp, excellent always dreamed aqout...only
lot...call 753-1492 or
$500
per
condition. call 489-2310.
753.8579. .offered by Loretta
G. E., 18 CUBIC foot, Jobs Realtors.
refrigerator With ice maker,
$7 per week, call Good Year.
WAC,753-0595
LIKE NEW, green Sears
dryer. 3 years old, $100. Cali
437-4155.
TWO BEAUTIFUL love
seats, 2 bedside tables, 4
professional
dog
drawer maple desk and one
grooming, 401 N. 10th
chest of drawers Call 753
St.,
4862 after 5fim

are in good condition. Also,
cedar cheat. Call 753-3485
after 12 noon.
GREEN SOFA and swivel
rocker, roc chair, floral

SUDSBURY
PARK

IS
KILLING ME,I
CAN'T SEND OVER
TO READ THE
COMBINATION
MY SACK

NOW
WHAT?

r-pizza.

THREE, 2 BEDROOM
trailers, 753-0957.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
mobile home on
1
acre
private lot, central heat and
air, $120 per month, plus
deposit. Call 753-353.4 after 5
pm
TRAILER FOR rent. Dill's
Trailer court, located
Murray Drive Inn theatre
entrange. See Brandon Dill.
30. BUS. RENTALS
FOR
RENT: Warehouse
space, 2100 square feet with
office, 10' X 12' with air
conditioner
Good, safe
location at 4th and Sycamore Street. Very reasonable rent.
Phone 522.8469.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
or house, reasonable with
character, Murray
Hardin
area and toward Kentucky
lake, sought by single man in
late 30's with full time per
manent job. Call 924 5602
extension 218, 7 am to 4pm or
6 pm to 11 pm, and ask for
Mr Ellsworth.

sH:>La'RE
THE HUSELANO

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment, $175 per month,
prefer couple, no pets. 1619W
Main. 753-6930.
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
efficiency apartment, girls
only, $125 monthly, Including
utilities for
one girl
References required. Call
753.8355 between 9 and 5.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
duplex,
stove
and
refrigerator, near hospital,
$160 per month. Call 753 8217.
10' X 40' ALL ELECTRIC
$70 per month, call 489-2595.

0wie "ann.,

SAID

33 ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY REDECORATED
Sleeping room, ene block
from University. 753-1512 or
759-4909.
34. moysEs FOR RENT
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets, $250 per month, deposit
$250. Call 753 8333 after 5 pm

36. RENT OR LEASE
FIVE OFF ICES located 703 S
4th Street, next to Black's
Decorating Center
See
Carlos Black, Jr. or call 753
5787
0839 or 753

rb
Sr...PLEAOIE
PEPEAT THE
/2iJE E,Tiaiu

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For lent

253 4)58
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP
LARGE ROUND BALES of
poop 'hay loaded on your
truck. Call-247 MC
610
SIMFTLY
TO "OUR
fokftE,TER,
AKAN/irteeff

Seaseiblea Ipiseiell hisicutive
he.. a Gaiesberesipli. hue
features Weis eitercenk
Ism* Wenn, gee grill, Mem
firopleco ond MIN MOM Of
you'd
wilkiewal
ferenetise Meat this teeny 3
11111, 21i bath base lest ail
es. Ws smart se we tee lee&
et It nerime. Offsrog si

*SCRAP CANDY and
barn yard animal feej, 10
cents per pound, cash and
carry, br ng containers
Kentucky candy Co . Almo
school house. 153 1953

NONNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE NOUNS

Closed All Day Wed
l•C'ricIa
uT l vse7 • 30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 al 500
"
Pit170tl
oia
At
$
ni
avi5s141.4
25e
For hospital & house calls please
71(58394
day in advance.

$69,9811.

John Smith, Realtor

1978 Chevrolet Blazer K5,4 wheel drive, loaded.
1971 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door, like new, all the
extras.
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,gold, loaded.
Wax Sedan DeVille, one owner, new car
trade in, color blue.

1977

19. FARM EQUIP.

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Fee•w• S•ndicale,

0aye ••••••••• 0,0••••

43. REAL ESTATE
=

TEN GILDS will fair in
FOUR
PIECE
white March, 3 open gilds, and 1
bedroom wire and 3 piece male hog 753•1348.

minn

I

KIM BAILEY
I NEED THE
RECORDS
FROM THE
SAFE,SIR

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.

159-4140
FARM TRACTOR 870 case,
1970 model, less than 2000
hours, 18-4X34 tires on back
and 10.100x16 on front tires. REGISTERED
years of qualifying experience
WHITE
above education requirement.
540 and 1000 PTO. (901) 782- Husky, $75. Registerbid
From 475.00 to 710 00 mon5831, Cottage Grove, TN.
French Poodle, $75, call 753
thly
8333 after 5 pm.
22. MUSICAL
Excellent fringe benefits.
SANTA GOT caught in the 41. PUBLIC SALES
Contact the Bureau of Highblizzard and left all his GARAGE SALE. Friday and
ways District Office, KenWurlitzer organs with us. Saturday. We have furniture,
Reidland.
tucky Dam Read, at
Must sell at our cost, no down dishes, Fiesta ware, prints,
An Equal Opportunity Empayment, small
ployer11/F/H
monthly and lots of odds and ends. 4
payments. Clayton's J & B
miles east of Murray on 94. .
753-7575
Music.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
43. REAL ESTATE
RELIABLE LADY wants 23. EXTERMINATING
THREE BEDROOM, double
weekly
cleaning
lob.
garage, has many, extras,
References. Call 753-7450.
fireplace
with
beamed
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
ceilings, central heat and air,
appliances included, fully
C & J ASSOCIATES rapidly
carpeted, $250 per month.
expanding in Murray area.
753.9787 or 753-5600.
Need., married couples for
part time business. MultiNICE SMALL home near the
level
marketing
helpful.
University on North 18th
10,000-15,000 first year, low
Street. Ideal for starter home
investment, high return. Call
or empty nest couple. Two
Mr. Allen between 9.30 and
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
11:30 only, 759.478.
little clean-up and fix•up for
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
chances for advancement,
appointment only. Fenced
must be willing to relocate.
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Apply in Shoe Department of
Sycamore Street, phone
1111
FIREWOOD FOR sale, oak 753.0101. Oatman Farley,753
Big K.
and
hickory,
$17.50
and up,
12. INSURANCE
cutting near New Concord 9775.
Call 437-4228.
We we now writ* newince
INSTANT STACK shelving.
as many as you need for
se mobile homes, with 3 a
home
or
commercial
Slyest ceaspenies. Fer beet
storage. Come by and see at
rates coated Mee le405 S 4th Street, or call 753
serums awl Real knee, 392
7668 days, or 753-2394 nights
N. 12th - 753-3263.
BOYD-MAJORS
POTTERS WHEEL, Leach
type,: side treadle, kick
REAL ESTATE
wheel,
mahgany frame, 14"
14. WANT TO BUY
753-8080
aluminum head, $200. 436WANT TO buy, good used 2 5610.
ton dump truck, Call 753.
Prufessiond I Sty-% ices
REPOStESED STEREO,
6556, after 5 pm.
1e41% TheFneneity Vesta'
:small- monthly payments
WANT TO buy a 1969 or 753-7575.
below Firebird or Camaro,
THIS BRAND NEW
will pay any reasonable WOOD FOR sale. 436.2758.
HOME IS A RARE
price. Call and ask for Jill, 26. TV-RADIO
753.9181 or 753-4530.
OPPORTUNITY.
3
FOR SALE: color t.v., 25
inch, call 753 3672.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
bedroom, 14s baths,
ONE YEAR old Schwinn 10 G E. 19 INCH solid state
economical electric
speed bike, $70. Also a color t.v., $6 per week, WAC.
baseboard heat w/inSeeburg,
160
selection Call Good Year, 753-0595
dividual therrnostates,
jukebox with all records. 27. MOB.HOME SALES
S400.753-2636.
new G.E. appliances.
1975 LAWRENCE,12' X 60.2
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
bedroom, all electric, exAll this on a beaintiful 2
14
CUBIC
FOOT cellent conditfon, $4500. Call
acre lot in the country.
refrigerator, dining room 753-2316 after 5pm.
DON'T MISS THIS
suite, maple bedroom suite, THREE BEDROOM trailer,
one living room suite. Call 12' X 70', 2 bath, central heat
ONE! Boyd Majors
436-5370 or after 4 pm 759. and air. Call 753-4466 or 753Real Estate, 105 N.
4927.
2771.
St.
12th
17 FOOT FOOST tree Philco 1975 12' X 60', ALL ELECrefrigerator, excellent TRIC mobile home. Large
condition, will deliver within air conditioner, enclosed,
city limits. 753.0891.
Call 492-8511.
28. MOB.HOME RENTS

PEANUTS
IIMAq I INVITE ifOU 'TO
DANCE? PUI5-JE VOU5
INVITER A DANSER
YOU PANCE VERY IJEUVOUS DANSEZ TRES OEN"

t6. HOME FURNISHINGS

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt Control

SALES, ASSOCIATE Editor,
sports minded. Needed at
once
for
established
publishing
company.
Previous- experience in insurance, direct sales, public
relations or will train. Must
be able to follow instruction,
work with a minimum of
supervision, be bondable A
prestige spot in your community. Potential to $20,000
first year. For personal
interview
write K.A.P.I.,
P.O. Box 12061, Lexington,
KY 40580

pizza;
r ham-. _
-chicken
-taco or
riday-pins.
of fruits
served

°BERTdog,
peaches,
nacaroni
ans, fruit
nesdaysauce,
potatoes,
ursdayes, fruit

6. HELP WANTED

BABYtITTER FOR 31/2 year
old girl, References. My
home or yours. 753 4118 after
5 pm
COOK AND cashier, day and
evening shift. Apply in
person at KeAtucky Fried
Chicken, 1113 Sycamore St.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
Calloway
person,
Manufacturing
Company.
Murray.
111 Poplar St.,
HELP NEEDED. Part time
lob on farm in south Graves,
call 1-382-2523 after 6 m.

i._

Oldsmoblie 98 Regency, 4 door, like new,
color blue.

1977

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE

7511861

Priced in low thirties
and just waiting for
you is the house at 1600
Catalina.
Three
bedrooms, extra large
living room, kitchen
with lots of cabinets
stove
and
and
refrigerator. Outside
storage and patio. See
it today.
HOUSE AND shop building
On approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
C.
John
trailers.
or
NeubaJer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St. 753.0101.

Oldsmobile 88 Royale, 4 door, loaded, new
car trade in.

1977

1977 Ford LTD coupe, one owner, new car trade
in, color gold.
1977 Wage B210,4 door, color orange.
19175 Poodles Grand Prix, 36,000 miles, one
owner,triple white.
1976 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, loaded, new
car trade in, dark green color.
1976 Oldsmobile 88 Royale Coupe, one owner, new
car trade in, dark blue.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, all the extras, new car
trade in, silver color.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double
power and air.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double
power and air.

1" f
BOYD-MAJORS
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
['rotes:non& 9eresees
With The Friendly Touch"

MOVE RIGHT IN . . .
No delay in putting
your family in this
comfortable 3 or 4
bedroom home located
on a large lot in excellent neighborhood.
Home has 11
/
2 baths,
all appliances, large
closets & many other
extras. PRICED TO
SELL! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12thSt.

1974 Pontiac Lemans Coupe, double power and
air.
-11'
1973 Oldsmobile SS, 4 door hard top, one owner,
- new car trade in,like new,green color.
See Mike Outland, Jerry Hopkins, Jim Kuykendall or Wells Purdom,Jr.

Purdom
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
•

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
(•••=4. 71111K

140G West Main-7634315

Make Money By Saving!

1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good

a business person are you?

ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every, fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
ANS: The sale is open to everyone:

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
fr-Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
Will remain in effect.
No.Days
No. Days
Total
paid
Free
Days Run
3
1
4
6
2
8
9
3
12
5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise.
You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well
read sectioni
of the newspaper. The amount of.money you can save is determined only by the amount of
advertisine you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE ANDiAVE:
c II 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

PA
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1

43.4tEAL ESTATE

Malty Auction A
Realty Sales

KOPPERUD
YD-111A1
REAL ESTATE
753-1010

713-1222
I
RAISE THE curtain on your
Loretta
Jobs
Life...see
Realtors for your business
opportunity Owner needing
to leave state, but has a
booming business he hates to
leave Take advantage of his
outstanding, thriving and
accounts call
prosperous
753 1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

Prot rassone I Sen.ires
With Dm Vrsendl) Touch.

A POSSIBLE DREAM
.. Longing for a country home nestled in a
private wooded site?
See this 3 BR., 2 bath
mobile home with central heat Sz air 2 acres,
on 94E. not far from
lake. ONLY $12,900 Don't Delay! Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

C

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since /95E,

753-S646

RETIRE WITH income! 2
family home on large lot
located near Bel Air Shop
ping Center. Homes near by
but has -44Ye- - feeling of
privacy cad 753-1492 or 753
Loretta'
by
1499...cgtered
Jobs Realtors.

WILSON
INSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE

302 N. 12th St.
753-3263 Anytime
Charles Jeffery is now of fisted with Witsoe Insermice
I Reel (stet* For Gm reel
eitirte mods cell Chertes et
174-2337.
bee of die neatest eider
homes liming offered for side
it des time. On large Mollie center lot it Reran.
If yes ere tired of tryimp
NW • piece to root, why net
Mt es sal you this 2 bedroom
beim me mile wit of Nara&
Priced $4,500.
Csontry Uvieg
beim the priwery mod
Sy* • this thimble wide.
Completely furnished end
reedy to occupy. /Ash& home
on 5 acres of lend ell for may
S25,Atoo
Alez MCLININI
Shirley Wilford
Clerks Jeffery

1(1 _
9
Ism

Un,1•17 Feature

1141.

41
.

Sync:wets IrIc

IILETOVERS FROM -TENG'S STATE
DINNER AGAIN, ROSALY)4N?"

41. USED CARS
1972 BUICK, HARDTOP,
radio, tape. C.B., body in
-- -excellent condition. 753.6803
--after 5pm.
1975 CHEVROLET, 1 ton
truck with hoist, new tires,
excellent condition. Call 4362716.
1968 DODGE CORONETTE
Owner relocated
stationwagon, low mileage,
$250. Call 436.2294.
must sell atFOR SALE. 1973 Maverick,
tractive stone two
power brakes and radio.
Excellent condition. Call
or three bedroom,
after 4:30, 489,2743.
one bath, large
. FOR SALE: 1969 Camaro,
350 automatic, black with
kitchen, Stone
mags and new tires, extra
den, attached
sharp, can be seen at Carroll
Volkswagon, or call 435-4294
garage. Zoned
after 5:30.
corner
business,
FOR SALE: 1977 Grand
Prix, loaded with extras, also
lot, large parking
has T top, phone 489,2369.
FOR SALE. 1975 V.W.
area.
Rabbit, 39,000 actual miles. A
13th & Popier
one owner car, perfect
condition, over 35 mpg, must
1-442-5460
see to appreciate. Come by
and see at 405 S 4th St. or call
days. or 753.2394
753.7668
BEDROOM,
THREE
nights.
modern, brick veneer, ranch
style home, nicely located in
the East Y Manor. Ready for
and
landscaping
elegant
comfortable living. John C.
Neubauer, 1111 Sycamore
Street, phone 753-0101, Linda
.
Drake 753 0492

1

Si. USED TRUCKS
1976 CJ5 RENEGADE, big
wheels and tires, 2700 mileS.
'
Call 489-2434.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & SonGeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1-362 4895.
BUILDING,
REMODELING, repair and
block laying experience. Call
474-2318.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates,
references. V ibra Vac steam
scotch
Free
or dry cleaning
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
plumbing,
painting,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 4362562 after 5pm
& BLOCK"
CONCREtE
Block garages,
WOR K .
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
CARPENTER, NO job too.
small. References. Call 7538793, ask for Clifford.
WHITE
DRIVEWAYS,
rocked and graded free
estimates, call Clifford
Over S1,500,000
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm.
FENCE SALES at Sears
Worth of real estate
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
listed with our comfree estimates for your
pany. Chances are we
needs.
are
have just what you
FOR YOUR driveway white
looking for; If not, we
1973 GRAND PRIX, air rock needs, call or see Roger
conditioning, power steering, Hudson We also do grading
will find it for you.
cruise, moon roof, AM-FM and backhoe work, for free
Come to the company
estimates call 753 4545 or 753tape,$1900. Call 753.2307.
that is smiles apart
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two 6763.
from everyone else.
door hard top, V8 automatic GUTTERING ay SEARS.
with air Brown on brown, Sears continuous gutters
The Nelson Shroat
your
per
extra good condition, $900, installed
Co., Realtors
specifications. Call Sears
call 354-6217.
for free estimates.
759-1707
1979 MAZDA R X7 sports car, 753-2310
low mileage, still under GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
Velva
Hawks, tanks, metal buildings,
warrenty.
wood
custom building:
Sedalia, Kentucky, 382.2403.
or metal frame
1970, NINE PASSENGER frame
Complete log buildings on a
Chevrolet Caprice station
quote. A & I Ford
wagon, air, automatic, nice, turn key
Supply, Inc 1.1901).642-8544.
S500. 7531818 after 5 pm.
INSULATE AGAINST the
1974
OLDS
CUTLASS
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
Supreme
stationwagon,
insulation and foam-in
automatic, air, cruise, AM- attic
urea fromalehyde.
FM radio, radial tires. 436- place
no
estimates,
Free
5610
Kentucky obligation
1973 OMEGA, 6 CYLINDER Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
gas saver, automatic, low Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
mileage, one owner, $1175. 1502) 435-4527.
Call 489-2595.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
PON T I AC LeMA-NS, 1970, Sears, save on these bigh
$525, 753 6239 after 5 pm
heating and cooling billS.
1973
Calk Sears 753.2310 for• free
PLYMOUTH
SUBURBAN wagon, ex- estimates
cellent
condition,
cruise LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
control, one owner, $1095. prompt, efficient service,
15 Acores
Call 489-2595.
call Ernest White,753-0605.
1977 RED, REGAL Buick, MITCHELL BLACKTOP Fir Sole
S4800. 753-7132 days, 750-1997 PING. driveways and small
Just on the market,
after 6 pm.
iObs a speciality, also patand located 5 miles
1977
TOYOTA
CELICA
ching and seal coating. 753Liftback, 5 speed, AM-FM 1537.
west of Murray, this is
stereo, air. $4300. 753-8706.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
that choice building
now all oak. $25-rick. Call
SO. USED TRUCKS
you've been
site
John Boyer at 753-85361974
CHEVROLET
waiting for. Property
CHEYENNE Super, 2 wheel
NEED TREES Cut? Landolt
drive, $2300. 1975 Chevrolet
Tree Service, Call George
includes lovely 3 acre
custom deluxe 4-wheel drive, Landolt, 753-8170.
wooded building site, 2
$4000. 753-4112 ask for
PACE, SEAMLESS, wet-jet,
ponds, tobacco base,
Robert.
all weather gilsonite asphalt
private
of
acres
9
and
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP, roof coating, reinforced with
steering, power fiberglass, used on wet or dry
power
pastureland for those
roofs and other insulation
brakes, air, AM FM tape
horses you've always
player, wheels, 753 9507
products. Call John M.
wanted. Over 500 feet
1977 FORD F150, 1 wheel Morgan, Hazel, KY, 492.8161
of blacktop road frondrive, 1976 Chevrolet 3'4 ton 1 no answer 492.8696.
excellent
wheel drive. Both are sharp ROOFING,
tage. Finest 15 acre
7531486
Call
trucks. Call days, 753-8533, references
tract we've seen on the
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
nights 753-6132.
market in the past
1978 JEEP CJ5, 304 V8, all ask for Shelley.
or
couple of years. Don't
FLAT
heavy duty equipment, ROOFING,
power steering, Levis in- shingles, water proofing and
let this opportunity
mobile homes. 15 years
terior and top, warn 8,000 lbs.
pass, phone Kopperud
ekperience Call 435.4173.
Remote control winch, AM
Realty, 753-1222 for all
FM8 track, 409 gears Call WET
BASEMENT? We
753.0188.
the information
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran51. CAMPERS
MID- teed Call or write Morgan
STARCRAFT,
14. LOTS FOR SALE
2,
WINTER white sale. Prices Construction Co , RouteKY
FOR SALE or trade for car
reduced on all travel trailers Box 409A, Paducah,
or pickup truck, an acre and
1night
or
42001,
or
day
call
through
ups
pop
lot, septic tank, well, and
Vo
February 15. This means 412 7026.
utility Pole, 437 4608 or 751
prices you won't believe. WILL DO plumbing, heating
7975
conditioning,
Sales, and
air
White's Camper
FOR SALE by owner: lot 1'?
located on Highway 94 East, remodeling and repairs
miles east of Murray, on
the
around
home. 753 nil
753-0605.
good road and 500 ft of High
City water, no
way 94
restrictions, not in a subdivision. Call Bob Futrell,
753 7668 days, and 753 2394
nights.
16. HOMES FOR SALE
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
18 ACRE FARM with well
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
built home in good condition, I
has Stock barn and other
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
property
This
buildings.
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
being offered to settle estate
priced at 138,000. For more
Free Delivery Oto Preetriptiemi In City limits
information, call 474 2337
BY OWNER, impressive 4
bedroom, 3 bath, viewing
golf course with over 4100
Large en
square feet
with
area
tertainment
fireplace, professional
FREE
landscaping, private sun
20 MILE
deck and patio. Call 1-586
8033 or 1 586,7186. '

ASSUME LOAN
AND PAY
SMALL EQUITY

NEW LISTING
This 3 bedroom, 1'2
bath house will appeal
to folks of all ages.
free
Maintenance
house - with thermopane windows and
electric
central
heating and cooling
systems.
Tastefully
decorated in neutral
colors. Call today to
see this choice listing.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your Real Estate
needs.
RES. 205, NO. 6th street,
3-near down town,
zoned
siding,
aluminum
bedrooms down stairs, owner
out of town and needs to sell,
519,000.
to
reduced
Immediate possession, make
an offer. Gas floor furnace.
Claude L. Miller, Realtor,
753 5064 or 753-3059, 24 hour
answering service.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & RealEstatt
Sourhs,de Court Square

Murray, kentycky

753-4451

SAVE$
Ladies' and Children's

Shoes and Boots
Nationally Advertised Brands

2

its "Cants-AM"
To Buy Instoad
Of Root
Call today for an appointment to see this
neat 2-bedroom home
near the University.
Home is heated with
economical gas heat
and includes range
refrigerator.
and
only
at
Priced
$15,900.00. Don't miss
an opportunity like
this to turn that monthly rent into equity.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

1 SALE

FOR
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Feb. 8-10 Only

The Shoe Shack
106N. 4th
Bank Cards Welcome
Attention! Mr. Farmer
Open

Farming Equipment
Auction
Sat., Feb. 11, 10:00 AM.
Downtown, Atwood, Tennessee
'OLI GIN or
PARTIAL LIST OF CONSIGNMENTS: 82 5 Bottom
Massey Breaking Piow; 4 Row Crop,Maker; A.C. 6'
Pull Type Bush Hog; A.C. 9 Tines Chisel Plow; 2
Calf Feeders; 150 M.F. Diesel Tractor 74 Model 1100
Firs. (Like New); 8' Tufline Disc; 2-3 Bottom Flatbottom 14"; 2-2 Row Cultivators; J.D. 2 Row
Planet; A.C. Combine 74 Model; 3-4030 J.D. Tractors 74 Models(Good).

$200,000.00 Consignment
Expected
Call 901-662-7273
CONSIGN YOUR EQUIPMENT TODAY:
WE WILL ADVERTIZE IT IN
THE NEXT AD
The list will grow.
OMMISSION RATES: 7% On Sales with $5.00
Minimum; I% on No Sale $5.00 Min.$10.00 Max.
Sellers will protect their merchandise, sellers and
buyers will be issued a trading number. Everyone
bids. Buyers from 10 states; buyers requested to
furnished a letter of credit
SALE CONDUCTED BY

RED BALL REALTY
& AUCTION CO., INC.
FIRM #366
613 N. Market Street, Paris, Tennessee 38242
Col. Frank Nance Sr. Broker
& Auctioneer Lic. 254
Col. Jim Tate 307
L1inch Served
Como Early, Oct Registered, Get Your Trade Number,
and Bo Ready To Bid. "Wit Replace Experiments
with Experienc at Auction"

WALLIS DRUG

EILV

BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
family room, 2 full baths,
near University. 753.5791 or
753-2619.
17. MOTORCYCLES
it-L 440 440040A,-awe con•
'dtflon,phone 753 99S6.
1978 YAMANA IT 175, must
sIt this week, perfect
mechanical condition, will
take best offer 7537228

DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad ant, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy to assemble up to 74
x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say"I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be -published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advisors will be happy to help you write your message.

•

Lii
To Mom and Dad...

To My Wife, Ann...

W. couldn t have pick•d
nicier pair of parents in the
world' Have a Nappy Ifylentint's Clay'
imik• wed Sow

After 15 wonderful years
of marriage, I'm still head ever-heels in love with yowl
Walter Z

$25°

$25°
To Our
Favorite
Teacher

To lane - I want you for
my Valentine, and I won't
take 'no" for an answer'

,iors. Smith - Thanks for
making Sci•nce fun to learn.
We think you're tops'
from
Class

$300

$300

Phone 753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Seiid a persiin-alized Vakntine Calif]to-Your Loved Ones This'Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine

ONLY 15' PER WORD

SOME EXAMPLES:

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BELOW

Deer Jimmy (Peter). I lovo
you more then words can
•epress. I Nome we will always be tooether to shorts
this good and the hod lo.st
tilways. Suit (Check) P.S
Wornetr loves you loot

WANZA Happy Vahan
line s Clay to the sweets's'
arid most loving wife ond
mother We lov• you lorry
and chod
or

Ail my love goes
to you on
Valentines Day,
Love jolt&

Name
Address
City
Zip
MAIL
To:

Phone

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 12th, 1979. All ads will run on
February 14, 1979 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 15, 1979.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 32
Murray, Ky.42071

mell!

State

•

••■411111111m.
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REALTORSCORNER

•

THERE'S A LOT TO
APPRECIATE

How would you like an investment you can actually use 24 hours a day .
an investment you can share with your family at the same time it's saving
you money, providing security and growing in value?

The investment, of course, is a home of your own When you buy a home,
you're not spending your shelter dollars, you're putting them to work.

16

Ask your REALTORS how you can get the most for your money. He'll help
you find the home that's right for you, your family and your finances. Talk
to a REALTORS today. The sooner you do, the sooner you'll save. . •

REALTOR'

Owner being transferred and must-sell nearly
new home in Kirksey area. Three bedrooms,two
full baths, central electric heat and air, 2/3 acre
of land. Tastefully decorated and quick
possession.$39,500.00.

e---

••••110
.

Country living for you? Then see this seven room
brick with one and a half baths, carpet,
fireplace, range, refrigerator and dishwasher,
PLUS one and a half acres of land, PLUS cleanup shop, PLUS large storage building or small
business building. The price? Only $45,000.00.
A dream come true is the house at 1302 Kirkwood. Three bedroom two bath, brick with central gas heat and central electric air. Real, wood.
burning fireplace in large den, carpet, range,
storm doors and windows. In back is a brick
storage house with double carport and large patio with gas grill. $49,000.00.

It's A Double Pleasure

EXQUISITE

/
2 bath conA most pleasant 3 bedroom, 11
temporary home plus building ideal for an "off
the beaten path" antique or beauty shop.
Spacious 2/
1
2 acre wooded lot. A home with a
future. May we tell you more?

Words cannot describe the beauty of this
luxurious 4 bedroom, 3 bath home with 3-car attached garage. This home features the utmost in
luxurious,convenient family living and near perfection in quality, comforliand design. Phone us
for an appointment to view this exclusive listing.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for full time
real estate service.

North of Murray we offer this seven room house
with storm doors and windows,carpet and dining
room for only $33,500.00. Open your own business
in the extra, three room building that has never
been used. Lot is 175 feet deep.
Seal' 12160Sycamore'
Tielephomo 753-1651
P.O. Box 381

Ronnie Pei 753-7261
Margo Arnibraster 753-5128
Ray Roberts 436-5650

Edna knight 753-4118
Patsy Fain 753-6373
Anna Requarth 753-2477

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
Sid Jobs 753-6079
Brenda Jones 753-4221
Judy Johnston 437-4446
Loretto Jobs 753-6079

KOPPERUD
Realty
753-1222

Amos McCorty 7512249
Owed§ Sotit
.ht 753-1199
Melon Spoon 753-1579
Russ 5purloch 753-9731

COUNTRY LIVING
COZY RETREAT . .
mpletely furnished and
ready to move in. Built in range, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, and more. Everything you
need to start housekeeping. 3 Bedrooms with
central heat and air located on a large tree
shaded lot in Keniana Subdivision. New listing
only $17,800.

Scenic view in tranquil setting—On a large tree
shaded lot overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Priced at only $44,900.
DONALD R

UCKER
ee ends & rvemngs Call
Joe Kennons 136-5676
Bud Nall 753-4868
Don Tucker 753-1930
Mary Beth Smith 753-3383
Ilazel Brandon 753-1513

New listing
Have your very own swimming pool in a convenient mid-town location. This home at 314 S.
9th St. is very well built with a lot of room. 2large
bedrooms and bath upstairs with large living
room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms,and bath on 1st floor.
Plus, a full basement with sliding glass doors to
privately enclosed patio and 32 x 18 kidney
shaped swimming pool. Call today for an appointment.

SPACIOUS FAMILY NOME
Begin your Spring in this lovely country home. 4
bedrooms, living room with fireplace, formal
dining room, family room, kitchen with ample
cabinets,full basement. Only $43,900.

BOYD-MAJORS

To see, call or come by...

The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
-HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS'
EVENINGS

Marie Hicks 759-1056
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538
Sam Harris 753-8061

REAL ESTATE

to IA
hat ESTATE
753 S080

The Professional Service
with the
Friendly TouchBarbara Erwin 753-4136 Warren Shropshire 753-3277
Audra Moody 753-9036
Reuben Moody 753-9036
B. B. Hook 753-2337
Homer Miller 753-7519

105 N. 12th Street
753-8880

••••I

modol

Emmy

immer

Selling Soon?
1

If You'd Like
The Benefit Of

M11=01

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
Then Call Us

John Smith,
REALTOR

We've got the
key to a home
you'll love.
Stop paying rent,start building equity Horne
ownership is one of the hest ways to beat infla
don Let us show you some of the homes We hate,

Call 753-7411 (Anytime!)
641 North
( Next To Cain's AMC,Jeep)

listed. Call today.

GUY SPANN REALTY

Louise Baker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Guaann 753-2587

-•

This quality home in a quiet neighborhood but
close to shopping areas is new on the Murray
market. Recently re-decorated with new carpet,
wall paper and a new kitchen with triple wall to
ceiling pantry, built-in oven, disposal and dishwasher. It offers 3 BR's,2 baths, large living-dining
room combination and a modern utility room. There
are many large closets and other great storage
areas plus central heat and air. A wooden deck
overlooks the large back yard with plenty of room
for a garden. The condition of this home is excellent,
--call us today to see it.

Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646
John lett.436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249

Janice Austin 75,864
H. T. Wa1dro0753-1390
Broker

-

. -
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_
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Deaths and Funerals.
Funeral To Be Saturday At Local
Chapel For Charles Graves Eaker
The funeral for Charles
Graves Eaker, 21, will be held
Saturda) at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the song service.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie
Gibson, Kevin Barrett, Bobby
Futrell, Ricky Scarbrough,
Roger Hendon, and Tony
Bayless. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Eaker, a resident of
Murray Route 8, died Thursday morning. His body was
discovered in his car parked
on Highway 1550 about a mile
west of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
The young man was a 1976
graduate of Calloway County
High School and was -employed tAth_Mid-South
Construction Company. Born
Dec. 17, 1957, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Glen
Eaker and Ramona Galloway
Eaker, who survive.

Lexie Lamb Rites
Being Held Today
Services for Lexie Lamb are
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with John
Hoover and James Shockley
officiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Lamb, 81, died Wednesday .at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ethel Adams Lamb,
Mayfield Route 1, daughter,
Mrs. Virginia Sue Miller; six
sons, Wilson, J. D., Clovis,
Robert, Billy G„ and-Wavel
Lamthx;,. sister, Mrs: Ola
.Haneline; 24 grandchildren;
26- great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren.

Mrs. Odie Freimuth
Dies; Was Sister,
Mrs. Josie Taylor

Charles Graves Eater
his
include
Suvivors
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Eaker, and two brothers,
Rodney and Gary Eaker,
Murray Route 8; one sister,
Mrs. Tony (Glenda ) Bayless,
Lynn Grove; grandmothers,
Mrs. Dorothy Eaker, Murray,
and Mrs. Hazel Galloway,
Murray Route 1; great
grandmother, Mrs. Lillie
Moody, Mayfield.

Mrs. Robinson's
Services Today
Funeral services for Mrs.
George T. (Mary Ethel)
Robinson of Hazel are being
held today at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tenn., with
Henry Hargis officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Wofford Cemetery at Dover.
Mrs. Robinson, 81, died
Wednesday at 8 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was a member of the Green
Plain Church of Christ.
The Calloway woman is
survived by her husband,
George; daughter, Mrs. Alice
Sills,. Evansville, Ind.; two
sons, George A. Robinson,
Hazel, and Johnnie L.
, Robinson, Lodie, Calif.;
sister, Mrs. Nora Owens, half
sister, Mrs Anna Bell Lamb,
step sister, Mrs. Joe
Westerman, half brother,
Albert Largent, six grandchildren, and five great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Odie Pearl Hixson
Freimuth, sister of Mrs. Josie
Taylor of Murray, died
Wednesday at the Benton
County Hospial, Camden,
Tenn. She was 81 years of age
and a resident of Route 2,
Paris, Tenn.
Born April 5, 1897, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Ed Dunn
and Beulah Lee Dunn. Her
first husband, Louis Hixson,
died in 1954. She later married
Leo Freimuth in April 1o961
and he died in May 1961.
The deceased was a
member of a Baptist Church.
Survivors include four sons,
Louis Dunn, Warren, Mich.v
Wayne Hixson, Paris, Tenn.,
Clarence Hixson, Chicago,
and Eddie Hixson, Mineral
Wells, Texas; stepdaughter,
Mrs. Louise Walker, Route 2,
Paris, Tenn.; 11 grandchildren.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Josie Taylor,
Murray, Mrs. Gussie Carter
and Mrs. Earlie Thompson,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Laura Lee
Clark, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Irene Nail, Eau Gallie, Fla.;
two brothers, John Dunn,
Paris, Tenn., and Monroe
Dunn, Houston, Texas.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial will follow in the
Bethesda Cemetery there.

Jack Garland's
Funeral Is Today

1

Graham,Instruction
Head, Announces
For State Auditor

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --State Superintendent of Public
Instruction James Graham
announced today that he is a
Democratic candidate for
state auditor.
Scores of Graham's friends
and employees in the state
Department of Education
attended a news conference he
held at a Frankfort cafeteria,
and Graham said the bad
weather had kept many other
supporters away.
Among other Democratic
contenders for the post are
Sara Bell, the clerk of the
state House, and Herman
Kendall, a Lexington Realtor
who was an unsuccessful
candidate for auditor in 1975.
Graham pledged that if
elected he would cooperate
with all local and state officials responsible for drawing
up budgets and managing
public funds.
The auditor's post, once one
of the routine secondary
elective offices, has become
lately
attractive
more
because of the current officeholder, George Atkins.
From the base of that office,
Atkins launched severe
adthe
of
criticism
ministration of Gov. Julian
Carroll, and now is an antiadministration candidate for
the Democratic nomination
for governor.
Graham said that as state
is
he
superintendent
responsible for managing a
budget of more than $750
millionn every two fiscal
years.
He pledged that as auditor
he would oversee state and
local dollars to make sure they
are spent in accordance with
appropriations.
Graham has beerf—Ir
superintendent of school
systems in Nelson County,
Ashland and Bowling Green.
He indicated his experience
gives him an advantage over
.rivals for the post.
During tbe news conference,
Graham said he would expect
powerful support from "the
education bloc" although hr

Final rites for Jack
Garland,53, Almo Route 1, are
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the Emmanuel Baptist Church
with the Rev. Jim Fortner and
the Rev. Grandville Courtney
officiating. Music is by the
church choir led by Terry
Todd with Mrs. Fortner as
pianist.
active
as
Serving
Randy
pallbearers are
Tucker, Curtis Tucker,. David
Garland, R. J. McDougal,
Cordie McDougal, and Robert
Ingram; and as honorary
pallbearers, Danny Garland
and Jimmy Bennett.
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Garland died Tuesday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is survived by his wife, Marie,
father, Virgil Garland, two
daughters, Ms. Marcia
Garland and Mrs. Howard
Todd, son, Cecil Garland,
sister, Mrs. John Tucker,
brother, Bernie Garland, and
nine grandchildren.

•1

said he will take no special
credit for strides of the past
four years in financing
Kentucky's public schools.
He said he did not see any
overriding issues in the
auditor's race.
Asked if he hoped to be an
"adversary auditor" who
would challenge the state
Graham
administration,
replied that he would merely
"be an advocate of the
people."
He said the auditor's office
"is and should be an independent body."
Graham and the governor
have been cool to each other
almost since Graham became
superintendent in 1975.

Man's Hand Is
Re-Attached In Long
Louisville Operation

Grace Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak
At Sunday Services

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Doctors are monitoring the
condition of a Michigan man
whose right hand, severed in a
snowblower accident, was reattached in a mar#thon
operation at Jewisb Hospital
in Louisville.
Steve Musick, 26, of
Muskegon, Mich., severed the
hand Wednesday in an accident involving a tractordriven snowblower, said
Barbara Zingman, a hospital
spokeman.
Musick, accompanied by his
wife, Cynthia, and his mother,
was flown to Louisville and
taken tO Jewish Hospital,
where a 12-hour operation was
performed Thursday by Dr.
Thomas W. Wolff, Ms.
Zingman said.
The hand was re-implanted
and circulation restored, she
said, but it -cannot be imm ediatel y determined
whether Musick will recover
the use of the hand.
"It is critical for the next 48
hours at least. They can't
make any judgments before
then," she said.
She said Musick was in
satisfactory condition in the
hospital's recovery room after
the operation.

Rev. Charles Blair
To Speak Sunday

The Grace Baptist Church,
located at 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will hear the
The Rev. Citifies Blair will
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and ,be the guest speaker at the 11
5:30 p.m. worship services on a.m. gacl 7 p:m. worship
services en Sunday,Feb. 11, at
Sunday,Feb. 11.
Dan Billington will direct the Sinking Spring Baptist
the music with Dwane Jones Church.
Rev. Blair is from the Midas organist and Anita
Continent Baptist Bible
Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers for Sunday College at Mayfield. Gene
and Wednesday will include Jones,deacon of the week, will
Robbie Hale, Jimmy Hale, assist in the services.
Vicki Chadwick, Clovis Jones,
The Adult Choir, directed by
Frances Wyatt, Mildred Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Scott
Burpoe, and Wanda Hart- as pianist and Mrs. Jim
Neale
sfield.
as organist, will sing "Stand
Bus drivers will be Hoyt Still and See His
Glory" at the
Wyatt, 753-3092, and Jimmy morning service.
Hale, 492-8848.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Wisehart
Sunday School will be a 9:45 I will be in charge of
Children's
as
a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt
Church.
superintendent..
The Youth Choir will meet
Ricky Smith will be the song
leader for the Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for
practice and will sing in the
services at 7 p.m.
evening services. A youth
RIVER & LAKE DATA
fellowship entitled "Sunday
River 7 a.m. 18.3, down 1.5.
Night At The Movies" will
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3
follow the worship hour.
up 0.2.
Pnces of stock of local interest at
Sunday School will be at 10
Below dam 306.7, down 1.1.
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
by First of Michigan,
a.m. and Church Training at 6
Barkley lake 7 a.m. 354.3 up Ledger & Times, are
as follows:
Corp ,of Murray
p.m.
0.2.
+3.73
Industrial Average
Below dam 317.5, down 0.6.
25% +%
Air Products
Sunset 5:29. Sunrise 6:52.

At Sinking Spring

Stock Market

American Motors
Ashland 00 .

R. Bailey Binford,
M.D., PSC.
would like to announce the relocation of his
office to the;

American Telepboosi

4
3
/
43

Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G A.F
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
harder/
Heubletn

4%B 5A
bane
404 Ali
II% +%
7% UDC
M +%
56% +%
Mkt +4
17% unc
13% uric
II% -44

IBM
Pasowalt

1=lb
Terms
Wal-Mot

Medical Arts Building
300 So. 8th Street
3rd Floor, Suite 309
Family Practice - Psychiatry

Nei phone number

753-7272
By Appointment

5% +%
37% -%

Wendys

Martin's Chapel To

+'4

SI% +244

nAss oic
34+14
II +%

4
/
a% +1
trio +14
111%13 XiktiA

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Market News Service

Minis" WO
K
AriaLlierket
Repot
7
Rocalipb: Ad. MI
1110 Borrows &
Giftssoft APdew Sows fully steady
1.151411fiallfts...041114420few 54 75
US211/14.1101.
&IS 7544.31
US341104791ba.
1112 7343 75

Hear Rev. Tucker
The Rev. Daniel Tucker,
minister • of the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church, will speak at the
worship services at 9:30 a.m.
on Sunday, Feb. 11.
"He'll Understand And Say
Well Done" will be the
selection by the church choir,
directed by Ralph Robertson
with Ricky Cunningham as
pianist.
Sunday School will follow
the worship service at 10:30
a.m. with Pat Robertson as
superintendent.

The 6 p.m. services on
Sunday will be with the Good
US 2-4 3110-111 By.
01 7S-62 75 Shepherd United Methodist
Sows
US 1-2 270-360 its
044.00-45 01 Church.
iipl-INO-IN lbs.
......02.4114140
On Tueilday, Feb. 13, at.7
DE 1-3 OHO Kw .
141.1541.41
(18 1.3 5054501in
Me 50-47 50 p.m. the church
choir will
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
142 00-43 00
have its rehearsal.
Boars $33 00.35 00

Wholesale Prices Have Biggest
Monthly Increase In Four Years
By MICHAEL DOAN
Asioclated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices, spurred by soaring prices for
beef and veal, rose by 1.3 percent in
January — the biggest monthly increase in four years, the Labor
Department reported today.
The rfport means consumers can
expect hefty increases in grocery
prices in the next few months.
Last month alone, wholesale beef and
veal prices rose 13 percent, the
department said. That was equal to
about half the beef and veal increases
in all of 1978.
Wholesale price boosts last month
were widespread and included sharp
gains in gasoline, fuel oil, cosmetics,
tobacco, autos, tires, machinery and a
variety of other products.
Not since November 1974, when the
increase was 1.8 percent, have
wholesale prices risen so rapidly in one
month. Those prices usually are harbingers of trends in retail prices.
Last November and December,
wholesale prices were climbing re "idly
but at a slower rate of 0.8 percent. If the
January increase continued for a year,
the rate would be more than 16 percent.
The report was a not-unexpected
disappointment to the Carter administration, which is soliciting help
from consumers in its anti-inflation
fight.
Alfred Kahn, director of President
Carter's four-month-old anti-inflation
program, said Thursday, "We have to
depend on alert consumers to monitor
price increases."
He suggested that consumers
demand explanations from retailers for
stiff price boosts that seem unjustified,
and that they refuse to buy products

Legislature...

that seem to be overpriced.
The administration has cautioned
that results of its program to curb wage
and price increases probably will not
become evident until late spring or
summer.

The Commerce Department said
the price of the average new house ruse
from $58.700 to $61,100 in December. A
year earlier the average new house cost

--Economist Henry C. Wallich, one of
$52:70°O
the nine governors of the Federal
In other developments on the Reserve System, endorsed the adeconomic front:
ministration's "wage insurance" tax
—Treasury Secretary Michael credit. .0 ser this plan, workers in
Blumenthal said a tax cut might be groups '.tst! keep their pay demands
needed to stimulate the economy in, below 7 percent would be reimbursed in
1981, but it would be dangerous to part through tax relief if inflation rose
*duce taxes this year. There have been more than that amount.
widespread predictions of a slowdown
Kahn's call for action by the public to
this year, but the' administration does combat inflation came in an address to
not agree with them. Tax cuts are often the convention of the Consumer
prescribed to combat slowdowns.
Federation of America.

Board

...(Continued From Page One)

Persons attending said they settled in
the county district with the understanding from Realtors in town that
they could send their children to either
district. Before the policy passed, parents
argued strongly for a meeting between
the two boards to discuss the action.
Although Kingins said he favored
delaying action and meeting with city
school board members, other board
members said such a meeting would be
futile.
Don Henry, chairman of Murray
Independent Board of Education, said
today that he couldn't comment on the
new policy because the board hasn't
received it from the county school
board and haven't had time to review it.
Henry said he did not know V such a
policy may be in the offing from the city
system."We've never talked about it in
a board meeting so I don't really know.
But I do like to think that people have

the freedom of choice. I guess perhaps
we'll have to look at it (the city board's
ADA procedure)."
In other school board action from the
Thursday night session:
— Following an executive session to
discuss personnel, board members
named Mac Coleman, William A.
Miller, Linda Patterson, W.T. Patterson, Wilda Perkins, Pat Seiber,
Feltner,
Becky Taylor, Linda
Patricia Lassiter, Melissa Moore,
Elizabeth Douglas. Betty Hassell, Ruth
Majors, Eva McDermott and Jackie
Ross. Rose said the hirings, all from the
county system, completes most of the
staffing for the school, now under
construction.
— Board members approved the
advertising for school food service
items and adopted a resolution saying
the county system will participate in
the "Right to Read" program.

(Continued From Page One)

Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, and
Rep. Herbie Deskins, D-Pikeville, said
the proposed penalties are too harsh.
Deskins said few IKentucky juries would
agree to sentence a welfare cheater to
1-5 years in the state penitentiary, and
he noted that the state would have to
appoint a lawyer for them at taxpayers'
expense.
The House defeated a host of
amendments, including one that would
have required the state Department for
Human Resources to hold an administrative hearing for anyone
charged with welfare fraud.
The sponsor, Rep. Ray Overstreet, RLiberty. said it would prevent anyone
from unfairly being brought to trial.

But House' Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, 0-Glasgow, said it would
effectively gut the bill. Several
lawmakers said there are adequate
safeguards in the bill without requiring
such a hearing, and that it would create
another level of bureaucracy.
Rep. Louis DeFalaise, R-Fort Mitchell, called the amendment -the
lawyers relief act" because it would
provide work for so many attorneys.
Also defeated was an amendment
that would have required applicants for
state welfare benefits to sign a written
warning informing them of the terms of
the bill.
Other amendments were defeated
that would have raised the floor for
considering welfare fraud a felony from

$100 to $500 or to $1,000.
The House adopted an amendment
making a welfare applicant's reliance
on the advice of a department employee
or agent a defense against prosecution.
In other action, the House approved a
resolution directing the Legislative
Research Commission to study the
state tax structure and to report to the
Legislature by Sept. 15.
The estimated cost of the study is
$20,000. The 1980 General Assembly is
expected to consider revising state tax
laws.
Also approved was a resolution
sponsored by Rep. Gerta Bendl, 0Louisville,to review penalties for white
collar crime in Kentucky.
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The AnnualFFA
Section Of
Miliray Ledger & Times
Will Be Published On

Tuesday,
February 20th
Included in this section will be news,
photographs and related stories of our local
FFA chapter at Calloway County.
The Section will be published during
National FFA Week.
The deadline for advertisements to be ineluded in this section is Friday,February 16th.
Local Merchants interested in being a part of
this Salute to the Calloway Co. FFA Chapter
please call our advertising department at...

753-1919
Murrayr

Ledger & Times
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